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Abstract
The ability to provide mass customised and biocompatible implants is
increasingly important to improve the quality of life. Additive manufacturing
(AM) techniques have obtained increasing popularity and selective laser
melting (SLM), a metal-based AM technique with an ability to build complex
and well defined porous structures, has been identified as a route to fabricate
customised biomedical implants. Surface modification of an implant with a
biomolecule is used to improve its biocompatibility and to reduce post-implant
complications. In this thesis, the potential of a novel approach to use selfassembled monolayers to modify SLM fabricated surfaces with therapeutic
drugs has been evaluated.
Although there are numerous studies on the material development, process
optimisation and mechanical testing of SLM fabricated parts, the surface
chemistry of these parts is poorly understood. Initially, the surface chemistry
of SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF), SLM fabricated and mechanically polished
(SLM-MP) and forged and mechanically polished (FGD-MP) parts made of
Ti6Al4V was determined using an X-ray photoelectron spectrophotometer
(XPS). Later the impact of laser power on the surface chemistry of the parts
was also studied. A non-homogeneous surface chemistry was observed due to
a change in the distribution of the alloying elements titanium, aluminium and
vanadium on the surface oxide layer. Surface modification of the SLM
fabricated component would be beneficial to obtain a homogenous surface
chemistry, especially for biomedical application.
Coating of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) onto SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V
structures

was

performed

to

modify

their

surface

chemistry.

16-

phosphanohexadecanoic acid monolayers (16-PhDA) were used to modify
SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces. XPS and static water contact angle
measurements confirmed the chemisorption of monolayers on these surfaces.
The obtained results confirmed that SAMs were stable on the Ti6Al4V surface
for over 28 days before its desorption. It was also witnessed that the stability of
monolayers on the rough SLM-AF and smooth SLM-MP surfaces were not
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significantly different. Later, the 16-PhDA SAM coated Ti6Al4V SLM-MP
surface was functionalised with a model drug, Paracetamol. An esterification
reaction was performed to functionalise the phosphonic acid monolayers with
Paracetamol. Surface characterisation revealed the sucessful attachment of
Paracetamol to the SAMs.
Bacterial infections from biomedical implants and surgical devices are reported
to be a major problem in orthopaedic, dental and vascular surgery. Hence, to
further explore the potential of the proposed method, Ciprofloxacin® a broad
spectrum antibiotic was immobilised to the SAMs, previously adsorbed on the
SLM-MP Ti6Al4V surfaces. Using the proposed approach, approximately 1.12
µg/cm2 of the drug was coated to the surface. Results showed that
Ciprofloxacin® is highly stable under the oxidative conditions used in this
study. Under in vitro condition, the drug was observed to release in a sustained
manner. Antibacterial susceptibility tests revealed that the immobilised
Ciprofloxacin® was therapeutically active upon its release. Thus, a novel
methodology to fabricate customised and functionalised implants has been
demonstrated for an improved biocompatibility and reduced post-implant
complications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Biomaterials
Biomaterials are natural or synthetic materials (other than drugs) that are used
to evaluate, treat, augment or replace any damaged tissues/organs/function of
the body [1]. The field of biomaterials is of major importance to mankind since
their use has played a significant role in improving life expectancy and quality
of life [2].
The use of biomaterials is not new; Egyptians and Romans used linen for
sutures, gold and iron for dental applications and wood for toe replacements
[3]. After the Second World War, nylon, teflon, silicone, stainless steel and
titanium were some of the other materials introduced for biomedical
applications. With recent advancements in human healthcare systems and with
the availability of improved diagnostic tools, biomedical implants have found
applications in almost all body functions (Figure 1-1). It is expected that
virtually every individual will have contact with biomaterials and/or
biomedical implants at some point of time during his or her life. This contact
may occur in several ways including (i) permanent implantation (such as heart
valves and total joint replacement); (ii) long-term applications (such as contact
lenses, dental prostheses and fracture fixation devices) and (iii) transient
applications

(including

needles

for

vaccination,

wound

healing

dressings/sutures and cardiac assist systems).
Biomedical implants range from simple wires and screws for fracture plate
fixation to joint prostheses for hips, knees, shoulders and so on. Depending on
the requirement and load conditions, implants are made of natural and/or
synthetic materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics or composites. For
example, metals are generally preferred for load bearing implants and internal
fixation devices whereas ceramics are preferred for skeletal and hard tissue
repair [4]. Polymers have been found the optimal material class when
requirements of little response to implantation, long-term stability in hostile
environment, low material stiffness leading to high material flexibility, and
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good electrical insulation of metallic conductors have to be combined in a
single material [5].

Figure 1-1 Biomedical implants for human application. Reproduced with kind
permission from Bentham Open [3].
Biomedical implants are fabricated by employing one or more of the following
conventional manufacturing techniques including forming, and/or subtractive
manufacturing. In the forming technique, components are made in number of
ways such as casting a liquid material to a mould or a die, joining of materials
together by welding or knitting/braiding and by forging the material to obtain
the desired shape. Laser or water jet cutting, milling, electrical discharge
machining (EDM), computer numerical control (CNC) machining are some of
the subtractive manufacturing processes used to fabricate most of the currently
available implants for hip and knee replacements, vascular stents, dental and
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maxillo-facial implants. These subtractive manufacturing methods are used on
their own or in combination with other forming or casting techniques.

1.2. Market for Biomedical Implants
Implants available for various body systems and the material with which they
are fabricated are tabulated in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1 Some of the materials used for the fabrication of biomedical implants [1, 4, 7, 8].
Application
Joint Replacements (hip, knee
and shoulder)

Skeletal system

Finger joints
Bone plate for fracture
fixation
Bone cement
Bony defect repair
Artificial tendon and ligament
Dental implant for tooth
fixation
Maxillo-facial and cranial
prostheses

Blood vessel prostheses
Heart valve
Cardiovascular
system and other
vascular systems

Organs

Catheter
Stents

Artificial heart
Skin repair template
Artificial kidney
Heart-lung machine
Cochlear replacement
Intraocular lens

Senses

Other

Contact lens
Corneal bandage
Sutures
Gastrointestinal segments
Breast enlargement

Materials used
Titanium, Ti-Al-V alloy, stainless
steel and ultrahigh-molecular-weight
polyethylene.
Silicone.
Stainless steel and cobalt-chromium
alloy.
Poly(methyl methacrylate).
Hydroxyapatite.
Teflon and Dacron.
Gold, Titanium, Ti-Al-V alloy,
stainless steel, polyethylene, alumina,
and calcium phosphate.
Titanium, Ti-Al-V alloy, stainless
steel, polydimethyl siloxane,
polyurethane, polyvinylchloride and
polyetherketoneketone.
Dacron, Teflon and polyurethane.
Reprocessed tissue, stainless steel and
carbon.
Silicone rubber, Teflon and
polyurethane.
Stainless steel, Nitinol®, magnesium,
Elgiloy®, tantalum, platinum-iridium
alloys, Poly-L-lactic acid, poly-D,Llactic acid, poly caprolactone and
polyglycolic acid.
Polyurethane.
Silicone-collagen composite.
Cellulose and polyacrylonitrile.
Silicone rubber.
Platinum electrodes.
Poly(methyl methacrylate), silicone
rubber and hydrogel.
Silicone-acrylate and hydrogel.
Collagen and hydrogel.
Polylactic and polyglycolic acid
Nylon, polyvinylchloride and silicone
Silicone.
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According to the National Joint Registry (NJR), UK’s statistics for the year
2012 – 2013 (1st April – March 31st) in England, Wales and Northern Ireland,
joint replacements including hip, knee, ankle, shoulder and elbow accounted
for having the highest ever annual number of 196,403 [6]. Nationwide
Inpatient Sample (NIS) in the United States of America (USA) shows that
primary hip replacements increased by 48% and first time knee implants grew
by 63% from 1997 to 2004. It is estimated that if these trends continue, the
current estimated 600,000 hip and knee replacements will increase to 3.4
million by 2030 in the USA [7,8].
Bibb et al. (2010) reported that in excess of 64,000 facial prostheses are made
annually worldwide. According to Datamonitor’s report (2006), the USA
accounts for 50% and Europe 30% of the total procedures worldwide [9]. The
2005 revenues for hip implants in the US were $2 billion and $1.4 billion in
Europe, while knee implant revenues comprised $2.4 billion in the US and
$774 million in Europe. According to Ratner et al. [1] the US market for
biomaterials accounted for $9 billion. These figures show that the use of
implants has become an integral part of our human health care system and a
big rise in the biomedical sector over the last few decades.

1.3. Biological Response to an Implant
Understanding the mechanism by which cells respond to an implant is of major
importance to achieve long-term success of the implant surgery [10]. Almost
all biomaterials implanted in a living tissue/system undergo tissue responses
within a few seconds after implantation [11]. On implantation, the implant is
surrounded by water molecules, which trigger the host proteins. The surface
property of an implant plays an important role at this stage on the extent and
specific interaction of the implant’s surface with this hydration layer. Based on
this interaction, the host proteins respond to the implant surface and form a
thin layer of extracellular matrix protein film [10].
The presence of proteins including albumin, fibrinogen, fibronectin,
vitronectin, in the protein film modulates the host inflammatory cell interaction
and adhesion [12]. Hence, the protein film is responsible for the control of
subsequent biological reactions (such as inflammatory and wound healing
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responses) at the implant-host interface [4]. Figure 1-2 schematically
represents the sequential reactions that take place after the implantation of a
biomaterial into a living system [4].

Figure 1-2 Schematic of the sequential reactions that take place after the implantation of a
biomaterial. Figure reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier [4].

The adherence of different proteins, its concentration and conformations are
controlled by the surface properties of the implanted biomaterial. The
interaction of the adsorbed proteins with adhesion receptors such as (integrin)
present on inflammatory cell populations constitutes the major cellular
recognition system for implants [12]. The cell-protein interface formed after
implantation will initiate cell adhesion, migration and differentiation. Some of
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the factors that govern cell adhesion and growth are extracellular matrix
proteins, cell-surface bound proteins and chemical characteristics and
topography of the implant surface [13].
Since the surface properties of an implant is critical in determining the longterm success of the implant, there is a significant interest in optimising the
implant-host interface by altering the surface properties specific to the site of
implantation.

For

example,

for

cardio-vascular

stent

applications,

haemocompatibility of the stent material would be advantageous whereas for
the bone replacement applications, cytocompatibility of the implant would be
beneficial. Surface modification of biomaterials is discussed in section 2.4.
The final stage of the body responses to an implant can last up to several
decades. For example in an orthopaedic application, as a result of body
responses, eventually a functionally active mineralised bone is formed
surrounding the implant. Adverse reactions or post-implant complications such
as fibrous capsule formation, granulation tissue formation, implant failure due
to fracture and acute/chronic inflammation can happen at any time after
implantation.

1.4. Issues with Current Biomedical Implants
Biomedical implants have significantly improved the quality of life for
countless people; however, they still impose significant challenges on current
manufacturing processes due to their need to function within a relatively harsh
biological environment [2]. Customisation and fabrication of complex
geometries, and the reduction of post-implant complications including implant
migration, fracture and poor biocompatibility are major challenges to
overcome.

1.4.1. Customisation and fabrication of complex geometries
Most off-the-shelf implants are available in a selection of dimensions to meet
the patient requirement; however, they are not customised. Customisation is
key in conditions such as where the patient’s anatomy deviates from the
standard sizes or is affected by individual defects. The primary objective of
customisation is to fit the unique anatomy of a particular patient, especially
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where the implant is not fixed. Personalised hearing aid shells for “in-the-ear”
and “in-the-canal” devices are one example of a customised implant that has
achieved superior fit compared to conventionally manufactured aids increasing
both comfort and device functionality [14]. Orthopaedic implants usually
perform better when they match exactly the anatomy of the patient, through the
distribution and normalisation of the stresses incurred in the remaining skeletal
system and reduction of migration and failure [15].
Migration of an implant is the movement of the implant from the actual or
surgically positioned area and is mechanically triggered rather than a
biological process [16]. Forces higher than expected may deteriorate fixation
and cause implant migration. Migration of an implant to a more harmful
anatomical space can sometimes be life threatening. Implant migration has
been reported for a number of devices including total hip and knee
replacement, dental, maxillo-facial and vascular implants [17–21]. Some of the
factors that determine the rate of migration other than mechanical forces are
implant design and fixation methods [16].
Cementing, screw retention of the implant, expanding the implant to conform
to the walls and press fitting of the implant to the diseased/damaged area are
some of the common fixation methods. However, all of these retention
methods have advantages and limitations over the other methods and selection
of an appropriate fixation method is key in long-term applications [22–25]. For
example in orthopaedic surgery, polymeric cements such as polymethylmethaacrylate (PMMA) is used to fix prosthesis due to its strong mechanical
fixation. However, when using this PMMA cement fixation for long term
application, loosening of implants due to a loss of mechanical fixation is
observed. In recent years, bioresorbable bone cements are used to provide both
mechanical fixation in the early stages leading to biological fixation [26].
Biological fixation is attained due to osseointegration after the resorption of
the bone cement. Press-fit implants are considered as an option in hip
replacements for patients with strong bone (since they are most likely to have a
high possibility for biological fixation) and cement-retention are considered
where there is a concern about bone quality. However, screw retention, pressChapter 1: Introduction
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fit and cement restorations are practiced in dental applications depending on
the need and medical conditions [27].
Fixation of implants may sometimes be difficult depending on the site and
anatomy of the diseased/damaged part. In such cases, customisation may
render improved fixation with the patient’s anatomy and may normalise
stresses thus preventing implant loosening and migration. However, the ability
to achieve customised and complex geometries of biomedical implants using
subtractive or formative manufacturing methods (such as moulding, die casting
or subtractive processes) are limited and are often time consuming [27]. This is
because these methods have limitations in the geometries that they can
produce. Moulding and die casting methods require dies or moulds to fabricate
the part. Hence, extra time for the manufacturing process is required in
addition to fabricating the actual part. In addition, it is expensive to make a die
or mould for a one-off-design. With subtractive manufacturing techniques such
as computer numeric control (CNC) machining and laser cutting, parts with
complex internal and external geometries are sometimes difficult to achieve.

1.4.2. Post-implant complications
In 2012 alone, among the total of 86,488 hip replacement procedures in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland, over 10,000 were revision procedures
[6]. This revision procedure accounts to 12% of total hip replacement in 2012
whereas in 2011 it was 11%. There are many reasons for the failure of an
implant within the biological environment including manufacturing, chemical,
mechanical, tribological and surgical failures [3]. The patient’s health
condition and the physician’s experience could also be contributing factors. A
variety of biomaterials (polymers, metals, ceramics and composites),
fabrication techniques (such as compression moulding, die casting, bar stock
milling and laser cutting) and surface modification techniques (biocompatible
material coating, surface polishing and drug coating) have been employed to
improve the mechanical and biological properties of the implant; however,
there are still constraints in achieving this objective.
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Even when using a biomaterial with suitable material and biological properties,
there are possibilities for the failure of an implant due to faulty mechanical
design or inappropriate application of the implant. Inadequate mechanical
properties (e.g. elastic modulus, yield strength, tensile strength) can result in
fracture leading to implant failure [17,28,29]. Elasticity modulus is the
resistance offered by an object/substance when deformed elastically. Yield
strength is the stress at which a material starts to deform plastically. Tensile
strength is the maximum stress which the material can withstand before its
failure. Fracture of an implant mainly occurs when the implant is not capable
of bearing the load exerted on it. For example, the major purpose of
orthopaedic implants is to restore the function of load bearing joints (such as
hip or knee joints) that are subjected to high levels of mechanical stresses,
wear and fatigue during the course of normal activity [4]. According to Wolff’s
law, the bone of a healthy human or an animal will adapt to the loads under
which it is placed. For example, when there is an increase in loading of a
particular bone, the bone will remodel itself over time to resist that load. The
internal structure of the trabeculae will undergo adaptive changes, leading to
secondary changes to the cortical portion of the bone. However, it should be
noted that if the loading on a particular bone decreases, then the bone will
become weak.
Although the mechanical properties of the bulk material, implant design and
manufacturing process are considered to be the major factors determining
implant fracture, corrosion of implants within the biological environment is
also a crucial factor [3]. Before the advent of 316 stainless steel, metallic
implants of various steel formulations failed dramatically due to tissue
reactions [30]. 316L SS have a better corrosion resistance and relatively low
carbon concentration in the alloy mixture compared to other steels. The
presence of molybdenum increases the corrosion resistance of the alloy.
Implants corrode within the biological environment due to electrochemical
attack by the electrolytes present in the hostile environment. Body pH can
affect the corrosion resistance of implants. Although the pH value of the
human body is normally maintained at pH 7, this might change from pH 3 – 9
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depending on the imbalances in the biological system due to infections,
diseases and other factors. The aqueous medium in the human body consist of
anions including chloride, phosphate and bicarbonates, and cations including
sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium [3]. Leaching of metal ions from
the implant surface due to corrosion will lead to erosion. The rate of corrosion
is accelerated by increased surface area and loss of protective oxide film, later
leading to fractures. Also, leaching of metal ions has been observed to induce
acute and chronic effects. For example, the release of nickel from stainless
steel was observed to affect the skin; cobalt was observed to cause anaemia
which inhibits the absorption of iron into the blood stream; chromium was
observed to cause ulcers and disturb the central nervous system; aluminium
was reported to cause epileptic effects and Alzheimer’s disease and leaching of
vanadium in its elemental state was observed to be toxic [31]. The tolerable
corrosion rate for metallic implants is 2.5 x 10-4 mm/year [3]. Hence, corrosion
products formed as a result of implant-host interaction have a significant effect
on the long term stability of the prosthesis and its cytocompatibility [32].
Biocompatibility, a requirement for all biomedical implants, is the property of
a material to be compatible with the tissues in the human body by not
producing a toxic, injurious or immunological response [4]. Chronic
inflammations, lesions and scarring are some of the adverse reactions that may
take place in the site if the implant is not biocompatible. To achieve better
biocompatibility, two routes are often employed: (i) using biocompatible
materials such as gold; (ii) fabrication of implants using off-the-shelf materials
with application of a suitable biocompatible layer such as bio-active glass,
calcium phosphate and protein coatings [15]. The corrosion resistance of
titanium is better than other metals such as 316L SS due to the presence of a
stable surface oxide layer (TiO2) of approximately 10 nm. However, the
thickness of this surface oxide layer can be enhanced by various surface
modification methods including chemical etching and anodisation [30].
Contamination is another factor contributing towards an implant failure.
Contamination of implants such as stents, dental, hip and knee implants by
harmful microbes has been widely reported [33–36]. Bacterial infections due to
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implants are one of the main risk factors in orthopaedic surgery leading to
surgical removal of implants [17,37,38]. Contamination of an implant is
possible due to non-sterile manufacturing and packing, during surgical
placement and/or even due to the microbes present in the body after
implantation into the body [38]. By entering the host through contaminated
surfaces, bacteria multiply in the host environment and interfere with the host
defence system leading to host tissue damage and inflammation [38].
Staphylococci species, including Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus
epidermidis are the more common cause of implant-associated infections [39].
Treatment measures available for bacterial infections include systemic,
antibiotic loaded cements and antimicrobial coatings [37]. However, the
release of drugs in a systemic therapy prevails as one of the major problems
when conventional coating techniques are used. Slower release of antibiotics
for a longer period of time is a potential cause of antibiotic resistance in the
human body [40]. For example, in drug eluting stents (DES), to reduce the
restenosis rate, the stents are coated with polymers containing a drug using
simple techniques including dip/spray/spin coating or solvent casting [41,42].
After implantation, the DES is expanded to conform to the vessel wall. During
this expansion, fractures, peeling of the polymeric coating and uneven release
of the drug material were reported as some of the major problems with surface
modified DES [43,44]. To address these issues, Mani et al. [45] adopted a
coating technique by which the drug was directly loaded on to the implant
surface. However, the amount of drug coated was very low (~ 5µg/cm2)
compared to the amount of drug coated on a commercially available drugeluting systems (100 µg/cm2). Polymer brushes were also used to coat implant
surfaces with drugs [46]. Since these coating methods are in nano-scale, they
add only a few nanometres to the implant surface and hence, peeling of drug
coating is less likely to occur [47]. Also, implants coated with conventional
coating techniques have drawbacks including surface heterogeneity in the type
and distribution of functional groups, hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains
and surface roughness [48].
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1.5. Current Research
In order to address these prevailing challenges, a large amount of research is
being performed worldwide aiming to reduce implant-associated complications
and improve quality of life. Development of biocompatible and biodegradable
materials, design optimisation of implants, the use of novel manufacturing and
surface modification techniques are explored widely. With the properties of a
material being a key factor in determining the success of an implant, there has
been a considerable interest in material development. Currently the use of
biodegradable materials, such as polycaprolactone and polyglycolic acid, is
popular since their use reduces risks associated with implants being in the body
for the rest of the patient’s life. Implants fabricated using biodegradable
materials can disintegrate after a pre-determined time interval which reduces
the need for surgical removal of implants.
Optimisation of the implant designs to bear specific loads has been researched
widely in recent years [49,50]. Optimisation methods allow the prediction of
areas of fracture/failure of implants at specific loading conditions. Thus,
implants can be designed to withstand the required load conditions with less
material usage. Conventional manufacturing techniques used to fabricate
biomedical implants have design constraints. Selective laser melting (SLM), a
metal-based additive manufacturing (AM) technique, is of particular interest
due to its capability to fabricate functional components having mechanical
properties comparable to those of the bulk materials [51]. The ability of SLM
to build complex parts from three dimensional (3D) computer designs
(including well-defined porous structures) also offers the possibility of
customisation of biomedical implants. The potential for using SLM to fabricate
biomedical implants has been discussed in more detail in the literature review
section.
Although customisation and mechanical properties of implants are very
important for avoiding post-implant complications, surface properties
including surface texture, surface chemistry and the stability of the surface
oxide layer have also gained considerable attention [4,13]. In recent years,
surface modifications have been performed not just to improve the surface
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finish and corrosion resistance, but also to make the implant biocompatible and
a drug carrier. Also for certain applications, surface modification is required to
make an implant’s surface specific-to the binding of extracellular matrix such
as fibrinogen and laminin in order to promote cell adhesion and tissue
regeneration [4]. There are numerous surface modification techniques
(including coating with biocompatible materials or drug-eluting polymer)
available to improve the corrosion-resistance, cytocompatibility, bone-tissue
integration, drug delivery and reduce post-implant complications; however,
most of them have limitations and do not have precise control over the surface
chemistry [52–54]. Thus a coating technique that offers precise control on the
location and orientation of chemical groups/biomolecules on the surface is
essential to cater for current needs.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are composed of amphiphilic molecules
with a head group which can attach to the surface to be modified and a tail
group containing the functionality which is desired to be displayed on the
surface. There are different types of SAMs including thiols, silanes and
phosphonic acids. SAMs can be modified with various functionalities
including drugs and proteins. Also, SAM coatings are usually in nano-scale
and can be used to specifically modify a material’s surface. The ability of
SAMs to precisely control surface chemistry with relatively simple and
inexpensive processing, has led to numerous suggested applications and
biomedical applications is one among them [45,54–59]. A detailed explanation
of SAMs, their types and formation are discussed in section 2.5.

1.6. Scope of the Research
The key to address the challenges with biomedical implants is to optimise the
implant-host interface. It is envisaged that customised implant designs, due to
their superior fit compared to traditional designs, can reduce post-implant
complications by preventing implant migration. In addition, by modifying the
surface chemistry of the implant with drug/protein molecules specific to the
target site, biochemical interactions at the implant-host interface can be
optimised and post-implant complications can be reduced. Previous research
has demonstrated the use of SLM for producing biomedical implants with
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customised and complex external and internal structures [60,61]. In addition
SAMs, a form of nano-coating, have the ability to modify the surface
chemistry of an implant precisely and specifically. This thesis will evaluate the
potential to integrate SLM with SAMs-based surface modification to fabricate
customised biomedical implants with functional properties.

1.7. Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 will discuss the available literature and help the reader to understand
the background knowledge in additive manufacturing (AM), in particular the
selective laser melting (SLM) process, as well as surface modification using
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). This chapter will critically analyse the
literature and sets the aim and objectives for this research. Chapter 3
showcases the novelty, aim and objectives of this research. Chapter 4 describes
the research methodology. It will list the materials, equipment, procedures and
characterisation methods used in this study. Chapter 5 will present the results
obtained for the fabrication and surface characterisation of parts produced
using SLM. In this chapter the surface chemistry is investigated in detail by
comparing the surface chemistry of a SLM fabricated part with a
conventionally forged part. Further, the impact of laser power on the surface
chemistry is also studied. Chapter 6 will describe the results for the surface
modification of SLM structures using phosphonic acid monolayers. The
stability of these monolayers under in vitro condition on both SLM asfabricated and mechanically polished surfaces will be discussed. Chapter 7 will
present the attachment of Paracetamol as a model drug to functionalise the
SAMs and Chapter 8 will discuss the results obtained for the immobilisation,
drug quantification, oxidative and in vitro stability and antibacterial
susceptibility of Ciprofloxacin® attached to monolayers. Chapter 9 concludes
the work with suggestions for future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to additive manufacturing
(AM) methods (in particular selective laser melting) and surface modification
using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). This chapter begins by describing
the standard definitions and manufacturing techniques belonging to AM. Later,
SLM, a metal-based AM technique is introduced and previous literature on the
SLM process, processing issues that exist and biomedical applications of SLM
are discussed. In the second part of the literature review, issues with some of
the current surface modification techniques are debated. An introduction to
SAMs, their types, assembly methods and the advantages of phosphonic acid
SAMs for biomedical applications are discussed in the later part. Finally from
the literature, the knowledge gap in both of these SLM based manufacturing
and SAMs based surface modification methods for biomedical applications is
identified.

2.2. Additive Manufacturing
Additive Manufacturing (AM) has developed from the early days of rapid
prototyping to enable the production of end-use parts. According to the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), AM is defined as [62]:
“The process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data,
usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing
technologies”.
Although there are many terms used to describe AM, the most commonly used
terms are free-form manufacturing, rapid manufacturing, additive fabrication,
additive layered manufacturing and 3D printing.
AM was first developed for polymeric materials and now all types of materials
including metals, ceramics and composites can be processed using these
techniques to varying levels of success [63]. Currently there are many different
AM processes available, most working on a layer-by-layer basis. However,
they differ through the form of the starting material and the mechanism used to
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consolidate it. Some of the consolidation methods used include the use of a
laser or electron beam to selectively fuse polymer or metal powdered material;
curing of liquid resin with ultraviolet (UV) light; extrusion of molten polymers
from traversing nozzles; jetting of droplets from an array of nozzles, similar to
inkjet printing and console`dation of sheets of materials using ultrasonic
vibrations. Table 2-1 lists and defines the categories of AM processes in
accordance with the ASTM International Committee F42 on Additive
Manufacturing Technologies published in 2010 [62].
Table 2-1 Definitions of AM processes categories in accordance to the ASTM International
Committee F42 on Additive Manufacturing Technologies (2010) [62].
Category
Vat Photopolymerisation

Material Jetting
Binder Jetting

Material Extrusion

Powder Bed Fusion

Sheet Lamination

Direct Energy Deposition

ASTM Definition
An additive manufacturing process in which liquid
photopolymer in a vat is selectively cured by light-activated
polymerization. Example: Stereolithography.
An additive manufacturing process in which droplets of build
material are selectively deposited. Example: PolyJet.
An additive manufacturing process in which a liquid bonding
agent is selectively deposited to join powder materials.
Example: ProJet 4500.
An additive manufacturing process in which material is
selectively dispensed through a nozzle or orifice. Example:
Fused deposition modelling.
An additive manufacturing process in which thermal energy
selectively fuses regions of a powder bed. Example: Selective
laser melting.
An additive manufacturing process in which sheets of
material are bonded to form an object. Example: Ultrasonic
consolidation.
An additive manufacturing process in which focused thermal
energy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being
deposited. Example: 3D laser cladding.

AM has gained considerable interest in recent years due to its ability to build
parts of complex geometries from three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided
design (CAD) model data [64]. AM is capable of building parts of almost any
geometry in a single step regardless of the complexity of the part whereas
conventional methods often need further steps and time or it is impossible to
do so [65]. Furthermore, the use of AM speeds-up the whole development
process since there is no need for dies/moulds and toolings [66]. Hence, the
use of AM to fabricate customised one-off parts is faster and cheaper than
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traditional methods. However, still there are issues in terms of the scalability of
the AM processes to make large volume of parts due to its repeatability and the
materials that are available. There are concerns over the mechanical properties
such as hardness, ultimate tensile strength, surface roughness and density of
the parts fabricated by AM. Also, the process is not currently cost-effective for
large-scale production. Some of the active industries for AM include
aerospace, automotive, medical, architectural, games, military, art, sport,
construction and education; however, there has been particular interest for AM
in aerospace and biomedical industries owing to the possibility for high
performance parts where cost is not a main objective [64,67].

2.3. Selective Laser Melting
Selective laser melting (SLM) is an AM technique capable of fabricating
metallic parts. Being an AM technique, increased geometrical freedom allows
the fabrication of a part as envisioned without the manufacturing constraints
prevailed with conventional techniques such as CNC machining, moulding and
casting. Stainless steel (SS) was the initially used material when the SLM
process was introduced in 1999. However after its introduction, a significant
number of metals and alloys were developed for processing. Among stainless
steel, 316L and 17-4PH are commonly prescribed for the use in a SLM process
[68,69]. Badrossamay et al. [70] and Hauser et al. [71] have studied the use of
tool steel to make highly dense parts. The use of aluminium alloys including
AlSi10Mg [72] and AlSi12 [73] cobalt-chrome (ASTM75) [74], titanium and
its alloys (Ti6Al4V, Ti24Nb4Zr8Sn and Ti6Al7Nb) [75], Inox 904L [76] and
Inconel (625 and 718) [77] for SLM process were also reported in literature.
Apart from these materials, magnesium [78] and nitinol (an alloy of nickel –
titanium) [79] are also being researched to be processed in a SLM machine.

2.3.1. Generation of a CAD file and supports for SLM
In SLM, parts are built directly from 3D model data. Normally, the CAD file
for the SLM process is designed using the commercially available design
software including ProEngineer, Solidworks and Catia. For medical
application, the CAD file of the implant to be fabricated is normally generated
either by designing the part using CAD software packages or by reconstructing
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the structure of the damaged part from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
computer tomography (CT) data. A set of CT/MRI data can be combined using
commercially available software such as Mimics (Materialise NV) to convert
the 2D DICOM files to a 3D surface tessellated (STL) file. During the STL file
conversion from other formats such as initial graphics exchange specification
(IGES), the geometry is converted to a triangular mesh, which represents the
surface of the part. In some cases, CAD files can also be reverse engineered by
laser scanning the damaged part.
SLM is capable of building net-shape parts with complex geometries;
however, there might be some areas of the part that overhang and may need a
support material during building. In such cases, supports should be generated
in a way that they are easy to remove without damaging the part’s quality
during post-processing. For example, AM 250 (Renishaw Plc.) machines use
the same material for supports as they do for fabricating the part (not only AM
250, all SLM systems use the same material for the build and its supports).
However, they use a lower laser power for the supports than they use to
fabricate the actual part so that the supports can be easily removed. Also it is
important to position supports in a way that they can be removed easily and
they cover all major overhangs. Supports are also used to stop warping of the
part. Once the part is designed, the CAD file is then exported in STL format.
Appropriate orientation is selected and supports are generated (where required)
to the STL design. The machine interface software is then used to slice the
STL file into several layers according to the predefined layer thickness along
the Z direction.

2.3.2. Equipment and Principle of SLM
A schematic of the SLM process is shown in Figure 2-1. A typical SLM
machine consists of a scanning laser (usually a fibre optic laser with
wavelength λ=1070 nm) a hopper attached to a wiper (recoater), an elevator
that lowers a build platform to adjust the layer thickness, and a lens that
focuses the laser to the build area. Before starting the build, the chamber is
made to be inert by pumping in an inert gas such as argon. The powder from
which the part is to be fabricated is spread over the build platform from the
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hopper to a pre-defined layer thickness. Depending on the surface quality and
fabrication speed requirements, this layer thickness can be fixed to be between
20 µm and 100 µm.
Shortly after a layer of powder has been spread, the laser beam scans the
powder in the areas specified by the layer of the model file and fuses them.
Once the scan is complete, the build platform moves downwards by a predefined layer thickness for a new layer of powder to be spread over the
previously scanned layer and this process continues until the part is completed.
Once fabrication is complete, the build platform is raised and the part is
removed from the substrate. The non-fused material on the build area can be
sieved and recycled [63]. The part is normally sonicated with deionised water
for 30 minutes to remove non-sintered particles.

Figure 2-1 Schematic of the SLM process. Reproduced with kind permission from Vision
Systems [80].

2.3.3. Factors governing the SLM process
The common factors that influence a part’s physical and mechanical properties
include material properties, powder bed property, laser energy input strategy,
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part building strategy and atmosphere of the build chamber [81]. Most of these
process parameters are variable but some are not. They are discussed below.
Material Properties
The SLM process uses powdered metal/alloys to produce parts. Although a
range of metals can be processed using this technique, the material properties
including particle shape and size distribution, absorptivity, reflectivity, melting
and boiling point, conductivity and other thermal properties should be
considered before processing of a powder material since they have a significant
effect during the SLM process.
Particle shape and its size distribution have been shown to effect flowability,
powder bed density and fluidity of the material [72]. This may lead to
increased porosity as the larger particles melt or partially melt while the
smaller particles vaporise during the process [82]. Kempen et al. [72] reported
that varied powder morphology and its size distribution affected the SLM
powder bed density by 1%. Particle size distribution of the material directly
influences the powder bed density. In the SLM process, metal powder is spread
by a wiper. As the wiper moves across the bed, it may deliver certain pressure
on the powder bed increasing the powder bed density. Hence, the powder bed
density in a SLM process may lie between apparent density and tapped density
of the powder [81].
In the SLM process, a layer of powder should be evenly spread over the
platform to a predefined thickness for the laser to scan and fuse the material. If
the layer is uneven, it can have a significant effect on the melting process and
in turn affect the part’s quality. In order to achieve good flowability and
powder bed density, spherical particles are preferred. A wider particle size
range of 5 µm – 70 µm was observed to offer a higher powder bed density of
5.31 g/ml than the narrow size range of 20 µm – 50 µm (4.88 g/ml) [81]. This
may have been due to the fact that the smaller particles filled in the gaps
between the relatively large particle sizes. As the packing density was
increased, porosity in the fabricated part reduced from 0.11% to 0.05% [83].
However, it should be noted that in addition to the particle size, morphology,
distribution and powder bed density, the physical and chemical properties of
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the material are also the major driving factors and are discussed in the later
section. The use of fine powders may create a dust cloud and may potentially
cause respiratory disorders. Hence, any operation with the fine powders should
be performed in a closed chamber or controlled environment.
Optical Scanning system
An optical system in a SLM machine contains a short pulse or continuous
wave of laser energy, a beam expander, a dual axis scanning mirror and an FTheta focal length lens [77]. Commercially available SLM machines have laser
powers normally ranging from 50 – 400 W and sometimes even higher in
certain machines. Since metals have high reflectivity (the ratio of energy of a
wave reflected from a surface to the energy possessed by the wave striking the
surface) at long wavelengths of incident laser and reduce the process
efficiency, lasers with short wavelengths (such as the fibre laser) are preferred
for the SLM process. Most commercially available SLM machines use fibre
laser with a wavelength (λ) 1070 nm – 1090 nm [84]. They also use fibre
modulated continuous wave laser operated in a pulsed laser fashion. This is
because a continuous laser will produce a continuous and a stable energy to
heat and melt the material homogenously. This can build up heat and increase
melt-pool width. In contrast, a pulsed laser produces burst(s) of energy to melt
the target material and thus the laser energy is delivered in a way such that heat
build-up and melt-pool width can be minimised [77]. The use of an F-Theta
lens ensures that the delivered laser energy is constant regardless of position in
the powder bed.
Previous studies on the SLM process have shown that the surface roughness,
porosity, dimensional accuracy and microstructure of a part greatly depends on
the laser processing parameters including laser power, scan speed, scan
strategy, beam width or spot size and scan overlap [51]. Laser energy density
[the ratio of incident laser power (W) to the scanning speed (mm/s) and the
laser spot diameter (mm)] is a critical parameter in the SLM process. The
incident laser power and scan speed are controlled by the machine controller
and the beam spot size is controlled manually by adjusting the lens.
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Laser scan strategy is one of the important factors that determine the part’s
quality. A list of other variable parameters used in the scan strategy is
tabulated in Table 2-2. Figure 2-2 is a schematic representation of some of the
variable parameters used in the laser scanning. Energy density of the laser is
mainly affected by the scan speed in addition to the laser power. Scan speed of
the laser beam can be calculated as the ratio of point distance (µm) to the
exposure time (µs). By varying the range laser power and scan speed same
energy density can be altered. However, depending on the powder properties,
the effect of energy density will be variable.
Table 2-2 Variable parameters in laser scan strategy.
Parameter
Exposure time
Hatch type
Hatch distance
Point distance
Scan speed

Description
The time of laser exposure to each point
Scan strategy such as scan direction and scan type.
The distance between two adjacent lines of the scan
Each hatch line is divided into series of points. Point distance
is the distance between two points of a hatch line.
The speed of laser beam movement while scanning.

Figure 2-2 Schematic representation of laser scanning related input process parameters (a);
SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V part showing actual laser scan track (b) and further magnified area
depicting point distance of the laser scan(c).

The aim of optimising energy intensity is to make sure that the heat absorbed
by the powder as a result of laser – powder interaction is enough to melt and
produce fully dense part without overheating. Overheating of the powered
material may lead to the formation of heat affect zones with mixed phases and
may cause vaporisation and/or segregation of its alloying elements [51]. By
reducing the laser power and increasing the hatch distance, the energy density
can be reduced. Similarly when the scan speed is increased, the laser beam has
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a short interaction time with the powder material and will lower the energy
density.
Several laser scan strategies are available to consolidate the powders including
uni-directional, bi-directional, alternating bi-directional, multi-directional and
meander. Figure 2-3 shows a schematic representation of some of these scan
strategies. The impact of scan strategies on the quality of the SLM parts has
been discussed in the later section. Hence by altering the variable parameters
of the optical system, highly dense parts with a better surface quality can be
produced.

Figure 2-3 Schematic of some of the scan strategies typically used in a SLM process.
Unidirectional (a); bi-directional (b) and alternating bi-directional (c).

Build atmosphere
Build atmosphere has a major part in determining the quality of the parts built
in a SLM machine. In general, the build chamber atmosphere contains
nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and inert gases. In an SLM process, the metal
powders are melted and fused together at a very high temperature. During this
process, the molten metals will react with the gases present in its atmosphere.
If the SLM process is performed at atmospheric conditions, there is a high
possibility for the metals to form its corresponding oxides, carbides and
nitrides by reacting with the available oxygen, nitrogen and carbon in the
atmosphere. For example, if SLM of titanium or magnesium is performed at
atmospheric condition (in the presence of oxygen), since they are highly
reactive, the metal will oxidise and burn/vaporise even before the melting point
is reached. These reactions can have a significant impact on the next build
layer causing porosity, delamination and reduction of the molten material’s
wettability which affects the fusion of successive layers, and possibly affects
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the microstructure [84]. Also processing some metallic materials such as
aluminium in atmospheric conditions can be problematic. Hence to avoid such
adverse chemical reactions affecting the part’s quality, the SLM process
chamber is filled with an inert gas such as argon (99.99%). To aid in laser
melting and remove moisture content from the powder material, the
substrate/build platform is preheated to a certain temperature well below the
melting point of the material. Marcu et al. studied the flowability of non-heat
treated and heat treated (500 °C) Ti6Al7Nb particles (D90 = 56 µm) using
Carney funnel flowmeter (5 mm diameter orifice). Their study accounted for
an increased flowability (s) of 7 for the heat-treated Ti6Al7Nb whereas, noflow of powders were observed for non-heat treated powders [85]. Thus preheating of powders is useful to improve the flowability. However, as
mentioned in the material properties section, irregular particle shape and size
can affect the packing density to 1%.

2.3.4. Heat Transfer in a SLM Process
Laser-material interaction in a SLM process is directly influenced by the
ability of a material to absorb the incident radiation. However, during the SLM
process, heat or energy input depends on numerous factors including material
type, reflectivity, surface properties of the material (such as roughness and
chemical composition), laser wavelength, direction of the incident radiation
and temperature of the material.
Laser processing is usually a fast heating process. When the laser reaches the
surface of a powder bed, the radiation is absorbed, reflected and transmitted
through the bed. According to Fourier’s theory of heat transfer, heat in a
material flows via conduction due to the thermal gradients. In the SLM
process, heat generated by the laser is absorbed by the metal powder and is
then transferred to the particles in contact through conduction and convection.
Absorption of radiation in metals is influenced by various factors [84]. When
the incident radiation is perpendicular to the metal surface, the absorptivity
was observed to be low. Increased oxide layer film thickness of the metal,
surface roughness and temperature were observed to increase the absorptivity
of the corresponding metallic material. Some of the other factors affecting the
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absorptivity of the material include material composition and surface
contamination. Although most of the energy is conducted through the particles,
some portion of the absorbed and reflected or transmitted energy is lost.
During the laser scanning process, the energy is mainly lost due to reflectance
of the beam and energy transfer to the powder bed. Whereas while melting, the
heat energy is lost due to radiation, thermal diffusion and vaporisation [84].
When heat is conducted to a particle, it reaches to the core depending on its
thermal conductivity. [81]. Thermal conductivity is a measure of rate of heat
transfer through the material. When the heat conducted through is sufficient, it
liquefies the metal particles and results in the formation of a melt pool [86].
Although the metallic powder materials have high conductivity, the powder’s
thermal conductivity depends on the metal’s intrinsic properties and the
number of contacts made between the particles. For example, the rate of heat
transfer between the powders can be improved by increasing the powder bed
density which makes more contacts between them. The bulk density of the
metal powder itself can be a factor affecting the thermal conductivity [87].

2.3.5. Melt Pool Dynamics
A melt pool is formed when the absorbed energy is sufficient to change the
solid phase of the metallic particles to liquid (Figure 2.4). As the laser scans
the powder particles, the energy is absorbed and it is conducted to the
surrounding particles in contact to melt them. After the laser moves from the
scanned area, the melt pool is formed as a result of heat transfer between the
particles. The shape of the melt pool in a SLM process tends to be flat [77].
However, this greatly depends on the wetting angle. When a high laser power
is used, wettability is increased and a flat melt pool is obtained [77].
Wettability (the spreading behaviour of a liquid on a solid) is an important
factor that determines the capillary stability of the melt pool. Liquid metals
have poor wetting properties leading to capillary instability i.e. splitting of the
molten metal into small entities in order to reduce surface tension variations
[84]. This balling phenomenon is shown in Figure 2-4b. Balling is also referred
as sphereodisation of the liquid melt pool [82]. Balling was observed to
significantly cause weak inter-layer adhesion leading to the formation of nonChapter 2: Literature Review
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uniform layers. Further to this, balling was also observed to affect the part’s
quality by inducing porosity and increasing the surface roughness [77].
However, balling can be controlled by optimising the process parameters such
as laser power, scan speed and hatch spacing [84].

Figure 2-4 Schematic representation of melt pool (a) and splitting of melt pool resulting in
balling phenomena (b).

2.3.6. Microstructural Development and Thermal Effects
As the laser scan is complete, the melt pool stabilises and solidifies with the
release of thermal energy. In the SLM process, both the melting and cooling of
the metal/alloy occurs rapidly [51]. Due to this, a non-homogenous nucleation
is observed. Temperature gradients and heat transfer conditions determine the
cooling rate, grain growth and the formation of microstructure [81]. The
microstructure of the part fabricated by SLM determines the mechanical
properties of the part such as hardness, elongation and fatigue behaviour.
Altering the SLM process parameters can produce varied grain size, grain
growth and distributions. For example, laser scan vector length was observed
to influence microstructural features including the width of the prior β grains
and the thickness of the α’ laths. On comparing the microstructural features of
meander and checkerboard laser scan strategies, the width of the prior β grain
for Meander scan was 103 ± 32 µm whereas for the checkerboard strategy it
was 383 ± 32 µm. The α lath thickness for meander scan was observed to be
0.5 ± 0.2 µm whereas for the checkerboard strategy, this was 0.9 ± 0.5 µm.
[88].
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During SLM, which is a rapid melting and cooling process compared to
conventional forming processes, the metal stays in the liquid state for a
fraction of second before solidifying. This short time and thermal cycle rate
induces residual stresses in the fabricated part leading to dimensional
inaccuracies, delamination of layers and solidification cracks [64]. Shiomi et
al. reported residual stresses for parts built using chrome-molybdenum-steel
alloy (JIS SCM 440) ranging from 300 – 400 MPa for laser scan speeds of 4
mm/s, 6 mm/s, 8 mm/s and 10 mm/s [89]. It was also reported in this study
that, by heat treatment for an hour, 70% of the residual stress were relieved.
Dimensional inaccuracies can be due to shrinkage of the part on solidification.
The rate of cooling of the liquefied metal during the SLM process will
contribute to the grain size distribution and microstructural pattern.
Solidification cracks originate when the solidifying metal cannot accommodate
the thermal shrinkage and this greatly depends on the material properties of the
corresponding metal [84]. Solidification cracks generally originate between
grain boundaries or at the interphase between different metals. The level of
shrinkage can be controlled by optimising the process, such as preheating the
powder bed and reducing the laser beam spot size. Preheating the powder bed
is suggested to reduce solidification cracks and layer delamination. Residual
stresses generated due to high thermal gradients can be relieved by post
processing of the part [84].

2.3.7. Existing research on SLM
The SLM process developed at the Fraunhofer Institute (Germany) is believed
to have been first commercialised by Fockele and Schwarze (Germany) in
1999.

However, it is still considered a novel/innovative manufacturing

technology and the process is constantly developing owing to its ability to
make end-use parts and growing interest in diverse applications. Bridging
SLM from research to mainstream manufacturing is not straightforward, as
demanding industry standards and compliance need to be fulfilled. Material
development, optimisation of processing methods to achieve better surface and
mechanical properties, process economics, developing design rules for the
process and exploring the use of SLM in various fields are some of the areas
that researchers have concentrated on over the past decade.
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As mentioned earlier in 2.3.3, the quality of a fabricated part greatly depends
on the factors that govern the SLM process. Those governing factors can either
be material based parameters (shape and size distribution of the particle;
surface morphology, density of the particle and material composition) and/or
equipment related parameters (such as laser power, scanning speed, scan
strategy, beam/spot size, hatch distance, layer thickness, powder bed
temperature and the atmosphere within the equipment) [76]. Manufacturing
strategies including build orientation and scan numbers are also some
important factors that can affect the quality of the part [74].
With SLM being a powder bed process, the material properties of the powders
will play a significant role in determining the quality of the part. The
manufacturing process of the powder, particle shape and size distribution,
optical and heat transfer properties, chemical composition of the powder and
thickness of the deposited layer for each fabrication cycle have all been
observed to be important variables for SLM relating to the feed powder
material [76].
Li et al. [68] studied the use of water atomised and gas atomised 316L
stainless steel powders and reported that gas atomised powder rendered a
denser structure when compared to the water atomised powder. This was due
to the gas atomised powder having lower oxygen content than water atomised
powder. The presence of high oxygen content can induce porosity,
delamination and also affects the wettability of the molten metal. Since gas
atomised powders have low oxygen content, they are preferred. The study also
revealed that the gas atomised powder yielded a higher packing density than
the water atomised powder since most of the gas atomised powder particles
were spherical when compared to water atomised powder. However, it should
be noted that internal pores may be present in gas atomised powders. The
presence of these internal pores will lead to reduced apparent density and may
cause gas bubbling when the laser beam scans the material [90]. Hence, this
may also induce pores in the part fabricated by SLM. Presence of pores can
affect the density of the fabricated part and are not favourable in applications
where fabricating a dense part is the requirement.
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Rombouts et al. [91] explored the effect of elements including iron, carbon,
oxygen, copper, silicon and titanium on the quality of SLM fabricated parts.
Their study revealed that the presence of oxygen in the build chamber
increased the melt volume due to exothermic oxidation of iron and negatively
affected the part’s quality. Entrapment of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
due to the oxidation of carbon was observed to induce porosity. Silicon and
titanium were also observed to induce porosity due to their ability to form
corresponding oxides and carbides. The energy absorption coefficient of
oxides is higher than the metal and hence the oxides absorb more energy and
increase the temperature of the metal, resulting in overheating. As the material
is overheated, the rate of oxidation increases and affects the surface wettability.
Since parts are produced additively in a SLM process, wettability of the
previously scanned layer will have a significant impact on the density of a part
[92].
The density of a component determines its mechanical properties. Similar to
other manufacturing processes, the major goal of the SLM process is also
usually to attain 100% dense parts. However, due to the lack of mechanical
pressure (as found in the moulding process), this goal is difficult to achieve
[51]. SLM is mainly characterised by temperature effects, gravity and capillary
forces while processing. Entrapment of air bubbles due to low solubility of
dissolved elements in the melt pool, oxidation of carbon present in the
material, poor packing density of the successive layers and poor wettability of
the molten material induces porosities that affect the part’s density [91].
Studies conducted by Yadroitsev et al. [74] on 316L stainless steel (L in 316L
represents low carbon in the alloy composition, i.e. 0.03% maximum) revealed
that the production of highly dense parts is greatly dependent on the processing
parameters such as laser power, scan speed and layer thickness. A balling
phenomenon (splitting of the melt pool into small entities/droplets) was
observed to significantly affect the densification behaviour in the SLM process
[68]. Balling due to poor wetting of the melt pool was observed when low laser
energy was used to melt a thick layer. As a result, agglomerates with pores
between the metallic balls were observed as shown in Figure 2-5.
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Pores are generated due to various other factors in addition to poor wettability.
In SLM, high roughness peaks and valleys are formed after scanning every
layer. When a fresh layer of powder is laid on this pre-melted and solidified
layer, the peaks and valleys may prevent a homogenous distribution of the
powder particles. As a result, gases are entrapped into the layer. When
scanning such layers, the laser energy may not be sufficient to melt the layer
completely due to the increased depth at certain locations caused by these
peaks and valleys. If the powders are not evenly spread, entrapment of gases
from the build atmosphere is possible. On laser scanning, the entrapped gas is
superheated and expands rapidly removing the molten metal above it and thus
inducing pores of sizes typically ranging from 2 – 50 µm [51]. Also when the
hatch spacing is wide, pores were observed [84].

Figure 2-5 Micrograph showing a polished 316L SS surface depicting a balling induced pore.
Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier [68].

Morgan et al. [92] reported that the density of cubic parts fabricated using
316L SS in SLM increased with decreasing scan speed, when considering scan
speeds between 100 - 200 mm/s. This is because, at a high scan speed, the
energy per unit length will be less. Hence, less material will be consolidated
and thereby porosity will be increased. Kruth et al. [51] studied various scan
strategies (uni-directional, bi-directional and multi-directional) and reported
that multi-directional scanning provided improved relative density. Also, the
selective re-melting of each layer used in this study was observed to improve
the part’s density up to 98 – 99% for Ti6Al4V.
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Li et al. [68] experimentally showed that at a high laser power, low scan speed
with a narrow hatch spacing and thin layer thickness, highly dense parts can be
obtained. Apart from laser power and scan speed, the quality of a part is also a
function of beam size/width, pulse shape hatch distance hatch spacing and
layer thickness. However, all of these process parameters are interrelated
[76,77]. Yadroitsev et al. [74] studied the effects of processing parameters
including laser power, scanning speed and powder layer thickness on the
formation of single tracks. Their results concluded that, by choosing an
optimal process window (layer thickness – 25 µm, laser power – 50W and
scanning speed ranging from 80 – 200mm/s for 316L SS) and appropriate
strategy of SLM, complex parts with mechanical properties comparable to
wrought material can be manufactured. Optimisation of SLM process
parameters has shown the potential to produce parts with mechanical
properties comparable to their corresponding bulk material [93,94].
Researchers have optimised the SLM process parameters and obtained a
relative density of up to 99% for AlSi10Mg and 316L SS [51,72].
Vandenbroucke et al. [95] reported that their optimised SLM parameters
yielded part densities up to 99.98% for Ti6Al4V. Other than process
optimisation, some post-processing (such as annealing, selective re-melting of
the layers) is performed to improve the mechanical properties and surface
quality of the SLM fabricated parts [93].
The mechanical properties of a SLM fabricated part not only depends on the
material properties and density, but also the microstructure patterns and defects
due to process parameters. Microstructures of the SLM fabricated parts were
noted to differ in different directions due to the layer manufacturing. Since in
SLM the metal powders are melted and cooled rapidly, the temperature
gradient and heat transfer conditions determine the cooling rate, grain growth
and the evolution of microstructures [81]. Rombouts

et al. reported fine

ferritic grains for Fe powder processed using SLM [91]. Simoneli et al.
reported fine acicular α’ grains throughout Ti6Al4V sample and prior β grain
boundaries [88]. Li et al. [68] obtained a dense microstructure for a hatch
spacing of 150 µm. More details on the microstructural patterns of SLM
fabricated parts are recorded in the literature [51,68,91,96].
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Defects such as porosity, delamination of layers and solidification cracks
within a part can significantly deteriorate mechanical properties leading to the
mechanical failure of the component [68]. Craeghs et al. [97] and Lott et al.
[98] developed a feedback control system to monitor the effect of these
parameters on the melt pool dynamics. Mathematical models were also
developed to estimate the effect of process parameters on the local temperature
distribution in the laser-material interaction zone to produce defect-free parts
by SLM [99].
Although SLM has several advantages in terms of what it can do and what it
can offer, poor surface quality of the SLM fabricated parts is of major concern
[100]. Some of the major causes of surface roughness are the balling effect,
partially melted and entrained powder particles that adhere to the outer edge of
the solidified melt pool and the stepped profile observed due to layer-wise
fabrication. The other contributing factor to the increased surface roughness is
the surface temperature difference between the laser beam and the solidifying
zone caused by the motion of the laser beam [86]. Kruth et al. [51] suggested
selective re-melting of the top layer (Z axis) for a better surface finish. By
surface re-melting, the average surface roughness (Ra) of 12 µm for non-laser
re-melted surface reduced to 1.5 µm. However, it is still a challenge to obtain
an even roughness profile all over the part. Post-processing methods such as
mechanical (abrasive sand blasting and machining), chemical/electro-chemical
(acid etching, oxidation and electro-polishing) and thermal processes
(annealing, plasma spray) are performed to smoothen the SLM surface.
Although an additional process is required to smoothen the surface profile,
SLM offers the advantage of fabricating customised and complex designs in a
single step that are almost difficult to fabricate with the subtractive or
formative technique.
Although the advancement of SLM as a robust manufacturing process is held
back by limitations including the availability of materials, surface finish,
mechanical strength and repeatability, it has still established profound
applications in diverse fields including automotive (customised structures),
aerospace (fuel nozzles for jet engines made by General Electric company) and
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biomedical (surgical guides, maxillofacial and porous implants for orthopaedic
applications) where cost is not the prime concern [27,63,101,102].

2.3.8. Fabrication of medical devices using SLM
As discussed in section 1, customised manufacturing together with mass
production is required to meet the growing demand of joint replacements
[103]. The availability of customisation has been possible with advances in
manufacturing technology, enabling low volume products to be achieved
efficiently and AM is envisaged to be the enabler for many types of
customisation [104]. The need for customisation of biomedical implants makes
AM techniques such as SLM attractive for fabricating implants.
SLM not only has the ability to produce complex parts with desirable shape
and structure but also has the advantage of establishing a closed process chain
from scanning a damaged part of the body to design and manufacture. For
example, bone replacement materials can be fabricated by scanning the bone
defect using an MRI or CT, designing the implant structure, then directly
manufacturing the individual implant. This closed process chain will have the
potential to offer custom-fitting implants to the damaged part’s anatomy [60].
Also the freedom of design offered by this technology enables the fabrication
of complex geometries of the implants, in terms of both external and internal
morphology. The challenges including the necessities to build complex parts
with thin walled sections, customised implant design with micro-porous
structures and the need to reduce the market time can be well addressed by
SLM. SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V parts have also been reported to have good
mechanical properties matching ASTM F136 standards concerning in vitro
testing [60]. Inter-connected porosity offered by the SLM process is of
significant interest for fabricating bone replacement implants [75]. With its
advantages over conventional techniques that impose constraints on what can
be moulded or machined, SLM will not only improve the product quality but
could be a potential solution for some of the current biomedical issues
including the fabrication of customised designs and complex geometries.
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Development of porous metallic surfaces for load bearing orthopaedic
applications is being researched since they promote bone ingrowth and
osseointegration [105]. Osseointegration refers to a direct structural and
functional connection between ordered living bone and the surface of a loadcarrying implant. Porous structures are required to lower the elastic moduli of
the component similar to that of bone. This is because metals exhibiting higher
elastic moduli than that of bone have been identified as a major reason for the
loosening of an implant [106]. For example the Young’s modulus for bone is
20 GPa whereas for titanium it is 110GPa. Therefore several techniques are
employed to fabricate porous structures and SLM is one of them.
To achieve improved cell adhesion, osseointegration and well-defined
interconnectivity, pore size and the amount of pores on the implant surfaces are
important. For example, pre-defined pores of a specific size and configuration
that can be formed using SLM allow the growth of bone tissues through the
implant in order to achieve a strong connection. For bone implants, a
customised design with porous structure will increase the contact of the
implant surface to the bone and increase the ability of bone regeneration [60].
The typical surface morphology of an implant fabricated using Ti6Al4V in an
AM 250 (a SLM machine manufactured by Renishaw Plc.) is shown in Figure
2-6. As can be observed from the figure, the as-fabricated surface is porous due
to partial melting of particles. Fabrication of porous scaffolds for bone tissue
regeneration using SLM has been reported extensively in the literature [107–
109]. Patanayak et al. [106] fabricated a titanium metal analogue to human
cancellous bone using SLM. Traini et al. [110] fabricated a porous dental
implant using Ti6Al4V by SLM and concluded that SLM is an efficient
technique to fabricate porous dental implants that adapt better to the properties
of a bone. Porosity is a measure of the void spaces in a material. Zieliński et al.
[111] have fabricated porous structures using Ti alloy by SLM and deposited
hydroxyapatite for improved osseointegration and lifetime of load-bearing
implants. Although the SLM-produced surfaces will be highly advantageous in
this context, care should be taken that the partially melted particles do not
detach from the surface since this can potentially lead to acute and/or chronic
effects depending on the biological response and site of implantation. For
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example, in bronchial stents, peeling of these partially sintered particles may
block the alveoli in the lungs. Similarly, for cardiovascular stents, the presence
of rough surfaces can affect the flow of blood and peeling of these particles
may block the artery and affect the blood flow.

Figure 2-6 Typical surface morphology of a part fabricated using a Renishaw AM 250
machine. Note that the SEM micrograph is tilted to approximately 45° to the right to its build
direction.

Wehmoller et al. [103] showed the ability of SLM to fabricate a lower jaw
model (including teeth, the mandibular joint and the canal of the mandibular
nerve), a spinal column model and a tubular bone femur. It was reported in
their study that, to fabricate these implants in stainless steel, the production of
the lower jaw required 24 hours, the spinal column required 25 hours and the
bone femur took 26 hours. Although the time required to fabricate these parts
in SLM may seem longer, due to the complexity of the part, it may be difficult
to cast these models or fabricate using the subtractive/forming methods.
The Centre for Applied Reconstructive Technologies in Surgery, CARTIS UK,
demonstrated the feasibility of the design and fabrication of a titanium
cranioplasty plate and a successful implant to restore the orbital floor and rim
produced in titanium by SLM. The implant was produced by the Centre for
Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing at the Central University of Technology,
Bloemfontein, South Africa. Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show the demonstration
cranioplasty implant and the implanted maxillofacial implant that were
fabricated using the SLM process. Drstvenstek et al. [112] fabricated a
bespoke angular implant using Ti6Al4V in a SLM machine to clinically treat a
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patient with a congenital asymmetry of a facial bone. Their studies have also
reported a clinical use of a mandibular implant fabricated by this technique.

Figure 2-7 Customised cranial implant fabricated using the SLM process. SLM fabricated
implant (a); Implant with support structures (b); Implant removed from support structure
showing inner geometry (c) and custom-fitting of the implant to the skull (d). [Implant design
and 3D model courtesy of CARTIS].

Figure 2-8 Customised maxillo facial implant fabricated using SLM. CAD design of a
customised maxillo-facial implant (a); Implants fabricated in a SLM machine (b); Implant with
its support structure (c); Custom fitting of implant to a model of the damaged part (d) [Implant
design and 3D model courtesy of CARTIS].
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Tolochko et al. [113] showed the possibility to fabricate dental root implants
with the required structure, geometry and strength by SLM. A successful
clinical use of a custom-made root analogue for a dental implant fabricated by
this process has also been reported in literature. Almeida et al. [114] evaluated
the reliability and failure modes of Ti6Al4V implant structure fabricated by
two different technique, SLM and alumina blasted/acid etched. Their
mechanical tests observed no significant differences in terms of reliability and
fracture modes between these two approaches.
In summary, SLM has been shown to be able to fabricate 3D porous structures
with customised, complex internal and external geometries which is difficult to
achieve by conventional manufacturing [106]. Currently, LayerWise,
Renishaw Plc and 3T RPD are some of the companies actively involved in the
production of biomedical implants for cranial, maxillo-facial, orthopaedic and
dental applications.

2.4. Surface Modification
Material selection is crucial for any application since the performance of a
manufactured part will reflect the properties of the selected material. Finding a
material with optimum bulk as well as the desired surface properties for any
given application is rare and biomaterials are no exception [30]. Bulk alteration
of a material is not generally preferred since it is expensive, time consuming
and will impose limitations for the use of the material. Surface modification of
a solid material at either atomic or molecular level is therefore performed to
achieve the required surface properties without altering the key bulk properties
of the material. Surface modification is required to reduce biological rejection
and these can be attained by surface modifying an implant’s surface with
suitable body proteins as peptides.
Surface modification has wide applications including adhesive bonding
enhancement, modifying wetting and non-wetting characteristics, creating
micro-porous structures, altering the grain size and distribution, generating
uniform three-dimensional structures on the surface and optimisation of
surface chemistries of an engineered part. Although surface modification is
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performed in a number of engineering disciplines, its application in the
biomedical field is considered to be unique since it improves the quality of life
of the patient. Several types of surface modification of biomedical implants
such as morphological, physicochemical modification and biological
modification using proteins and cells have been reviewed and reported by
researchers [4,30,115–118].

2.4.1. Issues with current surface modification techniques
The ultimate aim of modern surface modification techniques is to make the
implant surface biocompatible and to direct the biological healing response
[115]. To address this goal, morphological, physico-chemical and biological
modifications are performed. However, they all have limitations. In most
cases, a single surface modification technique is not enough to achieve the
desired surface property and hence two or more surface modifications are
performed to achieve better biological properties. For example, Kim et al.
[119] reported good adherence and spreading of human osteoblast cells for
sand blasted and acid etched surface. Though the use of two techniques
provided improved results in terms of cellular attachments, the use of two or
more techniques to modify the surface can be time consuming and expensive.
Implant coating using polymers impregnated with therapeutic agents has
limitations that include fissures, cracks and waviness (undulating pattern) of
the coating, inflammatory and hypersensitivity reactions as shown in Figure 29 [52]. The cracking and peeling of these polymeric coatings on the stents may
be due to the expansion of the material beyond its elastic limit.
Most of the polymer and protein coatings are formed from large molecules
with several reactive sites and hence it is difficult to introduce and control a
specific chemical group. Chemical treatments with an acid or a base can offer
varied surface finish (with micro pores and groves) and the introduction of a
few acidic, basic and hydroxyl groups; however it is limited [120]. Heat
treatment will have significant impact on the physical properties of a part but is
limited to chemical modifications in conditions where the surface has to be
functionalised.
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Figure 2-9 Micrographs of BiodivYsio (a, b) Taxus (c, d) and Cypher (e, f) stents
commercially available for cardiovascular stenting. The stents exhibit cracking and peeling of
the polymeric coatings on their expansion. Reproduced with kind permission from HMP
Communications [44].

2.5. Surface Modification Using Self-Assembled
Monolayers
Self-assembly is a process in which a disordered system of pre-existing
component forms an organised structure or pattern due to specific local
interactions among the components. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are
ordered molecular assemblies with a head group, a spacer and a functional tail
group as represented in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10 Schematic diagram of a single crystalline alkanethiol SAM formed on a metal
surface.
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SAMs are formed spontaneously when substrates are immersed into a solution
of surface-active molecules in an appropriate solvent [121]. Usually, the head
group is bound to a surface and the tail group presents a chemical functional
group. This group can be modified with drugs or proteins to obtain the desired
functionality such as drug delivery or cytocompatibility. The head and tail
groups are separated by a spacer which is generally an alkyl chain (-CH2). This
organic interface provides well-defined thickness and acts as physical barrier.
Also, crystallisation of this alkyl spacer layer improves monolayer stability.
Hence long spacers are preferred. Commercially available tail group
functionalities range from simple primary amines, hydroxyl and carboxylic
groups to bulky aromatics and epoxides.
SAM coatings are usually nanosized adding only 1-10 nm thickness to the
surface [58]. SAMs can be designed at molecular level to be biologically inert
or active by modifying the tail group with desired functionality. SAMs can be
chemisorbed to numerous materials including glass, metals (gold, copper,
silver, stainless steel, titanium and its alloys, palladium and platinum) and
semiconducting surfaces (silica and indium coated tin oxide) [122].
SAMs coatings are inexpensive and their ease of functionalisation with wellordered arrays of SAMs makes them ideal systems for various applications
such as the control of wetting and adhesion, corrosion protection, chemical
sensing, semiconductor passivation, drug/protein delivery and nano-fabrication
[59,122,123]. SAMs have wide applications in the healthcare industry
including blood purification (e.g. algae removal from blood stream using SAM
coated nanoparticles), drug delivery, surface modification of implants and to
study the cellular properties such as interfacial reactions between cells and
organelles and/or proteins and implants [124].

2.5.1. Formation of SAMs
Molecular assembly during the formation of SAMs is a thermodynamic
process. Considering a system at a constant pressure and temperature, the
associated Gibbs free energy (G) can be written as, G = H – TS, where H is the
enthalpy, T is the temperature of the system and S is the entropy. The change
of free energy is given by ∆G = ∆H - T∆S. Self-assembly is driven by the
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decrease in Gibbs free energy. For the self-assembly to be spontaneous, the
enthalpy of the system should be negative and in excess of the entropy of the
system. Thus, when ∆G is negative i.e. ∆G = ∆H - T∆S < 0, self-assembly of
molecules take place spontaneously. Minimisation of Gibbs free energy can be
attained by the minimisation of repulsive and/or maximisation of attractive
molecular interactions. Self-assembly process will become progressively less
likely when the magnitude of T∆S approaches the magnitude of ∆H and above
critical temperature [125].
Deposition of monolayers on substrates offer one of the highest quality routes
for preparing chemically and structurally well-defined surfaces [126].
Adsorption of SAMs on to a surface is generally performed either in polar or
non-polar solvents to attain a greater flexibility in the molecular design and
control over the surface properties [59]. SAMs form a covalent bond on
adsorption and the interactions between the subunits (spacers) are non-covalent
(involves variations of electromagnetic interactions between molecules or
within a molecule) such as van der Waals forces. Non-covalent interactions are
critical in maintaining the 3D structure of large molecules. Due to this noncovalent interaction between the sub-units, the SAMs have the tendency to
shrink and regain their position. SAMs are adsorbed to a surface by various
methods including spray deposition, electrochemical deposition or by simple
immersion [127]. Spatially defined arrays of monolayers can be formed on a
surface by integrating SAMs with patterning methods such as micro-contact
printing and photolithography (a microfabrication technique used to pattern
parts of a thin film or a bulk substrate such as circuits) [115,128].

2.5.2. Assembly of SAMs by simple immersion
The assembly of SAMs by a simple immersion method typically involves the
immersion of the sample into a dilute solution (thiol, silane, phosphonic and
other organic acids), allowing molecules to assemble, then removal of the
sample and rinsing. The attachment and assembly processes of SAMs are
schematically represented in Figure 2-11. The assembly process takes place
once the sample is immersed into the solution. The amphipilic SAM-forming
molecules in solution come in contact with the surface in a few seconds after
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immersion leading to the organisation and packing of the molecules to form
well-ordered SAMs in a few hours. As the monolayers continue to form, the
non-covalent interaction between the hydrocarbon chain help in packing
molecules into a well-ordered crystalline layer [129]. Since the head groups
have a special affinity towards metal substrate, formation of multi-layers is not
possible.

Figure 2-11 Steps involved in the adsorption (a) and assembly (b) of SAMs.

The degree of order of these monolayers is mainly determined by the length of
the spacer (alkyl chain) [130]. It has been reported that SAMs with short alkyl
chains (fewer than 10 carbons) lack sufficient attraction between the alkyl
chains to produce well-ordered monolayers. The other important factors that
determine the order of SAMs include cleanliness of the substrate, surface
chemistry and purity of the solvent [58,131]. The important and problematic
contaminants are hydrocarbons (oils which comes from pumps and skin),
impurities on the material’s surface and some polymeric contaminants from the
atmosphere [132]. The quality and assembly of SAMs also depend on several
factors such as head group size, its properties and assembly time. Annealing of
the SAM coated specimens at 120 °C can be performed to obtain a strongly
surface-bound film of monolayers [55]. A detailed explanation on the
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assembly of monolayers and how these factors affect the monolayer formation
are described by Schwartz [59].

2.5.3. Types of SAMs
Some of the popular monolayer self-assembly chemistries include:


Thiols, disulfides and thiols on gold, stainless steel [58,123].



Silanes on silicon dioxide and hydroxy functionalised surfaces
[48,133].



Fatty acids and phosph(on)ates on metal oxides [56,134].



Isonitriles on platinum [55].

2.5.3.1. Thiols
An alkanethiol molecule has three chemical entities that determine its
assembly and the general formula is X(CH2)nSH. The head group contains
thiol sulfur (SH) and this acts as the driving force for the chemisorption of
sulfur with the surface. The tail or terminal group (X) can feature one of
several functionalities including a hydroxyl, amine and a carboxylic group.
The terminal hydroxyl (OH) or carboxylic (COOH) groups of the monolayers
are highly useful for the chemical transformations to achieve their desired
functionality. Also, by reacting the carboxylic group of the thiol SAMs with an
acid chloride (SOCl2), further reactions can be attained [123]. For example, if
the terminal group of the monolayer and the reacting group of the binding
molecules have a carboxylic group, then in such cases, the COOH group of the
monolayer can be modified to its corresponding acid chloride and the desired
reaction can be achieved. Scheme 2-1 shows an example of reaction mediated
using thionyl chloride.

Scheme 2-1 Reaction scheme showing the conversion of acetic acid to acetic anhydride using
thionyl chloride
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Thiols have been mainly used to modify gold surfaces since 1983 and their
attachment has been well-studied and reported [58,127,131]. However, thiols
have also been used to modify other metallic surfaces including iron and
stainless steel. The alkanethiol monolayers formed on 316L stainless steel (the
letter ‘L’ represents low carbon content of 0.03% max. in the composition)
were not as stable as they are on gold surfaces due to the complex surface
chemistry of 316L SS [58]. Thiols have been used for a variety of applications
including corrosion protection, semi-conductors, biomaterial and biosensing
applications [128,135].
2.5.3.2. Silanes
Similar to thiols on gold, the use of trichlorosilane monolayers on silica
surfaces is popular owing to their excellent grafting properties to silica surfaces
[134]. Silanes are also used in chromatographic techniques for the separation
of molecules. Chlorine in the silane monolayer reacts with the hydroxylated
surface to form a stable siloxane (Si-O-Si) bond. The use of silane monolayers
on metal oxide surfaces such as glass, titanium, aluminium and cobaltchromium were also studied in recent years for drug delivery [118,136,137].
Trichlorosilane monomers were observed to be highly reactive towards glass
surfaces [120].
One of the problematic conditions for researchers with silane monolayers is to
synthesise and purify these silane monomers. When the silane monolayers are
assembled on a surface they display a high degree of monomer crosslinking,
condensation and/or formation of multilayers due to siloxane linkages (Si-OSi) [138]. Crosslinking was observed to be less stable compared to non-cross
linked monomers and thus allowing the desorption of monolayers in a short
period of time. Mani et al. [137] reported that the silane monolayers formed on
a cobalt-chromium alloy surface were due to the covalent bonding of the
SAMs with the alloy (Si-O-Cr and Si-O-W). However, their study reported
that these monolayers remained ordered and bound to the alloy surface for only
seven days under in vitro conditions [137]. Drug delivery from the implant
surface for a longer period below the toxic level may be necessary for certain
clinical applications. In such cases, this system cannot be used and therefore,
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the use of alkoxysilanes instead of chlorosilanes (such as trialkoxysilane) may
be a better option. However, their assembly requires multiple soaking and
annealing steps to form well-ordered monolayers [120].
2.5.3.3. Phosphonate monolayers
Apart from thiols and silane monolayers, phosphonic acids have gained
considerable interest in recent years due to their ability to bond to a range of
metal oxide surfaces and their relatively improved hydrolytic stability under
physiological conditions [129,139]. The use of phosphonic acid SAMs for
surface modification is recent when compared to silanes and thiol SAMs [140].
Similar to thiol on gold, phosphonic acid monolayers adsorb on a metal surface
with a tail-up orientation with a tilt angle (determined using evanescence
reflection spectroscopy) of the hydrocarbon chains of about 30° with respect to
the normal [141].
Phosphonates have three oxygens and a carbon directly attached to a
phosphorous molecule. The binding mechanism of these phosphonic acid
monolayers to metal oxide surfaces can be a monodentate, bidentate or
tridentate as represented in Figure 2-12 [123,142]. This binding mechanism
depends on both the surface and the nature of the organophosphorous
compounds. Phosphonic acids bind to a metal oxide surface by the coordination of phosphoryl oxygen to Lewis acidic sites, followed by the
condensation of P-OH groups with surface hydroxyl group or other surface
oxygen species [143]. A Lewis acid is an electron-pair acceptor and a Lewis
base is an electron pair donor. Thus, the Lewis theory suggests that acids react
with bases to share a pair of electrons, without any change in the oxidation
numbers of the atoms. Phosphonic acid SAMs form a metal phosphonate bond
when adsorbed to a metal oxide surface (Ti-O-P). Adsorption of long chain
alkyl phosphonic acid SAMs on metal oxides has been reported to offer
densely packed and well-ordered SAMs [53,56,144,145]. Like silanes,
phosphonic acid SAMs do not condense (condensation is a reaction in which
two molecules or moieties combine to form a large molecule, together with the
loss of a small molecule) in general due to the absence of homo-condensation
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(reaction between the functional groups of the same molecule/moiety) of P-OH
and P-O bonds at aqueous conditions [140].

Figure 2-12 Schematic representation of the binding mechanism of phosphonic acid SAMs to
a metal surface.

Although phosphonic acid SAMs were reported to exhibit high stability, it
depends on various parameters including the density and degree of ordering,
interaction between the monolayers, size of its head group, spacer length and
the reaction method used to chemisorb the monolayers to the surface [146].
Buckholtz et al. [130] attempted to study the effect of long alkyl chains of
phosphonic acid monolayers on Ti6Al4V, titanium, aluminium and vanadium
surfaces. The compared long alkyl chain consisted of carbon atoms in even
numbers between 18 and 30. This study showed that the results were indicative
of the chain length on SAM’s stability. When even numbers of carbon atoms
were used, better packing of the molecules were witnessed than the odd
numbers due to interdigitation (to become interlocked) [147]. Hsu et al. [148]
proposed an air-liquid interface assisted method to form a smooth and a
homogenous phosphonic acid SAMs on a silicon surface. However, the
common method followed by most researchers is the simple immersion
method since it is less complicated and in-expensive.
Tosatti et al. [149] studied the assembly of phosphate monolayers on rough
and smooth titanium oxide coated glass surfaces. Their studies revealed that
phosphonic SAMs were chemisorbed to both rough and smooth titanium
surfaces. The structure and order of phosphonic acid based monolayers on
silicon was studied by Dubey et al. [47] and compared with thiols on gold
surfaces. It was reported that phosphonate monolayers can be used to form
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well-ordered SAMs with methyl and hydroxyl groups for electrical and biosensing applications.
The stability of SAMs depends on the temperature, pH of the aqueous medium,
ionic concentrations in the medium and its exposure to harsh environments
such as UV or other high power radiations [123,140]. Bhure et al. [55]
investigated the stability of phosphonic acid monolayers on Co-Cr surfaces and
showed that the monolayers were highly stable when the surfaces were
exposed to atmospheric conditions. In an another study, Kaufmann et al. [56]
investigated the stability of phosphonic acid SAMs on an electropolished CoCr surfaces. This study concluded that the SAMs desorbed in a biphasic
manner in Tris buffer solution with more desorption in the first three days
followed by a slow and sustained release. Their initial fast release was
accounted for by the desorption of physically bound molecules followed by the
sustained release of the covalently bound molecules. An initial study by Mani
et al. [53] showed that the most of the phosphonic acid SAMs adsorbed on a
titanium surface desorbed in a day when immersed in Tris buffer solution at 37
°C. When exposed to ambient air, SAMs were stable for 14 days. However, in
their later studies with an improved SAM adsorption procedure by heat
treating the SAM coated surfaces, stable phosphonic acid SAMs were formed
in solution [37]. Phosphonate monolayers are not only limited to oxide
substrates; they are also used to modify hydroxyapatite and calcium carbonate
[54,150]. However, the number of studies on these non-oxide surfaces is
considerably lower than the oxide surfaces [140].

2.5.4. Biomedical Applications of Phosphonate SAMs
Various surfaces including silicon, titanium, cobalt-chromium, nitinol, gold,
calcium phosphates have been functionalised using phosphonic acid
monolayers for biomedical applications [53,56,145,151]. SAMs can be
functionalised by modifying the tail group with required functionality
including therapeutic drugs and proteins. This can be attained before or after
the adsorption of SAMs to a surface. Although the modifications of SAMs by
both of these processes have been reported, functionalisation of SAMs after its
adsorption to the surface is preferred. This is because, in certain cases, it will
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be difficult to control the reactivity of the head group towards the functional
molecules.
There are a number of ways in which the functional group of SAMs can be
modified. SAMs can be adsorbed to a surface and then dip coated with the
active/functional ingredient [144]. In other ways, the functional group of
SAMs are made to react directly with the molecules to be attached. When
performing this, it is possible for both the monolayers and the drug to possess
the same functional groups such as alcohols and carboxylic groups. In these
cases, the SAMs can be converted to their corresponding acid chloride by acid
chloride mediated esterification. Converting the functional group of SAMs to
an acid chloride will enhance the reactivity and will effectively bind the
desired molecule to the SAM. This is mainly because the reactivity of acid
chloride is higher than the hydroxyl or carboxylic group.
Mani et al. [37] reported the immobilisation of flufenamic acid (as a model
drug) on to gold and titanium surfaces using SAMs with carboxyl group. Thiol
SAMs were used for gold whereas phosphonic acids SAMs were used for
titanium. In their study, acid chloride esterification (ACE), dry heat
esterification (DHE) and direct esterification (DE) reactions were performed to
immobilise flufenamic acid to these surfaces. Briefly, for the ACE, 1.125 g of
the drug was refluxed with 4 mL of thionyl chloride (SOCl2) in an inert
atmosphere. After an hour, the excess thionyl chloride was evaporated and the
drug was dissolved in a solvent (THF). Sample specimens of both phosphonic
SAMs on titanium and thiol SAMs on gold surfaces were immersed in this
solution and incubated for 48 hours. In the DHE, both thiol and phosphonic
acid SAM coated surfaces were covered with 200 µg of flufenamic acid. The
specimens were then heated to 150 °C in air at a constant temperature for 4
hours. In the DE procedure, a stock solution of 525 µg of flufenamic acid in
105 mL of anhydrous toluene was prepared. SAM coated samples were
immersed in 10 mL (for each sample) of the stock solution. Finally, the
samples treated with the three esterification methods were rinsed with solvents
and deionised water for several minutes to remove physisorbed molecules.
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Surface characterisation by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showed the
successful attachment of flufenamic acid to both thiol and phosphonic acid
SAM coated surfaces. The total amount of drug loaded to the titanium surface
was 0.93 ± 0.24 ng/mm2 (DHE) and 0.61 ± 0.11 (DE) compared to 1.27 ± 0.45
ng/mm2 (DHE) and 0.13 ± 0.02 ng/mm2 (DE) for gold surface. According to
Mani et al. [37], over all, approximately 0.1 – 1 ng/mm2 was coated. The drug
was observed to release in a biphasic manner i.e. initial burst release and a
sustained release. For both DHE and DE, nearly 50% of the drug was released
by day one, followed by a sustained release of the remaining drug.
The results for ACE were not presented in their study as they found significant
scattering of the results for these samples which may be due to various factors
as discussed below. Generally, an acid chloride will readily react with
atmospheric moisture/humidity. The authors performed refluxing of the drug
with thionyl chloride in an inert atmosphere to form an intermediate compound
with an acid chloride group. However, after an hour, the excess of thionyl
chloride was evaporated by exposing the refluxed mixture to atmosphere.
During this evaporation stage, since the mixture was exposed to air, the acid
chloride in the intermediate compound will react with the moisture to form
flufenamic acid again (Scheme 2-2). Also, the THF used to dissolve the
intermediate compound and immerse the samples was not reported to be
anhydrous. Hence, the intermediate compound with acid chloride group would
have reacted with any water present in the THF. Thus, these reactions would
have converted the intermediate compound (refer to scheme 2-2) back into the
drug, flufenamic acid.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images showed the high possibility for
sedimentation and/or crystallisation of the drug on to the surface for most DHE
and DE samples (Figure 2-13). This can be backed up with the initial burst
release of more than 50% of the drug within day 1 since cleavage/hydrolysis of
the drug from the monolayer is generally expected to be a slow process at a pH
of 7.4. Thus, this study did not provide a suitable method to immobilise
flufenamic acid and the results were inconclusive.
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Scheme 2-2 Scheme of reactions on acid chloride esterification of flufenamic acid. Label
description: Flufenamic acid reacting with thionyl chloride (1); reaction intermediate (2);
reaction intermediate reacting with water (3); flufenamic acid (4).

Figure 2-13 Atomic force microscope images of flufenamic acid functionalised on gold
surface using acid chloride esterification (a) and flufenamic acid coated to a titanium surface
by dry heat esterification method (b). Reproduced with kind permission from Elsevier [37].

Their later studies on immobilising an anti-cancer drug Paclitaxel™ on a
cobalt-chromium metal surface with and without SAMs showed some
interesting results [45,144]. Their method to bind Paclitaxel™ to SAM coated
surfaces has a number of limitations. In their procedure, a microdrop method
was used to drop the drug solution onto the cobalt-chromium surface. It was
reported that from the 25 µg of drug placed on the surface (1 cm2), only 25%
of the drug was adsorbed to the surface and the rest washed away by solvent
cleaning. Although a certain amount of the drug can be recovered by recycling,
this method can be time-consuming and expensive. Also it should be noted that
scaling up of this method will be difficult since coating drugs on implants with
complex geometries using microdrop deposition would be challenging.
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Furthermore, the drug adsorbed on the surface was observed to be crystallised.
Their study on the delivery of Paclitaxel™ from the monolayers showed a
sustained release; however, similar to their previous studies, crystals of
Paclitaxel™ were formed. Crystallisation of drugs on an implant surface can
potentially increase the surface roughness of the implant and may cause postimplant complications. Also due to crystallisation, controlling drug release
from the implant surface will be problematic.
Torres et al. [54] reported the use of phosphonic acid monolayers to deliver an
antibacterial drug from a hydroxyapatite surface to prevent bacterial infections
and bio-film formation. Silver has been previously reported for its antibacterial
activity [46]. In this study, phosphonic acid SAM coated surfaces were
immersed in silver nitrate solution to functionalise the SAMs with silver. A
significant

reduction

of

bacterial

adhesion

onto

the

functionalised

hydroxyapatite surface was observed. Apart from a therapeutic drug,
functionalisation of a protein (RGD peptide) to phosphonate SAMs adsorbed
on pure titanium and Ti6Al4V surfaces for osteoconductive surfaces was
demonstrated by Schwartz et al. [152]. Raman et al. [153] used hydrophobic
phosphonate SAMs to control the non-specific fibroblast cell adhesion and
proteins on to stainless steel substrates. Using SAM patterning methods such
as lithography, immobilisation of monolayers with proteins and cells to form
patterned surfaces have also been explored [154].

2.6. Knowledge Gap
2.6.1. SLM
Titanium and its alloys including Ti6Al4V, Ti6Al4V ELI (extra low
interstitial) and Ti6Al7Nb are commercially used to build implants for
orthopaedic, dental and vascular applications due to their excellent corrosion
resistance, mechanical properties, high strength-to-weight ratio and inertness
[109,155]. A thin and stable passive titanium oxide (TiO2) layer (3-10 nm
range) is formed when the surface is exposed to ambient air or water and
contributes to the chemical inertness of titanium and its alloys [156]. Due to
the ability of Ti and its alloys to form this passive and stable oxide layer, it has
wide application in harsh and corrosive environments [157]. The stability of
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this surface oxide layer can be influenced by several factors including
crystalline structure and thickness; however, surface chemistry plays a pivotal
role [155].
In the SLM process, the powder material is melted and cooled rapidly. Hence,
there is a high possibility for an SLM fabricated part to differ in its surface
chemistry and microstructure compared to conventionally manufactured parts
(e.g. those made by casting and forging). A selective remelting strategy
proposed in the literature [93] may benefit the part to improve its density,
surface morphology and mechanical property but at the same time, it may lead
to varied surface chemistry and distribution of the alloying element within the
part. When a high amount of heat is applied especially to an alloy (by
remelting of the layers), the alloy may be superheated and will reach a high
temperature. Precipitation of the alloyed elements is possible if the alloy
remains at such high temperature for a long time. For example, it has been
shown that segregation of Al can occur during the SLM of Ti6Al4V due to
rapid melting and cooling of the alloy [158]. Such segregation of alloying
elements can potentially alter the surface chemistry significantly by altering
the surface oxide composition leading to surface heterogeneity.
Surface heterogeneity due to the impact of the laser can have a significant
impact on biomedical applications. A biomaterial interacts with the biological
environment at a bio-interface. Bio-interphases are affected by the nature of
the biomaterials including its surface energy, surface chemistry, surface
morphology and surface roughness [1,4,13]. Without a good understanding of
the surface chemistry, the interaction of cells at the interfaces will be poorly
understood.
Surface chemistry of a part mainly depends on the distribution of its alloying
elements on the surface and the atmosphere to which the part is exposed to.
Inclusion and discontinuity spots that arise due to surface heterogeneity may
affect the biocompatibility [159]. For example, in the case of Ti6Al4V, the
presence of aluminium or vanadium on the surface may form their
corresponding oxides and reduce the stability of the surface oxide layer which
can affect the cytocompatibility that may lead to cytotoxicity and poor cell
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adhesion under in vivo conditions [3,132]. The presence of alloying elements
on the implant surface can influence the dissolution of ions in to the biological
environment. Clinical experience has shown the release of vanadium ions from
implants made of Ti6Al4V to the body [160]. These metal ions interfere with
cell differentiation and contribute to periprosthetic osteolysis by impairing
osteogenesis [161]. Hence surface modification of Ti6Al4V components or the
adoption of a different biocompatible material is required.
Although several surface modification techniques such as passivation,
chemical etching, ion-implantation and chemical coatings are available to
improve and modify the surface chemistry of an implant [1,4,117], the
principle source of those surfaces is the manufacturing process. The knowledge
on the surface chemistry of a SLM fabricated part and the impact of laser
power on its surface chemistry is limited. Hence a study on the surface
chemistry of SLM fabricated parts is central for a better understanding of its
biocompatibility and the possible risk associated with the use of biomedical
implants fabricated using SLM into the human body.

2.6.2. SAMs
Although a few studies have reported on the assembly of monolayers to rough
and smooth surfaces, there is little literature that reports on the chemisorption
and stability of phosphonic acid SAMs to highly porous and rough surfaces.
As SAMs can serve as a localised drug delivery system, the use of SAMs to
attach drugs to biomedical implants is gaining considerable interest. Although
the delivery of drugs using phosphonic acid SAMs have been achieved by a
few researchers, most of these drugs are either physisorbed or both
physisorbed and covalently bound leading to a burst release. In situations
where a sustained release is preferred, burst release can significantly affect the
requirement. One-to-one chemical binding of a drug with a monolayer can
control and prevent the initial burst release of the drug. Although the acid
chloride esterification method used by Mani et al. [37] is inconclusive due to
their exposure to atmospheric air, further optimisation of this method may
potentially render the required binding of drugs to monolayers.
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It may be difficult to functionalise SAMs with a drug using a micro-drop
method where the geometry of the part is complex. Using the micro drop
method in such cases may not render a homogenous coating. For example, the
use of micro drop method to coat drugs to cardiovascular stenting applications
will be highly complicated since their typical strut thickness is only 100 µm.
Also, the use of this method for porous implants with complex internal and
external geometries would be difficult. Hence a simple and efficient method to
functionalise drugs to monolayers is required.
Most previous literature has discussed the coating methods, attachment,
stability and release profile of the immobilised drug to SAMs. However, the
knowledge on the activity of the drug upon its delivery from SAMs is limited.
For example, instead of the drug, if the monolayer desorbs from the surface
together with the drug, this will not produce the required activity. Hence it is
important to study if the functionalised drug is active upon its release from the
monolayer.
In addition to these current knowledge gaps, according to the best knowledge
of the author, the use of phosphonic acid monolayers to functionalise SLM
fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces with therapeutic drugs has not been reported.

2.7. Summary
The selective laser melting process has been identified as one of the best routes
to fabricate customised/patient-fitting biomedical devices. The versatility of
phosphonic acid monolayers to form densely packed, well-ordered and highly
stable SAMs on metal oxide surfaces makes them ideal for these biomedical
applications. Delivery of drugs from monolayers attached to metal surfaces
produced by various conventional manufacturing methods has previously been
studied. However, to date, there have not been reports in the literature that has
explored the possibility to attach monolayers to a SLM fabricated surface to
the best of the author’s knowledge. Hence research on integrating these two
processes is required to address the knowledge gap and bridge these
technologies to fabricate customised implants with drug delivery options.
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3. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND NOVELTY
3.1. Aim of the Research
To evaluate the potential to combine selective laser melting (SLM) to fabricate
customised implants with surface modification using self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) for precise drug delivery.

3.2. Objectives


To study the surface morphology and surface chemistry of Ti6Al4V
components fabricated by SLM.



To coat phosphonic acid SAMs onto SLM fabricated surfaces.



To investigate the in vitro stability of SAMs on the SLM as-fabricated
and mechanically polished surfaces.



To develop an approach to functionalise the SAMs adsorbed on a SLM
fabricated surface with therapeutically active substances.



To determine the amount of drug coated and the stability (including
oxidative exposure and in vitro) and biological activity of the
immobilised drug molecule.

3.3. Research Novelty and Contribution to Existing
Knowledge
This research presents a novel multi-disciplinary approach to fabricate and
functionalise complex biomedical implants by integrating SLM with surface
modification using SAMs for precise drug/protein delivery to improve
mechanical and biological properties.
Although there is significant understanding of SLM process conditions and
process parameters, there is very limited awareness of the surface chemistry of
the SLM fabricated surfaces. By exploring the surface chemistry of a SLM
fabricated Ti6Al4V surface and comparing it to a conventional surface, this
research contributes to furthering the knowledge of this AM process. Currently
there is no literature on the surface modification of SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V
parts in terms of altering its surface chemistry using phosphonic acid SAMs to
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deliver therapeutics on-site. This will be the first study according to the best
knowledge of the author. The process-optimised acid chloride esterification
reaction used in this study to immobilise therapeutic drugs to phosphonic acid
SAMs will contribute to the knowledge available for functionalising SAMs
with drugs. Previous studies on immobilisation of a drug to monolayers did not
show the therapeutic activity of the released drug from the monolayers. In this
thesis, the activity of the drug is examined.
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1. Summary of Experimental Procedure
Initially tracheobronchial stents (cylindrical meshes used to maintain airway
patency in trachea and bronchi) were fabricated using SLM and surface
modified using SAMs. Stents were successfully fabricated from 316L stainless
steel (316L SS), one of the materials used commercially to produce stents.
Although SLM was capable of fabricating stents of 300 µm strut thickness, the
SLM-produced stents were rough due to partial sintering of particles to the
struts. Electropolishing was performed to remove the sintered particles and
mechanical testing was performed to determine the compressive strength of the
SLM fabricated stents. Electropolishing yielded a relatively smooth surface,
however, it removed nearly 30% of the material from the stent. On mechanical
testing, the stents deformed plastically. From the results, it was identified that
the SLM as-fabricated stents did not possess the required mechanical and
surface properties and needed more post-processing than the conventionally
produced stents using laser cutting. Also, coating of monolayers to this thin
stent struts and characterisation of the stent struts using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and surface wettability measurements were not
straightforward. Hence, it was decided to perform research on the attachment
of SAMs to the SLM fabricated cuboid surfaces and functionalise the SAMs
attached to these surfaces using therapeutic agents. A detailed report on the
fabrication and mechanical testing of tracheobronchial stents using SLM is
annexed in appendix 1.
Later, an experiment was performed to surface modify SLM fabricated 316L
SS cuboid samples using thiol monolayers. Consistent with previous literature
on SAM modification of 316L SS surfaces, the adsorbed SAMs were not
stable. Studies conducted on the available monolayers to modify metal oxide
surfaces revealed phosphonic acid SAMs as one of the best candidates for the
purpose. To examine this, cuboidal samples were fabricated in a SLM machine
using three commonly used metallic biomaterials 316L SS, Ti6Al4V (titanium
alloy) and L605 cobalt-chromium alloy. Surface modification of these asChapter 4: Research Methodology
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fabricated surfaces was performed using phosphonic acid monolayers. XPS
characterisation confirmed the adsorption of SAMs to all three surfaces
(Appendix 2). Since phosphonic acid SAMs showed the covalent attachment to
all three metal oxide surfaces, it was decided that the use of all these three
surfaces to address the aim was not essential. Also, studies on all three surfaces
would increase the number of samples to be characterised and would be time
consuming. Hence, to narrow down the research, one material was selected as
the candidate member to address the aim.
Ti6Al4V, a grade 5 titanium alloy, is a material that can be processed relatively
easily by SLM and is being researched extensively for biomedical applications
[14,15,162]. Titanium and its alloys are ranked the best for corrosion resistance
(due to its stable surface oxide layer), than cobalt, nickel titanium alloys and
stainless steel [111]. It is also preferred for load bearing application due to its
excellent strength-to-weight ratio compared to 316L SS and Co-Cr alloy. In
addition to this, previous studies reported the successful adsorption of
phosphonic acid SAMs to Ti6Al4V surfaces fabricated by conventional
methods. Hence, Ti6Al4V was selected as the material for this research.
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of the research methodology used in this study.
To begin with, the surface chemistry of Ti6Al4V virgin powder and recycled
powder (in an AM 250 SLM machine) was examined using XPS to determine
any changes in the surface chemistry of the virgin powder. Since no significant
change was observed, cuboid samples were then fabricated using the recycled
Ti6Al4V in the AM 250 machine (previously SLM 250). The surface
chemistry of the SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF) and mechanically polished
(SLM-MP) samples were studied and compared with a conventionally forged
Ti6Al4V sample. The impact of laser power and selective laser re-melting on
the surface chemistry of SLM fabricated samples was also studied.
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of the research methodology

A set of SLM fabricated samples were polished mechanically and surface
cleaned to remove contaminants. Phosphonic acid SAMs were used to modify
SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V parts due to their versatility and increased stability
on metal oxide surfaces. Carboxylic terminated phosphonic acid SAMs were
adsorbed to the SLM-AF and SLM-MP samples. In vitro stability of the
carboxylic acid terminated SAMs on both SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces
were investigated in Tris-HCl buffer solution of pH 7.4. On studying the in
vitro stability, mechanically polished samples were used for drug attachment
and other further studies. This is because, the electron counts for SLM-MP was
better than SLM-AF. The presence of partially melted particles on the SLMAF surface was observed to affect the number of electrons reaching the
detector and thus reducing the signal.
Paracetamol was initially used as the model drug to functionalise the SAMs,
followed

later

by

Ciprofloxacin®.

On

successful

attachment

of

Ciprofloxacin®, quantification of the drug immobilised, oxidative and in vitro
stabilities, drug release profile and antibacterial activity of the immobilised
drug were determined.
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4.1.1. Materials
The materials and chemicals used during this research are tabulated in Table 41.
Table 4-1 List of materials/chemicals used.

Material/Chemical Name

Chemical Formula

Purity/
Grade

Titanium alloy powder (Ti6Al4V)

-

Hot forged Ti6Al4V plate

-

Supplier
LPW
Technology
Ltd., UK.
TIMET UK
Ltd., UK.

Silicon carbide grits

-

Buehler, UK.

N/A

Diamond pastes (6 µm and 1 µm)

-

Buehler, UK.

N/A

Extender solution

-

Buehler, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Fisher Scientific, UK
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK
Sigma
Aldrich, UK

N/A

Dichloromethane (DCM)

CH2Cl2

Methanol

CH3OH

Ethanol

C2H5OH

Hydrogen peroxide

H2O2

Sulfuric acid

H2SO4
HCl

Hydrochloric acid

NaOH

Sodium hydroxide

SOCl2

Thionyl Chloride
Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
16-Phosphanohexadecanoic
PhDA)

C4H8O
acid

(16-

HOOC(CH2)15PO2H

Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA)

C18H39O3P

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

NH2C(CH2OH)3

Paracetamol
Ciprofloxacin®
Carbon film/tape

Muller-Hinton Agar
Sterile filter paper disc 10 mm diameter

C8H9NO2

Sigma
Aldrich, UK.

C17H18FN3O3

Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Agar
Scientific,
UK.

-

-

Sigma
Aldrich, UK.
Sigma
Aldrich, UK.

ASTM
F136
N/A

99.5%
99.8%
> 99.5%
30%
95
98%

–

37%
≥ 98%
> 99%
≥ 99.9%
97%
97%
≥ 99.8%
≥ 99%
≥ 98%

N/A
For
microbiology
Microbiology
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4.1.2. Equipment
4.1.2.1. Selective Laser Melting
Ti6Al4V components were fabricated in a Renishaw AM 250. The machine
was equipped with a fibre modulated pulse laser with a maximum power of
200 W and wavelength (λ) of 1070 nm. The AM 250 machine consists of a
hopper, a wiper, an elevator that lowers the substrate to adjust the layer
thickness and a lens that focuses the laser (200 W maximum) to the build area
(250 x 250 x 300 mm). Before SLM, the Ti6Al4V powder from which the part
was to be fabricated was spread over the build platform from the hopper to a
pre-defined layer thickness. After the layer had been spread, the laser beam
scanned and fused the powder in the areas specified by the layer of the CAD
file.
4.1.2.2. Malvern Mastersizer
Particle size distributions (PSDs) were measured using a Malvern Mastersizer
3000 (Malvern, Worchestershire, UK) by adopting a dry dispersion method.
This equipment works on the principle of laser diffraction. Laser diffraction
measures PSDs by measuring the angular variation in the intensity of light
scattered as a laser beam passes through a dispensed particulate sample. This
angular scattering intensity data is then analysed to calculate the size of the
particles responsible for creating the scattering pattern. To measure the PSD,
the Ti6Al4V powder feed rate was set to 25% and the dispersion pressure was
1 bar. PSDs were obtained for five sets of sample dispersion and averaged.
Built-in software was used to calculate the PSDs.
4.1.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscope
A Philips (PW 6800/70) scanning electron microscope was used to obtain the
surface morphology of the SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface. The scanning
electron microscope (SEM) was operated at a voltage of 20 kV, spot size of 10
nm and morphologies of SLM-fabricated surfaces were obtained at various
magnifications such as 100x, 250x and 500x.
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4.1.2.4. Surface Profilometer
Surface roughness (Ra) patterns of the SLM as-fabricated samples and
mechanically polished samples were obtained using an Alicona InfiniteFocus®
optical 3D measurement device. The Ra value was calculated by averaging the
values obtained for five different samples from 175 µm2 of each sample.
4.1.2.5. Contact Angle Goniometer
The surface wettability of the sample was characterised using contact angle
goniometry. Static water contact angle measurements were performed using an
OCA 20 contact angle goniometer (DataPhysics, Filderstadt, Germany) at
ambient temperature. A drop volume of 5 µL deionised water (pH ~ 6.8) was
placed on an arbitrary spot of the surface and allowed to settle for five seconds.
Images were acquired at standard atmospheric temperature and pressure using
the inbuilt software and the contact angles were measured. The static water
contact angles have been reported in this work as a mean ± standard error of
the mean of three distinct spots on five different samples.
4.1.2.6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The surface chemistry of the samples was examined using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), also called electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
(ESCA). An XPS is built with an X-ray source to produce photoelectrons, a
sample stage to place the sample, a lens, an ion gun to etch the sample, a
detector to collect the electrons and an analyser to produce the result [163].
XPS analysis was performed at a high vacuum pressure of 10-8 Pa so that the
electrons can travel to the detector. Monochromators were used to increase the
energy resolution and to eliminate satellite signals from Kα3 and Kα4 X-rays.
In XPS, the sample is irradiated with soft X-rays. Kinetic energy (Ek) of the
emitted electrons due to irradiation is measured. The binding energy (E B) of
the photoelectrons can be calculated using the equation EB = hν – Ek – φ,
where, hν is the energy of the X-ray photon and φ is the spectrometer work
function. The most commonly used X-ray sources are Al Kα (1486.6 eV) and
Mg Kα (1253.6 eV). XPS can determine the surface chemistry of a sample to a
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depth of the first 10 nm and is considered as a vital tool for surface chemical
analysis [164,165].
In this research, a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS was used to obtain the
surface chemistry of the Ti6Al4V surface. Depth profiling was performed to
study the elemental composition and the oxide layer thickness of the SLM
fabricated Ti6Al4V surface. Depth profiles were obtained by sputtering the
specimen at a rate of approximately 1.35 Ås-1 (for titanium) using an argon ion
gun. The probing spot size used to obtain the measurement was 400 µm.
Aluminium (Al) Kα monochromated radiation at 1486.6 eV was used and
photoelectrons were collected at a take-off angle of 90°. Survey spectra were
collected at a pass energy of 100 eV in a constant energy analyser mode. High
resolution spectra were obtained at a pass energy of 20 eV. Peak deconvolution
was performed using Gaussian-Lorentzian curves and was used to investigate
the different chemical states. A built-in Thermo Avantage data system was
used for data acquisition and processing. The national institute of standards
and technology (NIST) database and previously reported literature were used
to identify the unknown spectral lines. The thickness of the oxide film was
estimated by two methods. In method 1, the thickness was calculated from the
depth at which the oxygen content decreased to half of its maximum value
during depth profiling. In method 2, the thickness was estimated from the
depth at which the major alloying element Ti intersects the O in the depth
profile [166].
The possible errors in the atomic percentage due to peak fitting uncertainties
were calculated using CasaXPS software. The software calculates the standard
deviation of a peak using a Monte Carlo method

[167]. During this

calculation, fitting trials are conducted in which synthetic noise is added to the
measured data, followed by a peak fit. This analysis was performed for all
detected peaks in a survey spectrum. The standard deviation of the fitted areas
is used as the area error. Fractional area error was calculated as the ratio
between the actual area of the peak to the area error. This fractional area error
was multiplied with the atomic percentage of detected elements to obtain the
final error. The estimated error percentage was between 0.02 and 0.11 for
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different elements (i.e. 2 – 11%). Henss et al. [168] also accounted the XPS
quantification error as ± 10%. Thus the instrumental error due to calibration for
this study was taken as ± 10% in addition to the reported mean ± standard error
of the mean.
4.1.2.7. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR was used to characterise the Ciprofloxacin®
coated on the SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V substrates (Figure 4-2). Initially, the
crystal area of the Spectrum 100 FTIR was cleaned with soft tissue dipped
with ethanol. The FTIR was operated under Attenuated Total Reflectance
(ATR) mode. A background scan was collected and the cleanliness of the
diamond stage was ensured. The Ti6Al4V substrate whose surface is to be
characterised is placed on the diamond stage. Once the sample was placed, a
pressure arm in the instrument was screwed down on to the sample placed over
the prism (diamond) stage. The pressure arm was locked into the precise
position above the diamond crystal. The pressure arm applies a small amount
of force (~ 80 N) to the sample, pushing the sample on to the diamond surface
using the pressure arm. This pressure ensures a good contact between the
sample surface and the diamond stage, and prevents the sample from moving
during the characterisation. A force gauge is present in the instrument to warn
when too much of pressure is applied to the stage. A control Ti6Al4Vsurface
without any drug coating was characterised and used as background for the
drug coated samples. All samples were analysed from 4000 cm-1 to 380 cm-1
with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1.

Figure 4-2 Spectrum 100 Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer fitted with a pressure arm
(with the kind permission from Perkin Elmer).
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4.1.2.8. UV-Vis spectrophotometers
UV-Vis spectrophotometers are used to measure the absorbance of UV or
visible light by a sample either at a single wavelength or perform a scan over a
range in the spectrum. UV-Vis spectroscopy is the measurement of light when
it passes through a sample and its principle is based on the ability of a
molecule to absorb ultraviolet and visible light. This technique can be used
both quantitatively and qualitatively. A schematic diagram of a UV-visible
spectrometer is shown above in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3 Schematic of a UV-Visual Spectrophotometer

The UV region ranges from 190 to 400 nm and the visible region from 400 to
800 nm. The light source (a combination of tungsten/halogen and deuterium
lamps) provides the visible and near ultraviolet radiation covering the 200 –
800 nm region. The output from the light source is focused onto the diffraction
grating which splits the incoming light into its component colours of different
wavelengths, like a prism (shown above in Figure 4-3) but more efficiently.
For liquids, the sample is held in an optically flat, transparent container called
a cell or cuvette. The reference cell or cuvette contains the solvent/solution in
which the sample is dissolved and this is commonly referred to as the blank.
The sample cell contains the solution whose concentration is to be measured.
For each wavelength the intensity of light passing through both a reference cell
(Io) and the sample cell (I) is measured. If I is less than Io, then the sample has
absorbed some of the light. The absorbance (A) of the sample is related to I
and Io according to the following equation:
A = Log10 l0/l
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The detector converts the incoming light into a current, the higher the current
the greater the intensity. Then the absorbance is plotted against wavelength
(nm) in the UV and visible section of the electromagnetic spectrum.
According to Beer’s law, absorption is proportional to the number of absorbing
molecules and Lambert’s law tells us that the fraction of radiation absorbed is
independent of the intensity of the radiation. Combining these two laws,
𝑨 = 𝜺𝒄𝒍
where ‘A’ is the absorbance, ‘ε’ is the molar absorptivity and expressed in
units L mol-1 cm-1, ‘C’ is the concentration of the sample (compound) and
expressed as mol L-1 and ‘l’ is length of cell and expressed in units cm. If the
absorbance of a series of sample solutions of known concentrations are
measured and plotted against their corresponding concentrations, the plot of
absorbance versus concentration should be linear if the Beer-Lambert Law is
obeyed. This graph is known as a calibration graph. A calibration graph can be
used to determine the concentration of an unknown sample solution by
measuring its absorbance.

4.1.3. Methods
4.1.3.1. CAD Model
Sample parts with dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm x 3 mm were designed using
Magics 14.1 (Materialise) software and saved in STL file format. This design
was then replicated to fabricate the required number of samples. Figure 4-4
represents the build platform with replicated models (in red) and the meander
laser scan strategy used (right-hand side). For antibacterial susceptibility
testing, cuboid samples of 25 x 30 x 2 mm were designed using Magics.
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Figure 4-4 Representation of sample models aligned in the build platform and the Meander
scan strategy used for fabrication (right hand corner)

4.1.3.2. Sample Fabrication
Parts were fabricated using a SLM machine (AM 250). Previously optimised
SLM process parameters used for the study are tabulated in Table 4-2. A multidirectional meander scan strategy (Figure 4-3) was used where the laser scan
direction was rotated by 67° for each layer to reduce the residual stress. The
components were built on a Ti6Al4V metal substrate preheated to 80 °C. The
build chamber was filled with argon gas to maintain an inert atmosphere. The
temperature of the build chamber during the process was measured to be 34 –
36 °C. Parts were fabricated with skin scan (re-melting of the top surface using
laser to improve the surface quality) for a better surface quality. However, to
study the effect of skin scan on the surface chemistry, parts without skin scan
were also fabricated. Apart from this, all other parameters were constant. The
SLM fabricated samples were removed from the substrate upon fabrication.
Table 4-2 Summarised SLM Process Parameters
Laser Power P (W)
Hatch Spacing (µm)
Point Distance (µm)
Exposure Time (µs)
Layer Thickness (µm)
Scan Strategy
Build Plate Temperature (°C)

200
100
50
220
50
Meander
80
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4.1.3.3. Sample Preparation
The SLM fabricated samples were sonicated in dichloromethane (DCM),
methanol, ethanol and deionised water for 10 minutes each to remove loosely
bound Ti6Al4V particles from the sample surface and contaminants that might
be on the surface. The substrates were then dried using compressed air. The
cuboid samples with 10 mm x 10 mm x 3 mm dimensions were used for the
surface chemical, surface modification and functionalisation studies. For
antibacterial susceptibility testing, discs of 8 mm diameter were laser cut from
the cuboid samples (25 mm x 30 mm x 2 mm) fabricated by SLM.
4.1.3.4. Mechanical Polishing
The rinsed and dried samples were mechanically polished on only one side (10
mm x 10 mm) using a series of silicon carbide grits (P200, P400, P600, P800
and P1200) for 5 minutes each. These samples were then polished using
diamond paste of 6 µm and 1 µm for 3 minutes each. Mechanical polishing
was performed to make the surface smooth for characterisation purposes and to
study the surface chemistry of a mechanically polished SLM fabricated
surface. It should be noted that the cuboid samples were hand held while
polishing and not clamped (difficult to hold the sample in place while
polishing) or mounted using any resins. This is because the use of resins may
affect the surface chemistry of the sample and may lead to contamination. The
polishing fluid may also contribute to a certain level of contamination to the
surface. This is cleaned using solvents and acids as described in the sample
cleaning section below. Also, removal of the sample from the mount can be
tedious. The discs for the antibacterial susceptibility testing were also polished
in the same manner i.e. hand held. Samples polished using the above
mentioned procedure rendered the surface roughness of 590 ± 13.5 nm.
4.1.3.5. Surface Cleaning
The purity and cleanliness of a sample’s surface plays an important role in the
assembly of SAMs since the assembly of monolayers are affected by the
presence of contaminants [58,131]. In order to attain well-ordered monolayers,
freshly prepared surfaces are recommended. Hence cleaning of SLM fabricated
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samples was performed to ensure the cleanliness and purity of the surfaces
before assembling monolayers.
Several cleaning techniques have been reported in the literature for assembling
monolayers. A mixture of solution was prepared with concentrated sulfuric
acid, hydrogen peroxide (30%) and water in the ratio of 1:1:5. Sulfuric acid
was added to water followed by hydrogen peroxide. Addition of water or
hydrogen peroxide to Sulfuric acid is exothermic and the resultant heat may
increase the sample temperature above 100 °C. Hence, care should be taken.
The samples were immersed in this solution for 15 minutes to remove any
surface contaminants. The samples were then rinsed in deionised water for 30
minutes twice to remove any residues of the chemical mixture. The samples
cleaned using this technique rendered a highly wettable surface (21° ± 0.9°)
compared to solvent cleaning mentioned in the sample preparation section.
Hence, this method was used throughout the study.
4.1.3.6. Preparation and adsorption of SAMs
Two types of phosphonic acid SAMs including a carboxylic acid terminated
16-phosphanohexadecanoic acid (16-PhDA; SAMs) and a methyl terminated
octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) SAMs were used. 1mmols of 16-PhDA and
ODPA SAMs were prepared separately in dry THF and coated on the Ti6Al4V
surface using a solution immersion deposition method previously reported
[56]. Briefly, the cleaned samples were rinsed with THF and immersed in the
SAM solutions immediately. After 24 hours, the samples were removed from
the THF and the residual SAM solution on the surfaces was allowed to
evaporate in air. The samples were then transferred to an oven at 120 °C
without rinsing. After 24 hours, the samples were removed from the oven and
allowed to cool at room temperature. Finally, the samples were sonicated in
THF and deionised water for 1 minute each to remove any physisorbed SAMs.
4.1.3.7. Functionalisation of SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®
Both 16-PhDA and ODPA coated SAMs were functionalised with
Ciprofloxacin® separately to avoid cross contamination. As ODPA has a
methyl terminal group, Ciprofloxacin® cannot be attached to the terminal end
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of these monolayers whereas 16-PhDA has a carboxylic group in its terminal
end that can be functionalised. Hence, the ODPA coated surfaces were used as
a control sample to prove the surface reaction of Ciprofloxacin®. The
apparatus include a round bottomed flask (RBF) and a reflux condenser with a
constant flow of nitrogen gas into the RBF to perform the reaction under an
inert atmosphere. The apparatus was dried using a flame/heat gun to avoid the
presence of moisture. A sonicator was used to agitate the sample. The reaction
steps that followed to coat and functionalise the 16-PhDA SAMs with
Ciprofloxacin® are shown in Scheme 4-1.

Scheme 4-1 General scheme of reactions to coat 16-PhDA monolayers to Ti6Al4V surface and
to functionalise the monolayers with Ciprofloxacin®. Label description: Hydroxylated
titanium surface (1), 16-Phosphanohexadecanoic acid (2), SAMs adsorbed on titanium surface
(3), reaction intermediate formed as a result of acid chloride esterification (4) and
Ciprofloxacin® immobilised to SAMs.
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Firstly, the 16-PhDA SAM coated Ti6Al4V surfaces were transferred to the
RBF with the SAM coated surface facing upwards. 3 mM of thionyl chloride
(SOCl2) in anhydrous THF was added to the RBF and the apparatus was
sonicated for an hour. Care was taken to ensure that the solution covered the
samples to obtain a uniform reaction. After one hour, the solution in the RBF
was syringed out and the Ti6Al4V surfaces were sonicated thrice for 3 minutes
by adding an excess of anhydrous THF to the RBF each time. After this step,
10 mM of Ciprofloxacin® in anhydrous THF was added to the RBF and
sonicated for an hour. Finally, the Ciprofloxacin® solution was syringed out
and the samples were sonicated with an excess of anhydrous THF and
deionised water (twice for 2 minutes each). The same procedure was followed
to coat Ciprofloxacin® to ODPA SAM coated Ti6Al4V surfaces.
Reaction Mechanism
The reaction scheme in Scheme 4-1 shows the binding of Ciprofloxacin® to
the SAMs through its carboxylic end. Azema et al. [169], Cormier et al. [170]
and Sharma et al. [171] reported the reaction of Ciprofloxacin® with acyl
chlorides. In all these reported procedures, the reaction mainly occurred at the
amine group of the Ciprofloxacin® rather than the carboxylic group to afford
the corresponding amide. This was due to the fact that during all of these
reported reactions a base, triethylamine (R:Et3N), was used. For the synthesis
of amide from acid chlorides via Schotten-Baumann reaction, a base is
essential. This is because the formation of amides from acid chlorides and
amines is accompanied by the production of one equivalent of HCl. This HCl
should be neutralised by a base (such as NaOH and triethylamine0 for the
reaction to proceed further. Thus, by using a base, the reaction can be
controlled to occur through the amine group.
Anions (RCO2-) are better nucleophiles than a neutral nucleophile (-NH-)
[172]. According to the reaction mechanism proposed in this study, the anions
will attack the carbonyl group leading to the formation of Cl- and H+. These
ions will protonate the amine group of Ciprofloxacin®. As a result of this
protonation, the amine group will acquire a positive charge and become
unreactive. During this attack, the acid will protonate the amine in
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Ciprofloxacin® since carboxylate is a poor electrophile and the ammonium ion
is not nucleophilic. Hence the reaction between the acyl chloride and the drug,
Ciprofloxacin® is most likely to occur through the carboxylic group and lead
to the formation of acid anhydride. If the same reaction is considered in the
presence of a base, the acyl chloride will react with the amine, since the HCl
produced during the reaction is neutralised by the base. This will then lead to
the formation of amide rather than acid anhydride.
4.1.3.8. Stability Studies
The stability of the anti-bacterial drug under oxidative exposure and in vitro
conditions was studied for 16-PhDA SAM coated surfaces immobilised with
Ciprofloxacin®.
a)

Oxidative Condition

Oxidative stability was determined by exposing the Ciprofloxacin® coated
Ti6Al4V surfaces to ambient laboratory conditions for 7, 14, 28 and 42 days
following a previously reported procedure [58]. After oxidative exposure, the
samples were rinsed in de-ionised water for 1 minute and dried using
compressed air before characterisation. A total of three samples were used to
study the stability at each time interval using an XPS and static water contact
angle goniometry. Survey spectra and high resolution spectra for C 1s, O 1s, N
1s and F 1s were collected using an XPS for all samples and the relative
atomic percentages were averaged. Static contact angles obtained for each
sample were averaged.
b) In vitro Condition
In vitro stability of the drug attached to 16-PhDA SAM coated surfaces was
investigated by immersing each sample in 5 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer
solution

[Tris-HCl

solution

was

prepared

by

dissolving

1.214

g

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane in 900 mL of deionised water, adjusting
the pH to 7.4 and making-up the final volume to 1L] and incubated at 37 °C
for 42 days. The immersed samples were removed from the buffer solution at
7, 14, 28 and 42 day time intervals. The surfaces were rinsed for 1 minute with
deionised water and dried using compressed air before characterisation using
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XPS and static-contact angle goniometry. Three samples were used for
characterisation from each time interval and the obtained results were
averaged. Similar to the oxidative study, survey and high resolution spectra
were collected for all the samples in each time interval.
4.1.3.9. Drug quantification
It should be noted that the amount of drug coated to the SAM modified
Ti6Al4V surfaces was not calculated based on the difference in the
concentration of the drug (in reaction mixture) before and after
functionalisation. This was mainly because the amount of drug functionalised
to the Ti6Al4V surfaces would be expected in nano-grams. Some amount of
drug may be physisorbed to the surface. Thus, drug quantification by this
method would affect the result. Hence, the total amount of Ciprofloxacin®
functionalised onto SAM coated Ti6Al4V metal surfaces was quantified using
a base hydrolysis method reported previously [37].
The drug coated samples (n=5) were immersed in a 10 mL of 10 mM NaOH
solution (pH ~ 9) and incubated at 37°C. The immersion time interval to
hydrolyse nearly all drug molecules was previously optimised by immersing
the samples for 1 and 2 week time intervals. When characterised using XPS,
after 1 week, a small amount of drug was observed on the Ti6Al4V surface
whereas after 2 weeks of immersion, no drug was observed. Hence the 2 week
time interval was used. The drug eluted solution was adjusted to pH 7.4 using
1 M HCl. A standard stock solution of Ciprofloxacin® (1 mg/mL) was
prepared in 10 mM NaOH buffer solution of pH ~ 7.4. Working solutions
including 1 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 250 ng/mL, 500 ng/mL
and 1 µg/mL were prepared with pH ~ 7.4 by diluting the stock solution with
the 10 mM NaOH.
Using a PerkinElmer LAMBDA 35 UV-Visual spectrophotometer (UV-Vis),
the drug dispersed solution was scanned between the wavelengths of 200 to
500 nm. The maximum absorbance value obtained in the UV spectra (λmax)
was 272 nm (Figure 4-5) and is consistent with the previously reported
literature [173–176]. Shoulders were also observed at 217 nm and 325 nm,
close to the theoretical values of 222 nm and 320 nm [177]. The absorbance
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peak in the figure 4-5 correlates to the transition of n/π electrons to the π*
excited state. The shoulder towards the higher binding energy is not a double
peak. From the relative absorbance, a calibration curve was plotted for the
working solutions (1 ng/mL – 1 µg/mL of Ciprofloxacin® in 10 mM NaOH of
pH ~ 7.4).

Figure 4-5 Maximum absorbance observed for Ciprofloxacin®

The calibration plot was linear as shown in Figure 4-6 and obeyed BeerLambert’s law. The equation of the line will be Y = Mx + C, where Y is the
absorbance at a given wavelength, M is the slope, x is the concentration and C
is the intercept. Substituting the absorbance value of the unknown
concentration in this equation will give the concentration. By using this
concentration, the total amount of drug was quantified.
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Figure 4-6 Calibration Graph for UV-Vis spectrophotometer to determine the unknown
concentration for the drug quantification experiment.
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4.1.3.10. Drug elution studies
Ciprofloxacin® coated Ti6Al4V samples (n=3 for each time interval) were
immersed in 5 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer solution (pH ~ 7.4) and
incubated at 37 °C for 7, 14, 28 and 42 weeks. Samples were taken out at these
predetermined time intervals. A standard stock solution of Ciprofloxacin (1
mg/mL) was prepared in Tris-HCl buffer solution of pH ~ 7.4. Working
solutions including 1 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 50 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 250 ng/mL,
500 ng/mL and 1 µg/mL were prepared by diluting the stock solution with the
Tris-HCl buffer.
A calibration curve was plotted (absorbance versus concentration) by
measuring the absorbance values for these standard working solutions (1
ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 250 ng/mL, 500 ng/mL and 1 µg/mL of
Ciprofloxacin® in 10 mM NaOH of pH ~ 7.4) at the maximum absorbance of
272 nm. The Ciprofloxacin® concentration in the buffer solution was then
calculated by substituting the absorbance of the unknown concentration in the
obtained equation (Figure 4-7).
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Figure 4-7 Calibration Graph for UV-Vis spectrophotometer to determine unknown
concentration for the drug elution experiment.

4.1.3.11. Antibacterial susceptibility test
Infections associated with implants are mainly due to microbial contamination.
Some of the most common organisms causing infections are Staphylococcus
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aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia
coli [1,178]. Ciprofloxacin®, being a broad spectrum antibiotic, will inhibit the
growth of the majority of the both Gram positive (G+) and Gram negative
bacteria (G-). G+ bacteria are primitive cell organisms that lack a membranebound nucleus. G- bacteria have well-organised cell organelles enclosed within
cell membranes. Hence in this study, the antibacterial susceptibility test was
tested against a G+ bacterium, S. aureus (ATCC 25923) and a G- bacterium, E.
coli (ATCC 25922). The antibacterial susceptibility tests were performed to
qualitatively investigate whether the released Ciprofloxacin® had retained its
active form upon its release and produced a therapeutic effect. It should be
noted that this study does not aim to quantify the drug concentration by this
test or study the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) for the bacteria.
a) Test-1
In test-1, Ciprofloxacin® was functionalised to SAM-coated SLM-fabricated
and mechanically polished Ti6Al4V discs of 8 mm diameter using the
procedure for functionalisation mentioned in (4.1.3.7). Among the four discs
used for each plate, two were standard filter paper discs and the other two were
metal discs. Of these four discs one of each metal and the standard disc served
as control with no drug on it. However, they were dipped in ethanol and dried
at 80 °C prior to placing them on the inoculated agar plate. Among the other
two discs, the standard control filter paper disc was coated with approximately
1 ml of 1 mmols (approximately 330 µg/mL) Ciprofloxacin® in ethanol. The
remaining metal disc was coated with Ciprofloxacin® using previously
mentioned procedure in this thesis (4.1.3.7).
Sub-cultures of S. aureus and E. coli were prepared 24 hours prior to
inoculating to the Mueller-Hinton agar plate. Test specimens/discs were placed
on the inoculated plates as shown in Figure 4-8. The plates inoculated with S.
aureus were incubated at 30 °C and the plates inoculated with E. coli were
incubated at 37.5 °C since they are the optimum growth temperature for the
corresponding bacteria [179]. The plates (five for each bacterium) were
examined after 24 hours and zones of inhibitions were measured using a
calliper.
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Figure 4-8 Schematic representation of test specimens placed on a culture plate

b) Test-2
Antibacterial sensitivity of the Ciprofloxacin® released to the Tris-HCl buffer
solution was tested against S. aureus (ATCC 25923) and E. coli (ATCC
25922). Drug coated Ti6Al4V cuboid specimens were immersed in 5 ml of
Tris-HCl buffer solution for 7, 14, 28 and 42 days. After these time intervals
the specimens were taken out and the drug eluted buffer solution was used to
determine the sensitivity of the eluted drug. 1 ml of the drug eluted Tris-HCl
buffer solution was syringed out and added drop-by-drop to a standard filter
paper disc. The excess solution was evaporated by drying the specimen in an
oven operating at 80 °C for an hour. A similar procedure was followed to
adsorb the Ciprofloxacin® eluted to the Tris-HCl buffer at different time
intervals to the standard discs. In this study, 3 control discs were used. One
was immersed in ethanol and dried and the other was immersed in Tris-HCl
buffer and dried. The third control disc was coated with 1 ml of 1 mM
(approximately 330 µg/mL) Ciprofloxacin® in ethanol. After drying, the filter
paper disks impregnated with Ciprofloxacin® and the control discs were
placed on the agar plate inoculated with the test bacteria (as shown in Figure 49) to test their susceptibility. Since the study is qualitative, the author did not
aim to quantify the amount of drug present in the discs. The susceptibility test
with these discs was performed using the procedure described in Test-1.
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Figure 4-9 Schematic representation of test specimens placed on a culture plate. Label
description: C- control disc with no drug; CD – control with drug on; TC: Control disc coated
with Tris-HCl buffer; 1, 2, 4, 6 – immersion time intervals (in weeks) of the samples in buffer
solution.

4.1.3.12. Statistical Analysis
The experimental results reported in this thesis represent mean ± standard error
of the mean. Standard error was calculated from the results obtained for 5
different samples for contact angle measurement, surface roughness
measurement, particle size analysis and anti-bacterial sensitivity tests, and 3
different samples for the XPS and UV-Vis. The mean and the standard error of
the mean were calculated using Microsoft™ Excel 2013.
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5. SURFACE MORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE
CHEMISTRY
5.1. Introduction
This chapter concentrates on the surface morphology and surface chemistry of
the Ti6Al4V powders used and the parts that were fabricated by SLM. Surface
morphological and surface chemical effects of recycling Ti6Al4V powders in a
SLM process is discussed. Later, the surface morphology and surface
roughness profile of SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF) surface is stated.
Comparisons of SLM-AF’s surface chemistry with a SLM fabricated and
mechanically polished (SLM-MP) and a conventionally forged and
mechanically polished (FGD-MP) surfaces are discussed in detail. Finally the
surface chemistries of a laser scanned area, skin scanned and non-skin scanned
areas top and side surfaces, are discussed.

5.2. Effect of Aging of Ti6Al4V Powders
5.2.1. Surface Morphology
Gas atomised Ti6Al4V powders are often used to fabricate samples in SLM
due to their reduced oxide content and their ability to yield high density parts.
In the SLM process, any unused powder material during the process is
recycled to fabricate new parts. Since this exposed powder material is recycled
several times, it is important to study the surface morphology and chemistry of
the powders to investigate if there is any change in their surface properties due
to aging.
The surface morphology of Ti6Al4V powders used to fabricate the samples
were surface characterised before processing in an SLM machine. Figure 5-1
represents the typical surface morphology of virgin and recycled (more than
500 processing hours) powders obtained using an SEM. From the figure it can
be observed that the gas atomised virgin particles had a spherical shape with a
broad size distribution. However, satellites were observed on most of these
spherical particles. The recycled Ti6Al4V powders depicted a small
deformation in this morphology (5-1c and 5-1d). These deformations are due
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to the partial melting of particles by the absorption of laser energy. Although,
the observed deformations in the sphericity were not significant, this may
affect the particle size, flow properties of the powder and thus induce
porosities within a part fabricated using these powders. Sieving of the recycled
powder before processing can be beneficial to remove such large lumps of
particles.

Figure 5-1 Surface morphology of virgin (a and b) and recycled (c and d) Ti6Al4V particles
obtained using SEM at different magnifications.

Figure 5-2 shows the morphology of particles retained after sieving the
recycled powders with a mesh size of 63 µm. From the figure it is clear that the
SLM process increases the particle size and affects the particle shape and
sphericity. Agglomeration, partial melting and fusion of particles can be
observed. Although the amount of these retained particles on sieving is low,
sieving is essential to remove these large irregular partially melted particles to
obtain an improved packing density.
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Figure 5-2 SEM micrographs of Ti6Al4V recycled powders retained after sieving using a
sieve of diameter of 63 µm.

5.2.2. Particle Size Distribution
The particle size distributions of the virgin, recycled and the sieve-retained
recycled powders were measured using a Malvern Mastersizer to determine if
there was a change on laser processing. It can be observed from the Figure 5-3
that the virgin powders have a slightly narrower size distribution compared to
the recycled powder. Also, the typical size distribution of the retained powder
was significantly higher than the virgin and the recycled powders. As it is
discussed in section 5.2.1, the increase in the size is mainly due to the partial
melting of particles by the absorption of laser energy, presumably on the
fringes of the build area.
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Figure 5-3 Comparison of particle size distribution obtained for virgin, recycled and sieve
retained Ti6Al4V particles.
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The particle size below which the 10% (Dv 10), 50% (Dv 50) and 90% (Dv
90) of the total volume of the sample exists was calculated to determine the
two points of the distribution that describes the coarsest and finest particles of
the distribution, shown in Table 5-1. Span is the width of the distribution based
on the 10%, 50% and 90% quantile and is calculated using the equation [(Dv
90 - Dv 10) / Dv 50]. These calculations have also shown an increase in PSD
on recycling. The sieve retained sample showed 10% of the particles to be over
140 µm which is predominantly due to the partial melting of particles.
Table 5-1 Calculated particle size distributions obtained for virgin, recycled and sieve retained
powders using a Malvern Mastersizer (average of 5 measurements).
Size Parameter

Virgin Powder

Recycled Powder

Retained Powder

Dv 10

22.4 (µm)

21.4 (µm)

52.6 (µm)

Dv 50

33.2 (µm)

33.4 (µm)

86.1 (µm)

Dv 90
Mean size, based
on surface area
(D[3,2])
Mean size, based
on volume (D[4,3])

48.7 (µm)

51.8 (µm)

140 (µm)

31.7 (µm)

31.8 (µm)

80.9 (µm)

34.5 (µm)

60.1 (µm)

117 (µm)

0.79

0.91

1.02

Span

The results show that on recycling the median size of the particles has
increased due to the partial melting of particles. This partial melting could be
due to several factors including the absorption of thermal energy by the
surrounding particles in the build area. Another possible reason could be in
cases where SLM failed to produce parts due to the lack of support structures.
For example, if there are no supports to hold the particles in position, then, the
laser beam will melt particles in the build area but will not sinter this to a
previously scanned layer/solid structure. Hence, particles will float and will
lead to the formation of lumps of particles.
Partial melting was observed to affect the sphericity and lead to irregularlyshaped particles. Although this change in size distribution and morphology
was not significant, there is a chance that these particles, if present on the build
area, may affect the part’s density by inducing pores. A particle size
distribution of 20 µm – 50 µm has been observed to render a high flowability
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and highly packed powder bed density since the smaller particles filled in the
gaps between the relatively large particle sizes [81]. A similar increase in the
PSDs of Ti6Al4V processed in a SLM machine was also witnessed by Seyda
et al. [83]. Hence sieving of particles before processing is required.

5.2.3. Surface Chemistry
The surface chemistry of virgin and recycled Ti6Al4V powders was studied
using XPS to investigate the effect of aging on the surface chemistry of the
Ti6Al4V powders. Figure 5-4 shows the survey spectra of virgin and recycled
Ti6Al4V powders obtained using XPS. The spectra show the presence of
major alloying elements titanium and aluminium. Vanadium (V) was not
observed in the virgin powder whereas a very small concentration was
observed on the surface of recycled powders. The relative atomic percentages
obtained for virgin and recycled powders obtained using XPS were tabulated
in Table 5-2. Figure 5-5 shows the high resolution XPS spectra for C 1s, O 1s
and N 1s regions for both virgin and recycled powders.

Figure 5-4 Survey Spectra obtained for virgin and recycled Ti6Al4V powders using XPS.
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Table 5-2 Relative atomic percentages obtained for virgin and recycled powders using XPS.
The calibration error during peak integration is ± 10%.

Metal
Al 2p

Relative atomic percentage
Virgin
Recycled
9.41 ± 0.2
9.16 ± 0.6

C 1s

18.95 ± 0.9

V 2p

0

0.31 ± 0.21

O 1s

55.12 ± 0.6

50.5 ± 0.1

Ti 2p

15.13 ± 0.5

14.21 ± 1

N 1s

1.15 ± 0.2

2.06 ± 0.2

23.75 ± 1

Figure 5-5 High resolution spectra of C 1s, O 1s and N 1s regions obtained for virgin and
recycled Ti6Al4V powders using XPS.
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It can be observed from the figure that for both virgin and recycled Ti6Al4V
powders, the deconvoluted C 1s spectra showed the possibility for peaks at 285
± 0.2 eV, 286.6 ± 0.1 eV and 289.2 ± 0.2 eV. These peaks correspond to C-C,
C-O and O-C=O which are mainly due to contamination of the powders by
hydrocarbons [144,180]. For O 1s, the peaks observed at 530.2 ± 0.1 eV, 530.8
± 0.1 eV and at 532 ± 0.3 eV can be attributed to metal oxide (titanium oxide),
Al-O and/or C-O and O-H and/or C=O respectively [155]. The N 1s peak at
396.6 ± 0.1 eV is due to metal nitride and 400.1 ± 0.1 eV can be attributed to
C-N surface contaminants [181]. An increase in the C and N (marked with
dotted lines in the Figure 5-6) observed for recycled Ti6Al4V powders are
mainly due to contamination.

Figure 5-6 Comparison of high resolution spectra of C 1s, O 1s and N 1s regions obtained for
virgin and recycled Ti6Al4V powders using XPS. The dotted lines show a possible change in
the elemental composition of recycled powders due to contamination from the atmosphere.

Figure 5-7 shows the deconvoluted high resolution XPS spectra for Ti 2p, Al
2p and V 2p regions of both virgin and recycled powders. Deconvoluted Ti 2p
peak showed the presence of titanium in both their metallic and oxidation
states. A significant contribution from TiO2 was observed due to the
characteristic doublet Ti4+ peak at 458.8 ± 0.1 eV and 464.3 ± 0.1 eV for both
virgin and the recycled powder. Ti2+ (455.7 ± 0.1 and 460.2 ± 0.1 eV) and the
underlying Timetallic at 454 ± 0.1 eV and 460 ± 0.1 eV were also witnessed.
According to previous literature, the presence of Ti3+ would be expected on
both Ti6Al4V powders, whereas the deconvoluted peaks did not show their
existence [155]. This may be due to differences in the peak deconvolution.
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Figure 5-7 High resolution spectra of Ti 2p, Al 2p and V 2p regions obtained for virgin and
recycled Ti6Al4V powders using XPS.

Aluminium observed on the virgin powder was in its sapphire form of Al 2O3
(74.4 eV) whereas the recycled powder showed Al to be both in its metallic
(71.9 eV) and sapphire form (74.5 eV). The survey spectrum of virgin powder
did not show the existence of vanadium whereas the high resolution V 2p peak
showed the possibility for the occurrence of vanadium in its oxide form on the
virgin power. Due to the lower intensity of the peak compared to the recycled
powders, the survey spectrum did not exhibit the presence of vanadium.
However, the concentration of V on the recycled powder was higher than for
the virgin powder and hence the survey spectrum predicted the existence of V
on the recycled powder. The observed V on both powders was predominantly
from its oxide; however, an inference for the existence of V in its metallic form
(at 512. 1 eV) was observed.
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The surface characterisation using XPS showed no significant change in the
chemistry of the virgin and recycled powders apart from contamination. The
increase in the C and N observed for recycled Ti6Al4V powders were mainly
due to contamination [132]. The formation of titanium nitride and TixOyNz
(titanium-oxy-nitride) may be due to the contamination in the gas/atmosphere
to which the powders were exposed to. Contamination of powders is possible
due to atmospheric contaminants and other possible contaminants such as oils
(from pump/motor) from the SLM machine and manual handling [146].
Previous studies suggest that entrapment of carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide due to the oxidation of carbon was observed to induce porosity [91].
Also, titanium is highly reactive and can form titanium carbide [182]. This can
affect the wettability of the fabricated layer and in turn affect the mechanical
properties of the part manufactured by SLM. Since parts are produced
additively in the SLM process, wettability of the surface will have a significant
impact on the density of a part [92].

5.3. SLM Surface Characterisation
5.3.1. Surface Morphology and Roughness
Figure 5-8 shows the surface morphology of a SLM-AF surface at various
magnifications. From the micrograph it is can be noted that loosely bound and
partially melted particles are present on the surface. These partially melted
particles will add to the thickness of the part and thus increasing its wall
thickness and surface area. The presence of partially melted particles on the
part surface is inevitable in SLM, with the magnitude of this problem being
dependent on both material and process parameters. Some of the parameters
that influence the partial melted /surface roughness of SLM fabricated parts are
material, powder particle size, layer thickness, laser type and power, scan
parameters and scan strategy [61,95].
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Figure 5-8 SEM images showing the surface morphology of an as-fabricated Ti6Al4V surface
fabricated using SLM. The figure clearly depicts the rough and porous nature of the SLM-AF
surface.

The observed surface roughness pattern and the surface roughness (Ra)
obtained using a surface profilometer was 17.6 ± 1.66 µm. However, it was
observed to be difficult to characterise the roughness in certain areas of the part
due to the presence of large voids as shown in Figure 5-9. The white voids in
the figure represent the areas from which signals were not obtained during
surface profiling.

Figure 5-9 Surface Topography of an SLM as-fabricated Ti6Al4V surface obtained using a
surface profilometer. The measured surface area was 175 µm2.

The microstructure of the SLM fabricated part was not studied since it was out
of this project scope. However, previous literature reported that SLM
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fabricated components consist of α martensitic phase precipitated from β
columnar grains [88].

5.3.2. Surface Chemistry
5.3.2.1. Surface film
The surface chemistry of SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF), SLM fabricated and
mechanically polished (SLM-MP) Ti6Al4V components were studied and
compared with a forged and mechanically polished (FGD-MP) Ti6Al4V
component. The surface chemistry of a vertical planar face (side face) of the
cuboid samples was studied using XPS.
Initially, survey spectra for the SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples
were obtained to determine their surface chemistry. Figure 5-10 shows the
survey spectra of the detected elements for all three samples. It is evident from
the spectra that the elements C, N, O, Ti and Al are present in all three
samples. A weak signal (≥ 0.3%) for vanadium was observed on the
mechanically polished samples (SLM-MP and FGD-MP) and not on the SLMAF. Since the SLM-AF samples were rough, this would have reduced the
signal by reducing the electron counts reaching the detector during XPS
characterisation and hence lead to lack of evidence for no vanadium on the
SLM-AF surface.

Figure 5-10 Survey spectra of SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF), SLM mechanically polished
(SLM-MP) and forged mechanically polished (FGD-MP) Ti6Al4V surface.
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Table 5-3 shows the relative atomic percentages of all detected elements. As
can be observed from the table, the dominant signals of the spectra for all three
samples are Ti, O and C with a weak contribution from Al and N. The ratio of
Ti:O observed for SLM-AF (0.32 ± 0.03), SLM-MP (0.27 ± 0.03) and FGDMP (0.26 ± 0.02) were higher than Al:O (0.11 ± 0.01, 0.1 ± 0.01 and 0.06 ±
0.01 for SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP) ratio. As the Ti:O ratio for all three
samples was higher than its corresponding Al:O ratios, this revealed that the
surface film of all three samples mainly composed of titanium oxide. To
investigate the surface chemistry in detail and to determine the oxidation states
of alloying elements, high resolution spectra of C, O, Al, Ti and V on the
SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples were obtained. Depth profiling was
performed to investigate the distribution of the detected elements and their
chemical states in the first few nanometres of the Ti6Al4V components.
Table 5-3 Relative atomic percentage of elements detected using XPS for SLM-AF, SLM-MP
and FGD-MP samples. The calibration error during peak integration is ± 10%.

Sample
Type

Relative Atomic Percentage
Al 2p

C 1s

N 1s

O 1s

Ti 2p

V 2p

SLM-AF

5.4 ± 0.5

25.8 ± 2.1

3.2 ± 0.8

49.8 ± 1.6

15.8 ± 0.9

0

SLM-MP

6.0 ± 0.6

17.2 ± 2.7

1.2 ± 0.5

59.1 ± 2.1

16.1 ± 0.5

0.4 ± 0.1

FGD-MP

3.0 ± 0.9

32.6 ± 2.3

1.8 ± 0.3

49.2 ± 1.4

13.2 ± 1.2

0.3 ± 0.2

5.3.2.2. Depth Profiling
Figure 5-11 shows the high resolution and depth profiling spectra of C and O
for all three SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples. Bulk metals react with
air and form their corresponding oxides, carbides and nitrides depending on the
atmospheric conditions [183]. Although the SLM process is carried out in an
argon atmosphere with oxygen concentration < 1 ppm, there is the possibility
of titanium reacting with the available oxygen and forming its oxide. Also,
there is less control of carbon dioxide/nitrogen during the SLM process and the
actual amount of these elements present in the build atmosphere/chamber
remains unknown. Although Ti6Al4V has 0.08% (max) carbon in its actual
composition, a considerable amount of carbon is present in the powder due to
atmospheric contamination. Characterising a surface in XPS without carbon
contamination is almost impossible.
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Figure 5-11 Depth profile spectra of C 1s and O 1s regions for SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGDMP samples. Depth profiling was performed every 30 seconds (~ 4 nm) from 0 to 270 seconds.
C 1s spectra show the disappearance of the initially observed peak after 30 seconds of etching
which is attributed to surface contamination. Reduction in the intensity of O 1s peak on
increasing depth can also be witnessed from the figure.

Before etching the sample, the C 1s peak showed the possibility for the
existence of metal carbide (281.7 ± 0.2 eV), C-C (285 ± 0.1 eV) and O=C-O
(288.9 ± 0.3 eV) bonds for all three samples [155]. Since Ti6Al4V is an alloy
of Ti, Al and V, the observed metal carbide may have contributions from all
three metals. However, since Ti is highly reactive and is present on the surface
at a higher concentration, most of the observed metal carbide may have been
due to titanium carbide. After etching the samples for 30 seconds (~ 4 nm),
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SLM-AF showed a reduction of C-C and C-O peaks whereas in SLM-MP and
FGD-MP samples, the C-C and C-O peaks disappeared. The XPS detected CC, O-C=O bonds can be due to hydrocarbons from air, manual handling,
solvents used for cleaning purposes [183,184]. Since solvents including
dichloromethane, methanol and ethanol were used for cleaning purposes, these
solvents may have left behind some carbon residues that were not washed
away by deionised water. Also, there is the possibility for contamination due to
adventitious carbon in the atmosphere while mechanical polishing, mounting
and transferring the sample into the XPS machine [181]. On sputtering the
surface, the concentration of carbon decreased significantly in the first few
nanometres. This clearly suggests that they are mainly from contamination. A
slower decrease in the C for SLM-AF might be due to the rough nature of the
SLM-AF surface. On depth profiling the sample, only the metal carbide peak
was observed. Thus, depth profiling of the sample provided a powerful way to
separate out the carbon contribution from atmospheric contamination.
The metal carbide peak (at 281.7 ± 0.2 eV) was witnessed even after etching
all three samples to several nanometres. This shows the possibility for their
formation during a laser scan and is not purely from contamination. Due to the
higher reactivity of Ti, it may readily react with carbon in the build chamber to
form its carbide. An exothermic formation of oxides and carbides of Ti during
SLM process was previously reported to play a significant role in the
instability of the melt pool [91]. As a result, the formation of irregular pores
was witnessed.
The survey spectra (Figure 5-10) showed the presence of N on all three
samples in addition to C. Previous studies have shown that the contribution to
the nitrogen peak can be from organically and inorganically bound N. the
presence nitrogen in the feed powder has been discussed in section 5.2.
Inorganically bound N may originate from a small amount of TiNx or TixOxNx
in the surface film since titanium readily reacts with nitrogen. Organically
bound nitrogen could be from organic contaminants such as proteins from
manual handling or the atmosphere [183]. However, similar to C, the observed
metal nitride may also have contributions from Al and V in addition to Ti.
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On examining the high resolution O 1s spectra, the possibility of peaks at
530.2 ± 0.1 eV and 532.3 ± 0.2 eV were observed (Figure 5-11). The initial
peak is due to Ti-O and the peak observed at 532.3 ± 0.2 eV may be due to
C=O, aluminium oxide and adsorbed water molecules [155]. The presence of
adsorbed H2O or hydroxyl molecules could be due to the final cleaning
procedure (using deionised water) or from atmospheric moisture. The Ti-O
bond is due to the thin TiO film formed on the surface and C=O may be due to
the contamination of the surface with carbon containing molecules [183]. From
the depth profiles, the concentration of Ti-O can be observed to decrease
rapidly with depth for the SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples while it reduces
slowly for the SLM-AF. The possible reasons for this sudden and slow drop of
oxygen concentration are due to the effect of surface roughness pattern and are
discussed in section 5.3.2.3.
Figure 5-12 shows the high resolution Ti 2p peak for SLM-AF and Figure 5-13
shows its evolution on depth profiling. SLM-MP and FGD-MP also showed a
similar high resolution Ti 2p peak to SLM-AF. A characteristic doublet peak
shape and position observed at 459.1 ± 0.2 and 465.5 ± 0.2 eV for all three
samples showed that Ti is mainly present on the surface as Ti4+ [183]. Hence,
it is evident that the surface of the samples is dominated by TiO2. Minor
fractions of its sub-oxides Ti2O3 (457.8 ± 0.2 and 464.2 ± 0.1) and TiO (455.1
± 0.2 eV and 460.9 ± 0.1 eV) were observed from the intensity of Ti 2P peak
revealing their presence in the metal-oxide interface [155]. A small
contribution from the Ti 2p metal (453.8 ± 0.1 eV and 460.1 ± 0.2 eV) was
witnessed and this is due to the fact that the oxide is thinner than the electron
escape depth [183]. On depth profiling of the samples, a clear shift of the TiO2
peak to pure Ti metal doublet peak at 454.5 ± 0.1 eV and 460.6 ± 0.2 eV could
be witnessed (Figure 5-13). This confirms that TiO was only present in the first
few nanometres.
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Figure 5-12 High resolution XPS scan of Ti 2p region showing the oxidation states of titanium
on a Ti6Al4V SLM-AF surface.

Figure 5-13 Depth profiles obtained for titanium 2p region using XPS for SLM-AF, SLM-MP
and FGD-MP surfaces. Depth profiling was performed at every 30 seconds (approximately 4
nm) from 0 to 270 seconds.

Ti has a high affinity towards O and moreover O has high solubility in Ti
[185]. When Ti is exposed to O, it forms a monolayer of oxygen on the metal
surface. The oxide is then formed by the diffusion of O atoms into the metal
and/or metal ion diffusion on to the surface. After nucleation, oxide grows
laterally to cover the whole surface [185]. This reaction continues until the
diffusion of O ceases leading to the formation of a passive oxide film. Since
SLM-AF surface is porous (17.6 ± 1.66 µm), it is possible that there is a
greater chance for more oxygen to diffuse into the metal and increase the oxide
layer thickness. A previous study revealed that recycling of Ti6Al4V powders
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in an additive manufacturing machine increased the thickness of its surface
oxide layer from 96 Å to 112 Å [163].
The spectra obtained for Al in the Al2P region shows the possibility for the
presence of Al both in its metallic and oxide form for all three samples (Figure
5-14). Peaks observed at 71.8 ± 0.1 revealed the presence of metallic
aluminium from the underlying bulk metal alloy and 74.6 ± 0.2 showed the
presence of Al2P3 in the sapphire form of Al3+ (Al2O3) [155]. Also this Al3+ ion
may exist as interstitial or substitutional ions in the TiO2 matrix [155]. Similar
to the Ti 2p peak, on depth profiling, an increase in the metallic Al and a
decrease in its oxide form was observed for all three samples. However, the
SLM-MP and FGD-MP showed a sudden shift from the oxide form to metallic
Al whereas SLM-AF witnessed a slower change. The transformation of Al3+
ion to metallic Al on depth profiling revealed the presence of aluminium oxide
only in the first few atomic layers.

Figure 5-14 Depth profiles obtained for aluminium 2p region using XPS for SLM-AF, SLMMP and FGD-MP surfaces. Depth profiling was performed at every 30 seconds (approximately
4 nm) from 0 to 270 seconds.

From Figure 5-15, it can be observed that there is no V on the SLM-AF surface
whereas it is observed on the SLM-MP and FGD-MP surfaces in low
concentration. This could be due to the fact that the SLM-AF surface has
comparatively higher Ti and Al concentration than the V concentration. With
this very low concentration, the signals generated would be very low and this
might have also been affected by the rough nature of the surface. Although V
was not observed on the SLM-AF surface, after mechanical polishing, the
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alloying element is exposed to the atmosphere form its corresponding oxides
(V2O3 and V2O5).

Figure 5-15 Depth profiles obtained for vanadium 2p region using XPS for SLM-AF, SLMMP and FGD-MP surfaces. Depth profiling was performed at every 30 seconds (approximately
4 nm) from 0 to 270 seconds.

The concentration of V on the SLM-MP was lower than the concentration of V
on FGD-MP. However, most of the V observed on the surface was recorded to
be in its oxide form (V2O3 and V2O5) at 514.7 ± 0.2 eV and 516.8 ± 0.3 eV for
both SLM-MP and FGD-MP [183]. On depth profiling, XPS detected V in the
SLM-AF sample (after sputtering ~ 4 nm) and the concentration of metallic
vanadium (512 ± 0.1 eV) could be observed to increase for all three samples as
a function of sputtering time.
5.3.2.3. Estimation of oxide layer thickness
All three surfaces were observed to have TiO2 as the dominant surface film.
Due to the presence of Al3+ ions on all three surfaces, it is likely that the
surfaces also contain Al2O3 [155,183,185]. However, the implied concentration
of Al2O3 on all these surfaces was lower than the implied concentration of
TiO2. The presence of Al2O3 on the surface film will add to the corrosion
resistance of Ti6Al4V. Vanadium was not observed on the SLM-AF, whereas
SLM-MP and FGD-MP surfaces were observed to have vanadium on their
surface as V2O3 and V2O5.
Figure 5-16 shows the graphical representation of the elemental distribution
observed for SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples on depth profiling.
Since O concentration reduced slowly for SLM-AF due to the rough nature of
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the surface, the actual thickness of its oxide layer is difficult to calculate by
both of these methods. Also, it should be noted that the methods used for
estimating the oxide layer thickness do not produce directly comparable
results; however, comparison may be made between the samples using the
results obtained by one method.

Figure 5-16 Estimation of oxide later thickness for SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP samples
using two different methods. Data points at every 40 angstroms.

The rough nature of the SLM-AF surface is due to the partial melting of
particles. On mechanical polishing of the as-fabricated part, these partially
melted particles can be removed from the surface. The rough and porous nature
of the SLM-AF is likely to affect the XPS measurement. An important
parameter to consider while estimating the oxide film thickness would be
sensitivity of XPS to rough surfaces. During the measurement, the number of
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counts obtained for a rough surface (SLM-AF) was considerably lower than
the counts obtained for a polished surface (SLM-MP and FGD-MP). Since the
surface is highly porous and uneven due to partially melted particles, this gives
varied incident angles for the XPS beam (see Figure 5-17). Hence, the number
of photoelectrons that pass through the analyser will be significantly lower
when compared to a polished surface. When the surface morphology is uneven,
it is difficult to sputter the surface equally due to a shadowing effect. As a
result, some elements present on the outermost surface can still be detected
even in a deeper location in the depth profile. Due to this shadowing effect and
uneven etching of the sample surface, the SLM-AF samples showed a gradual
change in its detected elemental composition.

Figure 5-17 Schematic of XPS probing on a rough SLM-AF Ti6Al4V component.

The values obtained for SLM-AF using method 1 shows it has a thick oxide
layer (> 35 nm). In the SLM process, parts are built layer-by-layer and this
means that every layer will be exposed to the atmosphere within the build
chamber for few seconds until a fresh layer is laid. Although argon gas is used
to inert the SLM process chamber, there is still the possibility for the presence
of oxygen at a very small concentration (less than 8 ppm). This oxygen may
react with the laser scanned area to saturate the layer whereas this may not be
the case in forging. Hence the process conditions might be a reason for the
formation of thick oxide on the SLM fabricated samples. However, the gradual
change in the elemental composition of Ti and O compared to the
mechanically polished surfaces (SLM-MP and SLM-AF) during depth
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profiling shows that XPS characterisation of the sample was affected by the
rough nature of the SLM-AF. Thus, the oxide layer thickness of SLM-AF was
observed to be higher than mechanically polished surfaces.
On comparing the oxide layer thickness for the mechanically polished samples
using method 1, FGD-MP showed thicker oxide layer (~ 15 nm) than SLM-MP
(~ 10 nm). Although this may be true, one of the reasons for this might have
been the effect of high carbon contamination observed on the FGD-MP
surface. The carbon contaminant present above the surface oxide layer might
have masked certain concentration of the oxygen initially. This masking effect
can be clearly observed from the depth profiling of FGD-MP (an increase in
the oxygen concentration as carbon concentration drops). Thus depth
profiling/etching of a metal sample’s surface renders useful information to
examine if the carbon present on the surface is due to contamination or from its
alloy.
In method 2, SLM-MP (~ 6.5 nm) and FGD-MP (~ 7 nm) showed nearly
similar thickness value and lesser than SLM-AF (~ 15 nm). Since these SLMMP and FGD-MP samples were mechanically polished, the oxide layer formed
may not be representative of the true oxide layer formed during the
manufacturing process. Also, due to mechanical polishing of the samples, there
will be no or very minimal shadowing effect caused due to partially melted
particles during etching and hence their values are closer. The oxide layer
thickness observed for SLM-MP and FGD-MP were nearly consistent with
literature showing an oxide layer of 1 – 10 nm [186] for un-treated Ti6Al4V
substrates. Thus the surface composition was in the order of metal oxides
leading to bulk metal.
The presence of surface oxide layer on both the SLM-AF and SLM-MP
Ti6Al4V surfaces will be the key for the corrosion resistance of the SLM
fabricated surfaces. The mechanically polished surfaces show a similar oxide
thickness as the conventionally fabricated parts (without any treatment) [186].
However, the SLM-AF shows a thick oxide layer and this could be beneficial
for various applications. If required, to improve the surface oxide thickness,
further surface modifications can be performed. Surface treatments such as
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chemical etching, passivation, ion implantation and thermal oxidation are
performed to enhance this oxide layer thickness for biomedical applications
[4,183].
Variola et al. [155] etched Ti6Al4V surface with a mixture of sulphuric acid
and hydrogen peroxide to enhance the oxide layer thickness from 10 nm to 45
nm. Their study reported an enhanced growth of osteoblast cells on the
Ti6Al4V samples with a thick surface oxide film. Anodic oxidation of
Ti6Al4V ELI using an electrolyte solution of 0.5 M H3PO4 was reported to
yield oxide layers in the range of 30 – 120 nm depending on the anodising
current density [187]. Velten et al. [188] performed a thermal oxidation of
Ti6Al4V substrates between 400 and 600 °C for 5 – 500 minutes and reported
the formation of 190 nm thick oxide layer. They have also reported the
formation of oxide films of more than 100 nm thick on the Ti6Al4V surfaces
by anodic oxidation and sol-gel process. Although the SLM-MP parts had an
oxide thickness of less than 10 nm, if a thickness of > 10 nm is required, then
these can be improved by adopting a suitable chemical treatment method.
However, the SLM-AF surfaces show an oxide layer thickness of 15 nm which
is better than the oxide-layer thickness of the SLM-MP and FGD-MP surfaces.

5.4. Surface Chemistry Comparisons
5.4.1. Effect of skin scanning
Surface Morphology
Skin scanning or selective remelting of the top layer of a SLM fabricated
component is performed to increase the surface quality [93]. During skin
scanning, the top/final layer is scanned twice. Figure 5-18 shows the surface
morphology of a non-skin scanned and skin scanned part fabricated using
SLM. Partial melting of particles to the build during SLM (side surface) can be
observed. The non-skin scanned part had more particles sintered to the laser
scanned surface than the skin scanned part. The surface morphology also
clearly shows the laser scan track during the SLM process. An elevated ridge
of the solidified material on the edges of both the NSK and SK parts can be
observed from Figure 5-19. This is mainly because the remelted material is
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partially pushed by the laser beam to the contour of the part. A similar effect
has been reported by Kruth et al. [51] for SLM produced parts.

Figure 5-18 Surface morphology of non-skin scanned and skin scanned Ti6Al4V SLM
surfaces depicting the laser scan tracts.

Figure 5-19 Surface morphology of a non-skin scanned (NSK) (a) and skin scanned (SK) (b)
Ti6Al4V part fabricated by SLM.

Skin scanning or selective re-melting of layers during SLM is performed to
increase the surface quality and density of the fabricated part [93]. This is
achieved by remelting the laser-scanned layer to form an even surface. When
the surface is even, the distribution of powder to build the next layer will be
more homogenous and hence will reduce the entrapment of air. Hence, highly
dense parts can be produced. In this study, both the NSK and SK parts
fabricated using the AM 250 were observed to be rough (Ra = 3.4 µm ± 0.24
µm for NSK and Ra = 2.2 µm ± 0.16 µm for SK) due to the presence of
partially melted particles and the laser scan pattern.
Apart from the partially sintered particles, laser scan tracks are clearly visible
in the surface morphology of the NSK and especially in the SK surfaces
(Figure 5-18). Since the SK surfaces are scanned by the laser twice (using a
meander scan strategy i.e. rotating the laser scan to 67°), a relatively smooth
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(Ra = 2.2 µm ± 0.2) surface compared to the NSK (Ra = 3.4 µm ± 0.2 µm)
surface was obtained. However, it should also be noted that this re-melting
leaves a laser scan track that might potentially affect the surface profile.
Although optimising the hatch distance may potentially reduce the laser scan
track, this is almost difficult to overcome.
Surface Chemistry
Figures 5-20 shows the high resolution C 1s, N 1s and O 1s spectral regions
revealing the evolution of these constituent elements over the first few atomic
layers (56 nm) of the NSK and SK components. On deconvoluting the C 1s
region (Figure 3) of NSK and SK surfaces, peaks were observed at 285 ± 0.2
eV, 286.7 ± 0.1 eV and 288.2 ± 0.2 eV. These peaks were attributed to C-C, CO/C-N and C=O [155]. For both NSK and SK surfaces, carbon observed in
their outermost layer vanished on etching the surface for ~ 4 nm. As mentioned
in the previous section, the disappearance of the C-C, O/C-N and C=O peaks
after etching confirms that the carbon is mainly from contamination of the
surface [132]. However a peak at 282 eV was observed for both NSK and SK
sample after etching their outermost layer. This peak was attributed to metal
carbide [183].
The N 1s region on deconvolution exhibited the possibility for peaks at 396.5 ±
0.2 eV and 400.2 ± 0.2 eV which corresponds to inorganically (metal-nitrogen)
and organically (C-N) bound nitrogen to the surface [181]. On etching the
surface for approximately 4 nm, the organically bound nitrogen disappeared.
This reveals that this organic nitrogen is from nitrogen containing carbon
contaminants (oil from pumps). The deconvoluted O 1s peak exhibited the
possibility for presence of TiOx, C-O and adsorbed water molecules for both
NSK and SK samples. From the Figure 5-20, in addition to the formation of
metal oxides, on depth profiling, the formation of metal carbide and metal
nitride on both NSK and SK surfaces was observed. Although argon is used to
make the chamber inert, there is the possibility for the presence of traces of C
and N in addition to oxygen. AM 250 has a built-in sensor to quantify the
amount of oxygen in the chamber; but not for C and N. Also, C and N are
present in the atmosphere as organic contaminants and as gases (CO/CO2 and
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N2). These elements were observed on the Ti6Al4V powders as contaminants
(discussed in section 5.2). Due to the high reactivity of Ti and Al towards
carbon and nitrogen these metal carbides and nitrides are formed [183].

Figure 5-20 XPS spectra of C 1s, N 1s and O 1s regions for the non-skin scanned (NSK) and
skin scanned (SK) Ti6Al4V surfaces fabricated by SLM. The dotted lines shows the peaks that
disappeared on etching the surface.

Figures 5-21 shows the high resolution Ti 2p, Al 2p and V 2p spectral regions
on depth profiling the NSK and SK components. On depth profiling, a clear
transition of the metal oxide to pure metal was observed (circled with dotted
lines in Figure 5-21) for both NSK and SK surfaces. However, the
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transformation of Al oxide to aluminium was more gradual for SK compared
to NSK (circled in Figure 5-21 with dotted lines). This slow transition may be
due to the formation of thick oxide of aluminium.

Figure 5-21 XPS spectra of Ti 2p, Al 2p and V 2p regions for the non-skin scanned (NSK) and
skin scanned (SK) Ti6Al4V surfaces fabricated by SLM. The dotted lines show the transition
of metal oxides from the outermost layer to pure metals.

Figure 5-22 shows the evolution of elements on depth profiling of NSK and
SK Ti6Al4V samples using XPS. From the figure it can be observed that on
skin scanning, the concentration of aluminium on the surface increases (nearly
doubled). The thickness of the oxide layer was measured by two different
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methods. As mentioned previously, in the first method, the thickness was
measured based on the point at which the concentration of the major alloying
element Ti was equal to that of oxygen. In the other method, the thickness was
taken as the point at which the maximum observed concentration of oxygen
has reduced to half. Using the initial method, the NSK showed a thickness of
approximately 7 nm whereas the SK part showed approximately 14 nm which
is nearly double that of the NSK’s oxide layer thickness. In method 2, for the
NSK surface, the initially observed maximum O concentration of 46% reduced
to 23% at nearly 35 nm; whereas for the SK surface, the initial maximum O
concentration of nearly 47% did not reduce to half until the sampling depth of
56 nm. Thus the oxide layer thickness and the evolution of elements including
Ti, C, N and O on the NSK and SK surfaces were observed to be significantly
different.
Previous literature has suggested the use of skin scanning (re-melting) for
improved surface quality and mechanical properties. However, the surface
chemistry of such skin scanned surfaces has not been discussed [91]. During
skin scanning or re-melting, the top/final layer is scanned twice. Hence during
this scanning period, a high amount of energy will be transferred to re-melt and
solidify the upper most surface. On re-melting, due to the increase in
temperature, segregation of elements in an alloy is possible. For example,
segregation of aluminium was reported due to rapid cooling/solidification [51].
This study observed a high concentration of aluminium in the SK surface
compared to the NSK surface. Although the Ti6Al4V alloy has only 6% Al,
more than 10% on the surface and over 15% into the SK component was
observed; whereas for the NSK component, Al was relatively less abundant
near the surface. Since the solubility of Al in Ti is very low, precipitation of a
Ti3Al phase is possible as the temperature reaches 500-600 ̊C. On re-melting
the previously scanned layer, the material will remain at a high temperature for
a long time leading to precipitation [51]. However, the XPS determined
surface concentration did not show an increase in the metallic titanium
concentration.
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Both NSK and SK surfaces mainly consisted of oxides Ti and Al; however,
their concentrations were significantly different when compared to each other.
Ti6Al4V alloy is preferred for various biomedical applications because of the
high cytocompatibility offered by the presence of corrosion resistant TiO2 film.
Also, SLM is considered to be one of the viable processes for making
customised metallic implants with complex structures. The application of SLM
to fabricate implants will be limited if the process affects the surface chemical
composition. Small changes in the chemical composition may cause
catastrophic

loss

of

ductility,

corrosion

resistance,

toxicity

and

cytocompatibility [3,51].

Figure 5-22 Evolution of the surface chemistry of non-skin scanned (a) and skin scanned (b)
SLM fabricated surface.
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Thus selective remelting of the final layer may be advantageous in terms of
rendering a better surface finish. However, it should be noted that it may also
alter the surface chemical composition and surface oxide layer. The presence
of TiO2 as the predominant surface oxide layer on Ti6Al4V surface is
responsible for its corrosion resistance and cytocompatibility. Since selective
remelting alters this composition by increasing aluminium oxide concentration
on the surface, cytocompatibility of these components may be reduced and
should be properly investigated.

5.4.2. Top Surface and Side Surface
The surface morphology of a side surface and a top surface are shown in
Figure 5-23. It can be observed from the figure that the side surface is very
rough and porous compared to the top surface. As described earlier in section
5.3.1, this is mainly due to the partial melting of particles from the powder bed
to the build. However, the top surface was also accounted for a small number
of partially melted particles. These particles might have been blown away by
the gassing unit after laser scanning on these areas. In addition to the sintered
particles, peaks and valleys due to laser scanning and laser scan tracks can also
be seen in the Figure 5-23b.

Figure 5-23 SEM micrographs of a side surface (a) and top surface (b).

The surface chemistry of the side surface and the top surface was examined
using XPS to determine if there had been any change in the surface chemistry
(Table 5-4). Both surfaces showed high carbon and nitrogen contamination.
The side surface showed the titanium oxide as its major surface oxide film
with a minor contribution from aluminium oxide (Ti:O = 0.32 ± 0.02; Al:O =
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0.11 ± 0.01). On the other hand, the oxide film on the top surface (laser
scanned area) was observed to have nearly the same contribution from both
titanium oxides and aluminium oxides (Ti:O = 0.26 ± 0.03; Al:O = 0.24 ±
0.02). On comparing the oxide films of top and side surfaces, it was clear that
the aluminium oxide concentration significantly increased for the top surface.
The reason for more aluminium on the top surface may be due to the
segregation of the metal during laser scanning [51]. The existence of vanadium
on the top surface was observed but not on the side surface. Thus the surface
morphology and surface chemistry of the top surface and the side surfaces
were significantly different. However, it should be noted that the high surface
roughness of the side surface might have affected the XPS results in
determining the exact surface chemistry. Further characterisation of these
surfaces using SEM with energy dispersive X-ray, X-ray diffraction and
transmission electron microscopy is essential to understand the surface
properties in detail.
Table 5-4 Relative atomic percentage of elemental contributions obtained using an XPS. The
calibration error during peak integration is ± 10%.
Sample
Type
Side
Surface
Top
Surface

Relative Atomic Percentage
N 1s
O 1s

Al 2p

C 1s

5.4 ± 0.5

25.8 ± 2.1

3.2 ± 0.6

10.4 ± 0.9

27.9 ± 1.5

6.0 ± 0.7

Ti 2p

V 2p

49.8 ± 1.6

15.8 ± 0.9

0

44.2 ± 1.1

11.3 ± 0.9

0.3 ± 0.1

5.4.3. Recycled powders Vs side surface
The side surfaces of the SLM fabricated components had more particles
sintered to them. Hence a comparison of the surface chemistry of the particles
used for fabrication and the surface chemistry of the side surface was
examined to study the difference in their surface chemistry. Figure 5-24 shows
the surface morphologies of the powders used to fabricate the part and the side
surface of the part fabricated by SLM. From the figure it can be witnessed that
the feed particles are partially melted and bound to the laser melted zones.
Thus, the side surface of the SLM sample is contained with the feed particles
and the laser melted zones.
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Figure 5-24 Surface morphology of recycled powders used to fabricate the part (a) and the
side surface with partially sintered particles (b).

The relative atomic percentage of the elements detected during XPS
measurement of the feed powder and the side surface is given in Table 5-5.
Compared to the powders, the side surface showed a relatively high degree of
carbon and nitrogen contamination due to their high surface area. However,
another possible reason for the increased carbon and nitrogen levels might be
due to the formation of more metal carbide and nitride on the SLM surface. A
small contribution to the carbon may also be possible from the carbon tape
used to stick the Ti6Al4V powder particles for characterisation. Since the
surface and the powders had varying levels of contamination, the ratio of metal
to oxygen was used to interpret their surface chemistry.
Table 5-5 Relative atomic percentage of elements detected during XPS characterisation of
Ti6Al4V powders and side surface. The calibration error during peak integration is ± 10%.
Sample
Type
Recycled
Powder
Side
Surface

Relative Atomic Percentage
Al 2p

C 1s

9.2 ± 0.6

23.8 ± 1

5.4 ± 0.5

25.8 ± 2.1

N 1s

O 1s

Ti 2p

2.1 ± 0.2

50.5 ± 0.6

14.2 ± 1

3.2 ± 0.8

49.8 ± 1.6

15.8 ± 0.9

V 2p
0.3 ± 0.1
0

On comparing the metal to oxygen ratio of the major alloying elements Ti and
Al, it was observed that the Ti:O and Al:O ratios of the powders and the side
surface were significantly different with varying levels of surface oxide
compositions (Figure 5-25). The ratio of Ti:O for the Ti6Al4V powder was
lower than the ratio of the side surface. This implies that on laser processing of
the Ti6Al4V powders, the ratio of Ti:O increases. In contrast, the Al:O ratio
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observed for the powders were higher than the ratio witnessed for the side
surface.
0.32

0.35
Metal to the oxygen ratio

0.28
0.3

Recycled Powder
Non-laser Scanned Area

0.25

0.18

0.2
0.15

0.11

0.1

0.05
0
Ti:O

Al:O

Figure 5-25 Elemental ratio of titanium and aluminium to oxygen in the recycled powder and
the side surface.

These clearly show that although a significant amount of particles are partially
melted and bound to the side surface, the surfaces do not exhibit the surface
chemistry of the feed powders. Since the presence of both SLM melted zones
and partially melted powders are observed on the surface, its surface chemistry
is most possibly contributed to by both of these factors. Also, controlling the
surface chemistry of a SLM surface with both partially sintered particles and
laser melted zones can be difficult.

5.5. Summary
SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V samples were observed to be rough and porous due
to partially melted particles on the surface. Disappearance of carbon on etching
the surface by approximately 4 nm revealed most of the carbon observed on all
three surfaces was likely due to contamination. As revealed by the depth
profiling, the present study showed differences in the surface chemistry of
SLM-AF, SLM-MP and FGD-MP with respect to the distribution of elements
and its composition on the surface. Vanadium was not observed on the SLMAF surface and hence the surface oxide film of SLM-AF was made of oxides
of titanium and aluminium. Due to the existence of vanadium, the surface
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oxide film of SLM-MP and FGD-MP was made of all three alloying elements
(Ti, Al and V). Although SLM-AF showed a high oxide film thickness, this
could have been due to the effect of partially melted particles on the surface. A
SLM fabricated part with a smooth surface will be ideal to determine its oxide
layer thickness accurately using XPS. On comparing the impact of laser power
on the surface chemistry, when skin scanning was performed, a possible
increase in the surface oxide layer and segregation of aluminium on the surface
was observed. The study on the top and side surfaces showed differences in
their surface chemistries due to the varied elemental distributions. Thus, the
SLM fabricated parts showcased a non-homogeneous surface chemistry on its
surfaces and the laser power was observed to influence the surface chemistry
of the SLM fabricated parts. Due to this non-homogeneous surface chemistry,
surface modification is required to prevent the release of metal ions by which
corrosion resistance and cytocompatibility of the SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V
components can be enhanced for biomedical applications.
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6. SURFACE MODIFICATION USING SAMs
6.1. Introduction
In chapter 5, the SLM fabricated surfaces were shown to have a nonhomogenous surface chemistry and require surface modification. In this
chapter, surface modification by the adsorption of SAMs and in vitro stability
of the attached phosphonic acid monolayers formed on SLM fabricated
surfaces are described. The impact of surface roughness on the stability of the
chemisorbed monolayers is also presented.

6.2. SAM Attachment
Previous studies on the attachment of phosphonic acid monolayers have been
performed mostly on polished surfaces [53–56,58,137,144,189] with only a
very few having been performed on rough surfaces [149]. For biomedical use,
some applications require a smooth surface (such as stents) and some require a
porous surface to promote cell adhesion and tissue integration/regeneration[4].
Prior examples of the attachment of monolayers to an SLM fabricated surface
have not been reported. Hence, the attachment of 16-PhDA phosphonic acid
SAMs (with COOH termination/functionality) to a rough SLM as-fabricated
Ti6Al4V surface (SLM-AF) and a smooth mechanically polished (SLM-MP)
surface was performed. The surface roughness (Ra) of the SLM-MP after
polishing was measured to be 590 ± 13.5 nm. In vitro stability of phosphonic
acid monolayers on these rough and smooth surfaces and the impact of surface
roughness on SAM’s stability were investigated.
Since one batch of the samples was rough (SLM-AF), the commonly used
techniques to characterise SAMs including atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and ellipsometry could not be employed in this study. Also the presence of
irregular pores on the mechanically polished surfaces affected AFM
measurements. Hence, XPS was used as the main characterisation technique
along with contact angle goniometry to confirm the attachment and stability of
the monolayers.
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6.2.1. Surface chemistry
Figure 6-1shows the XPS spectra of the SLM-AF and SLM-MP Ti6Al4V
surfaces before and after 16-PhDA SAM coating. It can be observed that there
is a significant change in the carbon 1s peak at 285 eV after surface
modification using SAMs for both SLM-AF and SLM-MP. This increase in
carbon is consistent with the presence of the 16 carbon atoms of 16-PhDA.
Also after surface modification, a significant amount of phosphorous was
observed on the SAM-modified surface for both SLM-AF and SLM-MP.
Although a ratio of 16:1 would be expected, the observed C:P atomic ratio was
approximately 13:1 for SLM-AF and 12.4:1 for SLM-MP. This may be due to
peak fitting uncertainties (calculated error was ± 10%). Also, since XPS
measurement is sensitive to surface contaminants, it is believed that
contamination of the sample might have affected the ratio. For example,
contamination of the surface due to oxygen and nitrogen based contaminants
can alter the atomic percentage of elements. A small difference in the C:P ratio
due to surface contaminants has been reported in literature [190]. However, it
should be noted that the atomic percentage of phosphorous is much less than
that of carbon, and is consistent with the presence of only one phosphorous
atom in 16-PhDA.
The observed low concentrations of aluminium (SLM-MP) and nitrogen (for
SLM-AF) on the Ti6Al4V surfaces before SAM attachment further reduced
after SAM formation. The observed nitrogen might be due to contamination of
the surface due to atmospheric contaminants such as oils. Also the
concentration of titanium and oxygen observed before SAM attachment
decreased after surface modification, since the limited penetration depth of
XPS is now sampling less of the underlying substrate. The detection of
titanium and oxygen through the 16-PhDA layer confirms that this layer is thin
(i.e. less than the typical XPS sampling depth of 5-10 nm). A similar decrease
in the bulk material’s composition was reported in previous literature after the
assembly of SAMs [144]. All observed changes in the surface chemistry of the
SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces are consistent with previously reported
literature for the formation of SAMs on the SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces
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[37]. Thus the XPS data is consistent with the coating of 16-PhDA SAMs on
both the SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces.

Figure 6-1 XPS spectra before and after surface modification of a) SLM-AF and b) SLM-MP
by adsorption of a 16-PhDA monolayer.

6.2.2. Surface wettability
The contact angle formed by a liquid at an interface can provide a measure of
surface wettability, SAM order and uniformity [55]. Figure 6-2 shows the
surface wettability of SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces after different surface
treatments. It can be observed that the contact angle reduced after surface
cleaning. The high contact angle value before surface cleaning is likely due to
the presence of contaminants on the surface. The important and problematic
contaminants are hydrocarbons (oils from pumps and skin) and impurities on
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the material surface. These contaminants are mainly due to manual handling
and exposure to the atmosphere [1,132].
On cleaning these contaminants were effectively removed from the surface
thus yielding lower contact angles (due to high surface energy) for both SLMAF and SLM-MP surfaces. After surface modification using SAMs, the contact
angle reduced further. This was because the employed SAMs were
hydrophilic, possessing a carboxylic acid (COOH) group. This change in the
contact angle further supports the formation of a monolayer on both the SLMAF and SLM-MP surfaces. Differences between the measured contact angles
for the two surfaces were most likely due to the effect of the different surface
roughnesses of SLM-AF (17.6 ± 1.66 µm) and SLM-MP (0.59 ± 0.01 µm).
Due to the presence of voids in certain areas of the SLM-AF surface,
measurement of contact angles on those areas were impossible. Hence, an
alternate area (without voids) was selected on the sample for wettability
measurement.
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Figure 6-2 Static water contact angle measurements on SLM-AF and SLM-MP surfaces, after
cleaning and SAM attachment.

Although both substrates were modified with SAMs on the same time, in
addition to their roughness profile, their varying levels of surface
contamination could affect their surface wettability. Previous literature
reported contact angle values ranging from 45° to 62° for the assembly of
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hydrophilic phosphonic acid SAMs [53,56,153,191]. However, the contact
angle observed in this study was lower than the values reported in literature.
This difference in the contact angle can be attributed to the monolayer
arrangement and the cleanliness of the substrate [146]. Also, surface roughness
pattern can affect the monolayer arrangement and the surface wettability.
Tosatti et al. [149] demonstrated the surface wettability of SAM modified
titanium surface to vary with their varied roughness patterns. In their study, the
rough surface (Ra = 2.5 ± 0.2 µm) showed a advancing contact angle of 150°
for methyl terminated SAM; whereas, the smooth surface (Ra = 3 ± 0.3 nm)
depicted 110°. Thus surface roughness patter can affect the contact angle
measurements. However, since the phosphonic SAMs used in this study bears
–COOH functionality, a hydrophilic group, the surface remained hydrophilic.
This confirms the surface modification of SLM-AF and SLM-MP Ti6Al4V
surfaces using 16-PhDA SAMs.

6.3. Stability Studies
6.3.1. Surface chemistry
Figure 6-3 shows the high resolution XPS spectra for the phosphorous 2p
region of the samples soaked in the buffer solution for different time intervals.
It can be witnessed from the spectra that the metal phosphonate peak at 133.3 ±
0.2 eV retained its position at the same binding energy for the whole duration
of immersion in the buffer solution. Bhure et al. [55] reported the phosphorous
2p peak to be centred at 133.2 eV for 14 days during their stability studies
(when exposed to air). Similarly, in this study, the P 2p peak was observed at
133.3 ± 0.2 eV throughout the study period. However, the intensity and
relative atomic composition of P 2p peak decreased over the course of the
experiment especially after four weeks, showing desorption of monolayers
from the Ti6Al4V surface. Although the desorption of monolayers was noted
to occur after four weeks, a small amount of monolayer was observed at the
end of six weeks. On comparing the XPS P 2p spectra of SLM-AF and SLMMP, there was no significant difference in the stability of 16-PhDA SAMs on
these surfaces. This shows that the roughness pattern of the SLM-AF did not
affect the stability. However, it should be noted that the peeling of partially
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melted particles after SAM attachment can affect the monolayer assembly and
may lead to the formation of islands without monolayers.

Figure 6-3 XPS spectra for the in vitro stability of SAMs on SLM-AF (a) and SLM-MP (b)
surfaces after immersing in Tris-HCl buffer solution for various time intervals.

6.3.2. Surface wettability
A gradual increase in the contact angle was noted after immersing the samples
in Tris-HCl buffer solution (although this change has low significance
compared to the standard deviations of individual measurements). This may be
attributed to a small amount of desorption (Figure 6-4) leading to the change in
the assembly pattern of the monolayers. It can be noted from the figure that the
contact angles measured for the SLM-AF samples had a high standard
deviation when compared to the SLM-MP samples. This may be due to the
surface roughness of the SLM-AF samples. The slight increase with time for
the SLM-MP sample was observed, however this was not significant. The
effect of roughness also makes these results difficult to interpret; however, the
surfaces of both SLM-AF and SLM-MP remained highly wettable. Bhure et al.
[55] studied the stability of phosphonic acid SAMs on cobalt-chromium
surfaces by exposing it to the atmosphere and reported that the SAMs were
stable for the duration of their study i.e. 14 days. Kanta et al. [192] studied the
stability of phosphonic acid SAMs by exposing the SAM coated titanium
surfaces to various conditions including the exposure to UV light (energy of
10.4 J/cm2 at sample surface) for 180 minutes and heat treatment (100 °C) for
3 hours and plasma treatment with a power of 100W and frequency of 13.56
MHz. Their studies concluded that UV, heat and plasma treatment decomposed
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the alkyl chain leading to the degradation of SAMs. However, there were no
previous studies reporting the long-term stability (6 weeks) of the 16-PhDA
monolayers assembled on to SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces (rough and
smooth) under in vitro condition. Hence, it is believed that this is possibly the
first study showing their stability under in vitro conditions.
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Figure 6-4 Static water contact angle measurements on SLM as-fabricated (SLM-AF) and
SLM-MP surfaces for different immersion time intervals in Tris-HCl buffer solution. “Before
SM” refers to samples before surface modification using SAMs and “Week 0” measurements
made after surface modification.

6.4. Summary
The as-fabricated SLM surface (SLM-AF) and mechanically polished SLM
surface (SLM-MP) were modified using 16-PhDA monolayers. XPS and
contact angle measurements were consistent with the formation of monolayers.
The surface roughness of the SLM-AF samples did not affect the monolayer
formation significantly. 16-PhDA monolayers were found to be stable for over
28 days on both SLM-AF and SLM-MP surface before its desorption.
However, a small amount of phosphorous was still observed on both SLM-AF
and SLM-MP surface after 42 day time interval. The rough nature of the SLMAF surface did not have a significant effect on the stability of the attached
monolayers. It should be noted that XPS produced comparatively lower signals
for as-fabricated SLM-AF surface compared to the mechanically polished
SLM-MP surface. The rough nature of the SLM-AF surface was also observed
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to affect the wettability measurements leading to scattering of data. Hence the
use of a mechanically polished surface would be beneficial for improved XPS
intensity and better surface wettability measurements.
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7. FUNCTIONALISATION OF SAMs
7.1. Introduction
On studying the in vitro stability of phosphonic acid monolayers,
functionalisation of these monolayers with Paracetamol as a model drug was
performed. In this chapter, the results obtained using XPS and surface
wettability measurements for the adsorption and functionalisation of SAMs on
SLM fabricated surface are discussed.

7.2. SAM attachment
As discussed in previous chapters, the SLM-produced surfaces are porous due
to partially melted particles. These particles could detach from the surface and
can cause acute and chronic effects. If these particles detach after monolayer
assembly, those areas will be left without drug attachment since there will be
no underlying monolayer to functionalise. XPS was also observed to be
sensitive to rough surfaces and thus reducing the signal. Hence, the SLM
fabricated surfaces were mechanically polished on one of the surfaces to
remove the partially-sintered particles and to attain a smooth surface before
surface modification with SAMs and functionalisation with a drug. The
average surface roughness (Ra) of the mechanically polished surfaces obtained
using a surface profilometer was 590 ± 13.5 nm.

7.2.1. Surface chemistry
Figure 7-1 shows the survey spectra obtained from the mechanically polished
Ti6Al4V surface before and after surface modification using 16-PhDA SAMs.
The spectra clearly indicate the introduction of a metal phosphonate peak at
133.3 eV showing the surface has been modified with 16-PhDA monolayers.
This metal phosphonate peak is due to the formation of Ti-O-P bonds after
SAM attachment [56,148]. This has further been justified by an increase in the
intensity of carbon and a reduction in the intensity of oxygen, titanium and
aluminium after surface modification (due to the limited penetration depth of
XPS measurements, less of the underlying metal and oxide is detected).
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Figure 7-1 Survey spectra showing the change in surface chemistry of a Ti6Al4V surface after
SAM attachment. (a) Control surface without SAM coating and (b) After 16-PhDA SAM
coating.

Table 7-1 shows the relative atomic composition obtained for the Ti6Al4V
surface before and after surface modification. For a surface modified using 16PhDA, the expected ratio of C:P is 16:1 and in the current study, it is observed
to be nearly the same (i.e. 15.6:1). The small variation between the actual and
the expected ratio is within the instrument/calibration error (± 10%) limit. High
resolution spectra obtained for the phosphorous 2p region showed the
formation of a metal-phosphonate bond at 133.3 eV confirming the
modification of the surface with monolayers [56].
Table 7-1 Relative atomic percentages of the elements detected in XPS. The calibration error
during peak integration in XPS is ± 10%.

Sample
Control
16-PhDA
SAM

C
21.8 ±
1
51.1 ±
1.3

O
54.5 ±
1.2
32.9 ±
0.8

Relative Atomic Percentage
N
Ti
Al
V
0.2 ±
18.2 ±
4.7 ±
0.6 ±
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.1
2.0 ±
8.7 ±
1.8 ±
0.3 ±
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.1

P

Cl

S

0
3.3 ±
0.3

0

0

0

0

The C:P ratio obtained in this chapter for 16-PhDA SAMs was closer to the
actual than the C:P ratio of SLM-AF (13:1) and SLM-MP (12:1) obtained in
the previous chapter. One of the possible reasons for this difference is the
concentration of carbon. An increase or decrease in the carbon concentration
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can affect the C:P ratio [190]. Carbon is present in the atmosphere as
contaminant. Similarly, contamination is also possible due to oxygen and
nitrogen, leading to variations in the C:P ratio. Hoque et al. [190] also
observed a difference in C:P ratio due to surface contamination.

7.2.2. Surface wettability
The average static contact angles obtained from the surface before and after
surface modification with SAMs were 24° ± 1.3° and 35 ± 3.1° respectively.
The contact angles can be observed to increase after SAM attachment showing
a change in the surface wettability. A similar trend of a change in contact angle
after surface modification using SAMs was previously reported [37]. This
change is attributed to confirm the surface modification, since surface
wettability is highly specific to the surface chemistry. However, these
wettability values are different to the values reported for ‘before surface
modification’ and ‘after SAM attachment’ in chapter 6. As mentioned in
chapter 6, a small disorder in the assembly of monolayers can offer varied
surface wettability/contact angles. Since surface profiling of the SAM attached
Ti6Al4V surfaces using an AFM was not performed in this study (due to the
rough nature of the sample), it is difficult to qualify the monolayer
order/arrangement pattern.
Mahapatro et al. [58] reported a significant change in contact angle before
cleaning (94.3°) and after cleaning (< 3°) of 316L SS surface (Ra = 0.2 ± 0.1
µm). Also, their varied surface chemical treatment provided them with varied
contact angles. On treating bare metal surface with 70% ethanol, acetone and
40% nitric acid separately, their contact angle was 64°. However, this reduced
to < 3° on plasma treatment of the chemically treated surface. This shows that
varied chemical treatment will provide varied contact angles. Faucheux et al.
[48] reported contact angles between 48° and 62° for COOH SAMs for silica
and glass substrates (Ra 0.3 nm); whereas, the contact angle observed in the
current work was low. This can be due to various factors including surface
roughness and monolayer arrangement pattern, varying levels of surface
contamination, differences in the purity and pH of water used to measure the
contact angle. However, since 16-PhDA SAMs are hydrophilic, possessing a
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carboxylic acid (COOH) terminal group, the surface remained highly wettable
after surface modification.

7.3. SAMs Functionalisation with Paracetamol
7.3.1. Surface chemistry
After studying the stability of 16-PhDA monolayers on the SLM fabricated
Ti6Al4V surface, a sample drug (Paracetamol) was used to functionalise the
SAMs. Paracetamol was only used as a model drug to test the reaction
mechanism. As described in the methodology, the carboxylic acid group at the
terminal end of 16-PhDA SAMs was reacted with thionyl chloride (SOCl2) to
form an intermediate acid chloride compound with –COCl as the terminal
group. Other than SOCl2 to form an acid chloride, phosphorous trichloride
(PCl3) or phosphorous pentachloride (PCl5) can also be used. After forming the
acyl chloride, this group was then allowed to react with the hydroxyl (–OH)
group of Paracetamol to bind the drug covalently to the monolayers. The
whole reaction step was performed in an inert atmosphere to prevent the SOCl2
reacting with moisture in the atmosphere to form HCl that could hydrolyse the
–COCl to inactive –COOH. It should be noted that no base was used during
this reaction.
Scheme 7-2 shows the reaction schemes for the immobilisation of Paracetamol
to SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface. Figure 7-2 shows the survey spectra for
the Ti6Al4V sample before and after drug attachment. The corresponding
atomic percentages are given in Table 7-2. It can be clearly noted that there is a
significant change in the surface chemistry of the SAM-coated Ti6Al4V
surface after the immobilisation of Paracetamol. The ratio of C:P was 15.6 for
SAM coated surface and after the attachment of Paracetamol the ratio of C:P
was 41. Also, there is an increase in the atomic percentage of nitrogen. These
suggest the addition of Paracetamol to the SAM coated surface. This addition
of material is likely to be Paracetamol.
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Scheme 7-1 Scheme of reactions to coat 16-PhDA monolayers to a Ti6Al4V surface and to
functionalise the monolayers with Paracetamol. Label description: hydroxylated Ti6Al4V
surface (1); 16-PhDA SAMs (2); 16-PhDA SAMs chemisorbed to Ti6Al4V surface (3);
reaction intermediate (4); Paracetamol immobilised to SAMs (5).

Figure 7-2 Survey spectra obtained using XPS for the SAM coated and Paracetamol coated
surfaces. The changes in the intensity of the detected elements before and after drug coating
indicate a change in the surface chemistry.
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Table 7-2 Relative atomic percentages of elements detected by the XPS in SAM coated and
Paracetamol coated Ti6Al4V surfaces. The calibration error during peak integration in XPS is
± 10%.
Relative Atomic Percentage
Sample

C

O

N

Ti

Al

V

P

Cl

S

51.1 ±
1.3

32.9 ±
0.8

2.0 ±
0.3

8.7 ±
0.6

1.8 ±
0.4

0.3 ±
0.1

3.3 ±
0.3

0

0

SAM +
35.8 ±
Paracetamol 48.1 ± 1 0.9

4.5 ±
0.4

7.8 ±
0.7

1.1 ±
0.3

0

1.2 ±
0.2

0.8 ±
0.1

0.9 ±
0.1

16-PhDA
SAM

Due to the presence of nitrogen in Paracetamol, its concentration was noted to
increase; however, this is not a large increase since the drug molecule contains
only one nitrogen atom. The concentration of phosphorous (from 16-PhDA)
and the underlying metals (titanium, aluminium and vanadium) were observed
to decrease and this further confirms the functionalisation of SAMs with
Paracetamol. A very small contribution from chlorine and Sulfur was observed
after the attachment of Paracetamol and this is likely to be added from the
SOCl2 used in the intermediate step.
Carbon contamination is unavoidable as it is present as a contaminant in the
atmosphere and in the solvent THF. However, a small amount of nitrogen was
also observed on the Ti6Al4V sample as a contaminant in both the control and
SAM coated surfaces. The presence of these elements on the metal oxide
surface as contaminants has been reported in literature [45,56]. Hence the ratio
of carbon to the underlying metal composition of the surface has been used to
determine the adsorption of SAMs and Paracetamol to the metal surface.
Figure 7-3 shows the ratio of carbon and oxygen to the underlying metals
(titanium + aluminium and vanadium) and the ratio of carbon to oxygen for all
three samples (control, SAM attached and Paracetamol coated). It can be
observed that the carbon and oxygen concentration increased after SAM
attachment and functionalisation showing the attachment of the Paracetamol to
the tail group of 16-PhDA monolayers. A similar reduction in the base metal
composition after surface modification was reported previously [45].
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Figure 7-3 Ratio of carbon and oxygen to its underlying metals and C/O ratio for control,
SAM coated and Paracetamol coated surfaces.

A comparison of the C 1s spectra obtained for the control, 16-PhDA SAM
coated and SAMs functionalised with Paracetamol is shown in Figure 7-4.
High-resolution spectrum of C 1s for the control sample was deconvoluted into
two components. Peaks formed at 285.3 eV and 286.2 eV were assigned to CC and C-O of hydrocarbon contaminants. Adsorption of hydrocarbon as a
contaminant to metal oxide surfaces have been discussed in previous literature
and the major source for this contaminant is adventitious carbon in air,
solvents (used for cleaning) and from hydrocarbons (containing proteins and
oils) due to manual handling [181,184,193,194].
The C 1s spectrum for the SAM coated Ti6Al4V surface was deconvoluted
into three components (Figure 7-4b). The peaks observed at 284.9 eV, 286.5
eV and 289.3 eV were assigned to C-C, C-O and C=O [45]. A significant
increase in the relative C-C peak intensity when compared to the control
surface was due to the 16 membered carbon chain [HOOC(CH2)15PO(OH)2] in
the 16-PhDA molecule. The C-O and C=O are also from the 16-PhDA
molecule, present in the head and tail group of the chain. The significant
change in the intensity of C-C, C-O and the introduction of C=O peak confirms
the modification of SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface with 16-PhDA
monolayers.
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On characterising the Ti6Al4V surface functionalised with Paracetamol
(Figure 7-4c), the deconvoluted C 1s spectrum rendered four components at
284.7 eV, 285.8 eV, 286.9 eV and 289.1 eV. These peaks can be assigned to
C-C, C-O, C-N and C=O, respectively [45,144]. Comparing this to the SAM
coated surface, the peak intensity of C-C and C=O has changed. Also the
introduction of C-N peak at 286.9 eV was observed. This C-N peak is from the
amide group in Paracetamol.

Figure 7-4 High resolution spectra of carbon 1s region obtained for (a) control, (b) SAM
attached, (c) Paracetamol coated samples, (d) shows the C 1s region for Paracetamol powder
characterised using XPS.

Paracetamol powder in its pure from (as purchased) was characterised using
XPS to obtain the spectrum for C 1s region (Figure 7-4d). The deconvoluted
spectrum showed the existence of four components C-C (284.7 eV), C-O (286
eV), C-N (288.2 eV) and C=O (291.2 eV) [45,160]. These peaks can be
assigned to carbon atoms in hydrocarbon, hydroxyl, amide and ester groups of
Paracetamol. The XPS results obtained for Paracetamol coated Ti6Al4V
surface were in good agreement with the results obtained for the C 1s region of
Paracetamol powder. However, a small change in the peak binding energies
was noted and this could be due to errors in peak integration during
deconvolution (± 0.1 %) and might also be due to sample charging (± 0.3 eV)
of the Paracetamol powder.
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The O 1s region spectrum obtained using XPS for the control sample (Figure
7-5a) was deconvoluted into two components, metal oxide at 530.5 eV and
oxygen atoms in O-C at 532.1 eV [156,183,195]. The metal oxide peak
observed at 530.5 eV is likely to be mostly due to titanium oxide; however, a
small proportion of aluminium and vanadium oxides is also possible due to the
presence of these elements in Ti6Al4V alloy. In agreement with the C 1s
spectrum, the O 1s spectrum also showed the existence of O-C species on the
control sample as contaminants.
On deconvoluting the O 1s spectrum for the 16PhDA SAM coated Ti6Al4V
surface, three components were obtained (Figure 7-5b). The peaks formed at
530.4 eV, 531.9 eV and 533.2 eV were assigned to metal oxides, O-C and
O=C, respectively [156,183,196]; however, there is also the possibility for a
small contribution from aluminium oxide for the peak observed at 531 eV. The
relative intensity of metal oxide peak at 530.4 eV for the SAM coated sample
can be observed to decrease and the O=C peak at 533.2 eV to increase when
compared to the control sample. The introduction of O=C at 533.2 eV should
mostly derive from the carboxylic group at the terminal end of the 16-PhDA
molecule. These observed changes compared with the control sample can be
attributed to the adsorption of 16-PhDA monolayers on to the SLM fabricated
Ti6Al4V surfaces.
After functionalising SAMs with Paracetamol, the deconvoluted O 1s XPS
spectrum rendered three components metal oxide (530.8 eV), O-C (532.1 eV)
and O=C (533.4 eV) and are shown in Figure 7-5c. Although the O-C and O=C
are expected only from Paracetamol, a small contribution from the underlying
monolayers is possible (see 7-5b). The XPS characterisation of Paracetamol
powder for the O 1s region rendered two components including O-C (531.7
eV) and O=C (533.1 eV) on deconvolution [183] as shown in Figure 7-5d. On
comparing the deconvoluted O 1s peaks obtained for the Paracetamol coated
surface with the O 1s peaks obtained for the Paracetamol powder, both the
peaks were in good agreement. However, there was a slight variation in the
binding energies. This further confirms the attachment of Paracetamol to the
16-PhDA adsorbed Ti6Al4V surface.
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Figure 7-5 XPS spectra obtained for the oxygen 1s region for (a) control, (b) SAM attached,
(c) Paracetamol coated samples, (d) shows the O 1s region for Paracetamol powder
characterised using XPS.

Deconvoluted N 1s spectrum showed the presence of N-C and N-O at 400.3
eV and 402.6 eV respectively on the control surface (Figure 7-6a). Although
nitrogen is not expected on the Ti6Al4V surface (as it is not in the
composition), a small amount of nitrogen was observed. Similar to carbon,
nitrogen also has strong affinity towards metal oxides and their presence on
metal oxide surfaces could be from nitrogen containing carbon contaminants
[45]. Similar to the control sample, the SAM coated surface also showed the
existence of nitrogen at 400.1 eV (N-C) and 402.3 eV (N-O) after
deconvolution (Figure 7-6b) [181]. This could also be from contamination of
the surface as the peaks were observed similar to the control samples.
Furthermore, the 16-PhDA SAMs do not have nitrogen in their structure.
The deconvoluted N 1s spectrum for the Paracetamol coated Ti6Al4V surface
also showed two components, N-C at 400.1 eV and Ti-Ox-Ny at 401.9 eV
(Figure 7-6c). Although a small contribution to these peak from contaminants
is possible since the other samples (control and SAM coated) were shown to
have contaminants, the N-C peak is distinct and increased in relative intensity.
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XPS characterisation of Paracetamol powder for the N 1s region showed a
single N-C peak at 400.3 eV (Figure 7-6d).

Figure 7-6 N 1s region for (a) control, (b) SAM attached, (c) Paracetamol coated samples, (d)
Paracetamol powder, characterised using XPS.

7.3.2. Surface wettability
Static contact angles obtained for the control, 16-PhDA SAM attached and
Paracetamol coated surfaces are shown in Figure 7-7. Figure 7-8 shows the
contact angle values obtained graphically. It can be observed that the control
and 16-PhDA SAM deposited surfaces were highly wettable whereas the
Paracetamol coated surface was more hydrophobic. The wettability of the
control surface was due to the presence of metal oxides which impart a high
surface energy. Wettability of the 16-PhDA SAM coated surfaces was due to
the presence of carboxylic acid in their terminal group. A similar increase in
contact angle after SAM modification was reported in literature [54,58]. The
difference in the contact angle is due to the change in surface chemistry.
Control Ti6Al4V surface will present hydroxylated surface oxide layer, and
COOH-SAM modified Ti6Al4V surface will also present hydroxylated
surface. However, it is not always possible to get a very well packed SAMs.
Even if there is a small change in the ordering, this will affect the contact
angle. Hence this might be the reason for the difference in contact angle before
and after SAM attachment. Since the SAM coated surface was functionalised
with Paracetamol, it would be expected that a methyl group (-CH3) is exposed
as the terminal group leading to a lower energy surface. In agreement with
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this, the measured contact angles showed the Paracetamol coated surface to be
more hydrophobic with a contact angle higher than 90°. Mahapatro et al. [197]
reported a change in the surface wettability from hydrophilic to hydrophobic
surface after the attachment of Ibuprofen to SAMs. Thus the change in surface
wettability is consistent with the functionalisation of Paracetamol to 16-PhDA
SAMs coated on the SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces.

Figure 7-7 Contact angles obtained for SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces after cleaning (a),
16-PhDA SAM attachment (b) and Paracetamol attachment (c).
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Figure 7-8 Static water contact angle obtained for Control, SAM coated and Paracetamol
coated Ti6Al4V samples.

Although the changes in the surface chemistries of Ti6Al4V surfaces revealed
the functionalisation of Paracetamol to SAMs, the use of Paracetamol as a
model drug may not be advisable. This is mainly because of two reasons. The
first being, Paracetamol does not have a distinct element that could easily be
characterised. The elements constituting Paracetamol are carbon, nitrogen,
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oxygen and hydrogen. All of these elements are present in the atmosphere as
contaminants. Hence, the use of these elements to confirm the reaction may
lead to false results. The second reason is, Paracetamol is a phenolic
compound. On functionalising Paracetamol to COOH SAMs, a phenolic ester
is formed. In general phenolic esters will hydrolyse readily in the presence of a
hydroxyl group to form an alcohol and carboxylic acid [172]. Hence, moisture
in the atmosphere can hydrolyse the drug. Thus they have poor oxidative
stability and will also show a rapid release under physiological conditions.
Thus Paracetamol may not be the best choice of drug for these reasons.
Pyrene derivatives such as hydroxy-pyrenes, amino-pyrenes can be used to
study the functionalisation since they have a better hydrolytic stability than
phenolic esters. In addition to this, they are fluorescent compounds and hence
they could be easily characterised using a fluorescence microscopy. However,
these compounds mainly constitute carbon and nitrogen, which are present in
atmosphere. This could limit the use of characterisation equipment such as
XPS.
Fluoroquinolone compounds such as Ciprofloxacin®,

Levofloxacin®,

Ofloxacin® may be a better choice than Paracetamol and Pyrene derivatives
since they have a distinct fluorine atom (not usually present in air as
contaminant) attached to the central benzene ring that could easily be
characterised in FTIR and XPS. Also, most of the fluoroquinolones exhibit
fluorescence property, which could then be used for characterisation in
fluorescence microscopy to determine the surface coverage of the compound
[198]. Since these compounds being antibiotic, simple biological tests can be
performed to confirm the drug attachment and its activity. Thus a careful
consideration is required when selecting a model drug.

7.4. Summary
Changes observed in the surface chemistry of the Ti6Al4V surface at each
stage through XPS characterisation and surface wettability measurements are
consistent with the functionalisation of monolayers with Paracetamol. This
chapter showed the successful immobilisation of Paracetamol to 16-PhDA
SAMs attached to a SLM fabricated Ti6al4V surface. However, nitrogen alone
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cannot be used as a key element to confirm Paracetamol attachment, since it is
present on the surfaces as a contaminant and may affect the result. Also,
phenolic esters hydrolyse readily. Hence, the use of compounds with distinct
elements that is unlikely to be present in the atmosphere as contaminants
should be used to prevent contamination affecting the results of future studies.
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8. IMMOBILISATION OF CIPROFLOXACIN®
8.1. Introduction
In this chapter, immobilisation of an anti-bacterial drug, Ciprofloxacin®, to
SAMs using the previously stated procedure for Paracetamol is described.
Drug quantification studies, in vitro and oxidative stability of the drug, drug
release profile and antibacterial susceptibility of Ciprofloxacin® adsorbed to a
SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface are presented.

8.2. SAM attachment
8.2.1. Surface chemistry
XPS survey spectra for the control octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) SAM
coated and 16-phosphanohexadecanoic acid (16-PhDA) SAM coated Ti6Al4V
samples are shown in Figure 8-1. Peaks for the major alloying elements Ti and
Al are clearly visible from the spectra. Since the Ti6Al4V surface
predominantly contained oxides of Ti and Al, the amount of V observed on the
surface was considerably less (<0.3%). Hence the V peak is not clearly visible
in the spectra. The relative atomic percentages of the detected elements before
and after surface modification are shown in Table 8-1.

Figure 8-1 Survey spectra shows the change in the intensity of C 1s peak before and after
SAM attachment and the introduction of P 2p peak after SAM attachment thus confirming the
attachment of 16-PhDA SAMs and ODPA SAMs to the Ti6Al4V surface.
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Table 8-1 Relative atomic percentage of the elements detected by XPS after different surface
treatments. The calibration error during peak integration in XPS is ± 10%.
Detected
Elements

Al 2p

Ti 2p

V 2p

C 1s

O 1s

N 1s

F 1s

P 2p

Cl 2p

S 2p

Si 2p

Sample Type
Control

16-PhDA
SAM
Coated

16-PhDA
SAM + Drug
Coated

ODPA
SAM
Coated

ODPA
SAM +
Drug
Coated

Mean

4.19

2.39

1.24

2.44

2.26

S.E

± 0.4

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.2

Mean

17.72

7.57

4.68

5.7

4.55

S.E

± 0.6

± 0.4

± 0.3

± 0.4

± 0.2

Mean

0.63

0

0

0

0

S.E

± 0.1

0

0

0

0

Mean

22.61

53.68

60.57

54.18

56.87

S.E

±1

± 0.5

± 0.7

± 0.5

± 0.7

Mean

50.93

31.05

24.84

31.87

28.27

S.E

±1

± 0.4

± 0.8

± 0.5

± 0.6

Mean

1.19

0.82

4.1

1.4

2.38

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.5

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

0

0

1.5

0

0.63

S.E

0

0

± 0.1

0

± 0.1

Mean

0

3.51

2.29

3.02

2.38

S.E

0

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.21

± 0.2

Mean

0

0

0.41

0

0.28

S.E

0

0

± 0.1

0

± 0.1

Mean

0

0

0.37

0

1.35

S.E

0

0

± 0.01

0

± 0.1

Mean

2.73

1.98

0

1.39

1.03

S.E

± 0.8

± 0.6

0

± 0.6

± 0.5

On comparing the spectra obtained for 16-PhDA and ODPA SAM coated
samples with the control spectrum, the intensity of C 1s peak is significantly
higher for the SAM coated samples. Also the intensities of O 1s and Ti 2p
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peaks were lower for the SAM coated samples compared to the control sample.
The presence of phosphorous from 16-PhDA and ODPA SAMs was confirmed
by the existence of P 2p (133.3 eV) and P 2s (193.1 eV) peaks on the SAM
coated surfaces but not on the control surface. The atomic percentage of
phosphorous was much lower than that of carbon, consistent with the presence
of only one phosphorous atom in 16-PhDA. The obtained C:P atomic ratio for
the Ti6Al4V surface coated with 16-PhDA SAMs was 15.3:1; however, a ratio
of 16:1 would be expected. This small difference in the ratio lies within the
error limit of ± 10% due to the integration the P 2p peak.
Similarly, for the ODPA SAM coated surface a ratio of 18:1 would be
expected and the obtained ratio was 17.9:1. These values are in good
agreement with the literature previously reported for the modification of metal
surfaces with 16-PhDA and ODPA SAMs [54,55,148]. Thus, the XPS results
confirmed the successful deposition of 16-PhDA and ODPA SAMs on the
SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface. Carbon contamination of the control surface
was witnessed by XPS and this could be from the adventitious carbon present
in the atmosphere [183]. A small amount of silicon was observed on the
Ti6Al4V surface at all stages. This may be attributed to the contamination of
the samples during polishing with silicon carbide grits or during further
processing or characterisation.

8.2.2. Surface wettability
The contact angle formed at an interface is sensitive to the molecular structure
of the surface and renders a measure of hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of the
surface. These can also be attributed to the SAM arrangement and uniformity
of the surface coverage [55]. Hence, static water contact angle measurements
were performed using a contact angle goniometer to determine the change in
surface chemistry before and after surface modification with SAMs. Figure 8-2
shows the static water contact angles measured for the control, 16-PhDA SAM
coated and ODPA SAM coated samples.
The contact angle value obtained for the control sample (after cleaning)
showed the hydrophilic nature of the Ti6Al4V surface. After surface
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modification with SAMs, this was observed to change. The 16-PhDA SAM
coated surface exhibited a hydrophilic nature due to the presence of a
carboxylic acid (-COOH) group in its terminal end (figure 8-2). On the other
hand, the ODPA SAM coated surface rendered a hydrophobic surface due to
the presence of a methyl group (-CH3) in its terminal group. Previous literature
showed the contact angle for ODPA SAM coated surface between 90° – 120°
[54,55,190]. The obtained contact angles for the ODPA SAMs were in
agreement with the previously reported values.
On comparing the obtained contact angles with chapter 7, the contact angle for
the Ti6Al4V substrate after cleaning was observed to be the same; however,
the contact angle of 16-PhDA SAM coated surface was different. As discussed
in previous chapters, the deviation in contact angle can be due to various
factors including SAM arrangement, surface cleanliness, surface roughness
and more importantly, the surface contamination. In agreement with the XPS
data, the change in surface wettability also confirmed the adsorption of 16PhDA and ODPA SAMs to the Ti6Al4V surfaces.
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Figure 8-2 Static water contact angle showing a change in the wettability of the surface after
coating the surfaces with monolayers.
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8.3. Functionalisation of SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®
8.3.1. Surface chemistry
The relative atomic percentages of elements detected before and after surface
modification with SAMs and Ciprofloxacin® have been shown in Table 8-1.
From the table, changes in the relative atom percentage of elements were
observed for both 16-PhDA and ODPA SAMs after functionalising with
Ciprofloxacin®.

However,

16-PhDA

SAMs

functionalised

with

Ciprofloxacin® showed a more significant change than the ODPA SAMs
functionalised with the drug. After functionalising 16-PhDA SAMs with
Ciprofloxacin, a C:F ratio of 33:1 would be expected and the obtained results
were approximately 40:1. This difference in the ratio is believed to be due the
± 10% error in the peak integration and surface contamination before and
during surface characterisation. Also, the carbon contamination of the drug
coated surface might also be a contributing factor.
Although a small increase in the relative atomic percentage of C, N and a
decrease in the relative atomic percentage of Al, Ti, O and P was observed for
ODPA SAMs functionalised with the drug, this is not considered to be
significant (Table 8-1). This is because the atomic percentage of fluorine
obtained for ODPA SAMs functionalised with the drug was less than half of
the relative atomic percentage of F for 16-PhDA SAMs functionalised with the
drug. A C:F ratio of 35:1 would be expected for ODPA SAMs functionalised
with Ciprofloxacin®; however, the obtained ratio was nearly 90:1. This is
possibly because the tail group of the ODPA SAMs were not functionalised
with the drug due to the unavailability of a reactive group (such as –OH, COOH and -NH-) in ODPA SAM’s tail end. This shows that the small change
in the relative intensities and relative atomic percentage for the ODPA SAMs
after treating with Ciprofloxacin® may be due to the physisorbed drug
molecule on the surface.
Figure 8-3 shows the XPS spectra of the ODPA SAM coated Ti6Al4V before
and after functionalisation with Ciprofloxacin®. Whilst functionalisation of
methyl (-CH3) terminated SAMs with Ciprofloxacin® are not possible, a small
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change in the surface chemistry of the ODPA SAM coated surface after
functionalisation can be observed from the spectra. A change in the intensity of
C, Ti, N and Al was observed along with the addition of fluorine at 688.2 eV.
These changes can be due to the physisorption of Ciprofloxacin® to the ODPA
SAM coated surface. There is also the possibility for the drug to displace some
ODPA and bond directly to the metal surface or perhaps fill the gaps in the
monolayer by binding to the surface. Similar to the functionalisation of 16PhDA SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®, the ODPA SAMs functionalised with the
drug also showed the physisorption of chlorine and Sulfur to its surface from
the intermediate step. The other potential binding site for Ciprofloxacin® is
through the amine group [171]. However, as previously discussed in the
methodology, since no base was used in this reaction, the reaction is believed
to occur through the carboxylic group to form acid anhydride rather than an
amide.
As the functional group of both Ciprofloxacin® and the 16-PhDA SAMs is a
carboxylic group (-COOH), they will not react with each other under normal
condition. Hence in order to provide favourable reactive conditions, the 16PhDA SAM coated surfaces were treated with thionyl chloride (SOCl2) in an
inert atmosphere to form an acid chloride. Now, the reactive –COOH group in
Ciprofloxacin® will readily react with the –OCl group of SAMs to immobilise
Ciprofloxacin® to SAMs (depending on the reaction conditions the amine
group in the Ciprofloxacin® molecule may also react with the SAMs).
However this is not possible with the ODPA SAMs since they do not have a
reactive terminal group.
Figure 8-4 shows the XPS survey spectra for 16-PhDA SAMs coated Ti6Al4V
surface functionalised with Ciprofloxacin®. The spectra clearly indicate a
change in the surface chemistry after functionalising the 16-PhDA SAM
coated surface. The intensity of carbon at 285 eV was observed to increase
after the drug attachment compared to the 16-PhDA SAM coated surface. This
increase is due to the presence of carbon in Ciprofloxacin®. The intensity of
nitrogen at 400.1 eV was also observed to increase due to the presence of N
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(one secondary amine and 2 tertiary amines) in the chemical structure of
Ciprofloxacin®.

Figure 8-3 XPS survey spectra before (bottom) and after (top) functionalisation of a ODPA
SAM coated surface.

After functionalising the 16-PhDA SAMs with the drug, an addition of fluorine
(at 687.6 eV) to the SAM coated surface was observed. This fluorine is from
fluorocarbon present in the drug molecule. A small amount of silicon observed
on the SAM coated surface was noted to further decrease after the drug
attachment. Further to these changes, the decrease in the intensity of Al 2p, Ti
2p, O 1s and P 2p after drug attachment also confirmed the successful
functionalisation of 16-PhDA SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®. A very small
amount of sulfur in its oxidised form at 168 eV and chlorine at 193.9 eV was
observed. These sulfur and chlorine atoms were bound to the surface as
contaminants from the intermediate step in which SOCl2 was used to convert
the carboxylic group of the 16-PhDA SAMs.
High resolution C 1s (a), O 1s (b), N 1s (c) and F 1s (d) spectra obtained for
the control, 16-PhDA SAM coated and 16-PhDA SAMs functionalised with
Ciprofloxacin® were deconvoluted and are shown in Figure 8-5. The position
of the peak and the contribution of a particular spectra peak depend on the type
of substrate and the chemical deposited on it. From the C 1s spectra, the
control C 1s spectrum was deconvoluted into two components and the peaks at
285.1 eV and 286.6 eV were assigned to C-C and C-O species of the
hydrocarbon [144].
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Figure 8-4 XPS survey spectra showing the change in the surface chemistry after
functionalising 16-PhDA SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®. Note the presence of F 1s peak at 687.6
eV and increase in the intensity of N 1s peak at 400.7 eV.

The C 1s spectrum of the 16-PhDA SAM coated Ti6Al4V surface was
deconvoluted into three components. The peaks formed at 285 eV, 286.7 eV
and 289.4 eV were assigned to C-C, C-O and C=O species of the 16-PhDA
SAM molecule [137,156,196]. The deconvoluted C 1s spectrum of SAMs
functionalised with Ciprofloxacin® also rendered three components at 284.8
eV, 286.3 eV and 288.9 eV and are assigned to C-C, C-O and C=O species
[45]. On comparing the C 1s spectra for all three samples, an introduction of
C=O species was observed after SAM coating and drug coating. This carbonyl
(C=O) peak was not observed for the control surface showing that the peak
should essentially be from the SAM and drug molecule. Furthermore, an
increase in the intensity of the C-O peak after functionalising the SAM coated
surface with the drug shows the possibility for the attachment of
Ciprofloxacin® to the 16-PhDA SAMs.
The O 1s peak for the control Ti6Al4V surface was deconvoluted into two
components and the peaks at 530.5 eV and 532.7 eV were assigned to metal
oxide and hydroxyl groups, respectively. On surface modification with 16PhDA SAMs, the deconvoluted O 1s spectrum showed three components
including metal oxide (530.3 eV), O-C (531.2 eV) and O=C (532.5 eV) [144].
A small contribution from the P=O at 531.2 eV and P-O at 532.5 eV is also
possible [55]. Also, on functionalisation with Ciprofloxacin®, similar groups
were observed at 530 eV (metal oxides), 531.3 eV (C-O) and 532.6 eV (C=O).
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In agreement with C 1s spectra, the O 1s spectra also showed a significant
change confirming the change in surface chemistry.

Figure 8-5 Deconvoluted a) C 1s, b) O 1s, c) N 1s and d) F 1s spectra obtained using XPS for
control, SAM coated and drug coated surfaces.

The deconvoluted N 1s spectrum for the control and SAM coated Ti6Al4V
surfaces showed nitrogen in the form of contaminants (N-C and N-O)
[45,132,181]. On functionalising the SAMs with Ciprofloxacin, the
deconvoluted spectrum showed a significant change. The N-C at 399.8 eV and
amine group (-NH-) at 401.2 eV corresponds to the amino carbons in the
Ciprofloxacin® molecule. High resolution F 1s spectra showed the presence of
fluorine atom only on the Ciprofloxacin functionalised surface and not on the
control and SAM coated surface. These changes in the C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and F
1s confirm the successful functionalisation of 16-PhDA SAMs with
Ciprofloxacin®.
Figure 8-6 shows the C 1s and O 1s spectra obtained for the pure
Ciprofloxacin® powder. Deconvoluted C 1s spectrum showed the presence of
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C-C (285 eV), C-O (286.3 eV) and C=O (287.8 eV) [181]. The deconvoluted
O 1s spectra showed O-C and O=C peaks at 531 eV and 532.6 eV
[45,132,181,183]. Also, the Ciprofloxacin® powder showed a single N 1s peak
at 400.7 eV and F 1s peak at 687.5 eV. On comparing these spectra with the C
1s and O 1s spectra obtained for 16-PhDA SAMs functionalised with
Ciprofloxacin®, a good agreement of the peaks were observed. This further
confirmed the successful attachment of Ciprofloxacin® to the 16-PhDA SAMs
coated on SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surface.

Figure 8-6 Deconvoluted C 1s and O 1s spectra for Ciprofloxacin® powder obtained using
XPS.

The FTIR characterisation results obtained for the drug coated Ti6Al4V
substrates were inconclusive. No significant peak for the expected amide (1640
– 1609 cm-1 or anhydride (1830 – 1800 cm-1 and 1775 – 1740 cm-1) was
observed in the spectra (see appendix 3). The major factor for this could be the
sample roughness. In FTIR, after the infrared light hits the sample, the
reflected infrared light between the prism and sample provides the information
about the sample’s surface chemistry. In order to get a good signal, a good
contact between the surface of the substrate and the prism is essential.
Although the pressure arm helps ensuring this contact, surface roughness of the
Ti6Al4V substrates could have significantly affected this contact. Also, the
roughness pattern could have affected the beam reflection. As a result of these
issues, the FTIR did not show any significant result to confirm the drug
coating. Hence, analysing rough metal sample surfaces using this pressure arm
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supported FTIR may not be the best choice. However, further studies can be
performed by functionalising Ciprofloxacin® to a smooth surface.

8.3.2. Surface wettability
In addition to the XPS results, the static contact angle measurements also
confirmed the functionalisation of 16-PhDA SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®. The
transformation of wettable (hydrophilic) surface observed before surface
modification to a non-wettable surface (hydrophobic) after drug attachment
shows a change in the surface wettability (Figure 8-7). This hydrophobic
nature can be attributed to the presence of hydrocarbon in the terminal group of
Ciprofloxacin®

molecules.

The

ODPA

SAMs

functionalised

with

Ciprofloxacin® did not show a significant difference since the surface was
already hydrophobic. Also, as stated earlier, due to the non-availability of a
functional group in the terminal end, the ODPA SAMs cannot be
functionalised with Ciprofloxacin®.

Figure 8-7 Static contact angle measurements using a contact angle goniometer. a) Before
cleaning; b) after cleaning; c) after 16-PhDA SAM attachment and d) after immobilisation of
16-PhDA SAMs with Ciprofloxacin®.
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8.4. Stability Studies
8.4.1. Oxidative stability of Ciprofloxacin®
8.4.1.1. Surface chemistry
Figure 8-8 gives detailed high resolution XPS spectra of the convoluted peaks
for the C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and F 1s regions under oxidative conditions. The peaks
for all elements were observed to be very consistent for the whole duration of
the oxidative exposure.

Figure 8-8 Relative intensity of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and F 1s spectra obtained using XPS for
samples exposed to oxidative conditions for different time intervals.
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Table 8-2 XPS determined relative atomic percentages of elements detected for different
oxidative exposure time intervals. The calibration error during peak integration in XPS is ±
10%.

Detected Elements

Al 2p

Ti 2p

C 1s

F 1s

N 1s

O 1s

P 2p

S 2p

Cl 2p

Relative Atomic Percentage (%)
After
Immobilis
ation

7 Days

14 Days

28 Days

42 Days

Mean

1.24

1.06

0.86

0.96

1.01

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

4.68

3.9

4.29

3.87

3.7

S.E

± 0.3

± 0.5

± 0.4

± 0.3

± 0.2

Mean

60.59

62.55

61.75

61.12

63.03

S.E

± 1.1

±1

± 0.6

± 0.7

± 1.5

Mean

1.5

1.58

1.28

1.2

1.34

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

4.14

3.5

4.07

4.22

3.46

S.E

± 0.3

± 0.3

± 0.1

± 0.3

± 0.5

Mean

24.84

24.4

24.63

25.57

24.87

S.E

± 0.5

± 0.6

±1

± 0.4

±1

Mean

2.23

2.1

2.39

2.03

1.94

S.E

± 0.3

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.1

Mean

0.37

0.39

0.32

0.61

0.31

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

Mean

0.41

0.44

0.41

0.44

0.33

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

8.4.1.2. Surface wettability
The wettability of the Ciprofloxacin® coated surfaces was measured to
determine the stability of the drug under oxidative conditions. The surfaces
remained hydrophobic during all oxidative exposure time intervals and their
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respective contact angles are shown in Figure 8-9. As explained earlier, the
hydrophobic nature of the surface is due to the presence of hydrocarbons (from
the drug) on the outer most surface. Surface wettability measurements showed
that the drug is highly stable and remain attached to the 16-PhDA SAM coated
Ti6Al4V surface under oxidative (ambient air) conditions. Bhure et al. [55]
also observed a small change in the contact angle (~ 10°) within the
hydrophobicity limit during their oxidative stability measurement. Although a
small change was observed in the present study, this was not significant.
Hence, this confirms that the attached Ciprofloxacin® is stable under oxidative
condition used in this study.
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Figure 8-9 Static water contact angles obtained to determine the stability of Ciprofloxacin®
under oxidative conditions at different time intervals.

8.4.2. In vitro stability of Ciprofloxacin®
8.4.2.1. Surface chemistry
The reaction mechanism for the release of Ciprofloxacin® under in vitro
condition is hydrolysis. As a result, the immobilised drug will release from the
SAM molecule and regain its structure to produce therapeutic effect. Table 8-3
shows a change in the XPS determined relative atomic percentage of elements
after soaking the Ciprofloxacin® coated surface in Tris-HCl buffer solution at
different time intervals. It can be observed from the table that the concentration
of C and F decreased with the increase in the immersion time period.
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Concurrently, the elemental concentration of Ti, O and Al increased. This
suggests the hydrolysis of drug from the terminal end of 16-PhDA SAMs.
Table 8-3 XPS determined relative atomic percentages of elements detected for different
immersion time interval in Tris-HCl buffer solution. The calibration error due to XPS peak
integration is ± 10%.
Detected
Elements

Al 2p

Ti 2p

C 1s

F 1s

N 1s

O 1s

P 2p

Si 2p

S 2p

Cl 2p

Ba 3d

Relative Atomic Percentage (%)
Drug Immobilisation

7 Days

14 Days

28 Days

42 Days

Before

After

Mean

2.39

1.24

1.16

1.57

1.5

2

S.E

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

7.57

4.68

5.54

5.88

6.44

6.88

S.E

± 0.4

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.8

± 0.6

Mean

53.68

60.59

58.17

56.55

56.7

55.12

S.E

± 0.5

± 1.1

± 0.1

± 0.9

± 1.6

± 0.3

Mean

0

1.5

1.18

1.15

1.16

0.92

S.E

0

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

Mean

0.82

4.14

3.84

4.05

3.97

4.01

S.E

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.1

± 0.4

± 0.3

± 0.3

Mean

31.05

24.84

27.85

27.99

27.5

28.46

S.E

± 0.4

± 0.5

± 0.2

± 0.6

±1

± 0.3

Mean

3.51

2.23

2

2.34

1.9

1.76

S.E

± 0.2

± 0.3

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

1.98

0

0.14

0.35

0.6

0.6

S.E

± 0.6

0

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.2

± 0.1

Mean

0

0.37

0

0

0

0

S.E

0

± 0.1

0

0

0

0

Mean

0

0.41

0

0

0

0

S.E

0

± 0.1

0

0

0

0

Mean

0

0

0.11

0.14

0.25

0.25

S.E

0

0

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

± 0.1

Figure 8-10 shows the high resolution spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and F 1s
region obtained after different immersion time intervals. From the C 1s region,
reduction in the intensity of C-C, C-O and C=O peaks with an increase in
immersion time was observed; whereas, the O 1s region showed an increase in
the intensity of the metal oxide peak at 530 eV and a decrease in the O-C peak.
The N 1s region showed a change in the intensity but a clear trend was not
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observed. This may be due to the adsorption of nitrogenous contaminants from
air and Tris-HCl buffer. The relative intensity of the fluorocarbon peak
obtained at 687.5 ± 0.2 eV was observed to decrease with the increase in
immersion time and clearly shows the desorption of Ciprofloxacin® from the
SAM coated surface. It can be observed from the F 1s spectra that nearly half
of the drug was desorbed after 28 days with some drug remaining after 42
days. A small amount of barium was observed only for the samples soaked in
buffer solution. This barium may be contamination from the glass vial used to
immerse the samples in Tris-HCl buffer solution.

Figure 8-10 High resolution XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and F 1s regions showing their
relative intensities after the immersion of Ciprofloxacin® coated surfaces for different time
intervals.

8.4.2.2. Surface wettability
Under in vitro conditions, the stability of Ciprofloxacin® on the 16-PhDA
SAM coated Ti6Al4V surface was significantly different to its stability under
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oxidative condition. After incubating the drug coated surfaces in Tris-HCl
buffer solution, the contact angle values changed with respect to its initial
value before immersion (Figure 8-11). This change can be attributed to the
cleaving of Ciprofloxacin® molecules from the tail group of SAMs to the TrisHCl buffer solution. On desorption of Ciprofloxacin® from the surface, the
surface will be expected to be hydrophilic. This is due to the fact that a bare
Ti6Al4V metal surfaces and 16-PhDA SAM coated metal surfaces are
hydrophilic.
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Figure 8-11 Static water contact angle exhibiting a change in the surface wettability after the
immersion of Ciprofloxacin® coated surface in Tris-HCl buffer solution for different time
intervals.

In the present study, after the immersion of the drug coated surfaces in TrisHCl buffer solution, the contact angles were observed to decrease compared to
their initial values after drug coating (Figure 8-11). The wettability
measurement showed desorption of drugs from the surface with a clear trend.
The contact angles decreased with the increase in immersion time revealing
desorption of Ciprofloxacin®. However, the calculated standard deviations
were high. This is likely to be due to the presence of Ciprofloxacin® in a few
islands and not on the other. This can be due to an irregular assembly and
cleaving of monolayers after they are exposed to in vitro solution.
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8.5. Drug Quantification
The

total

amount

of

drug

loaded

was

calculated

using

UV-Vis

spectrophotometry. A calibration curve was plotted for Ciprofloxacin® in 10
mM NaOH (pH ~ 7.4) for the concentration range from 1 ng/mL to 1 µg/mL.
The regression equation was determined as y =2.34x X 10-4 + 2.4 X 10-3 (R2 =
0.996). The total amount of Ciprofloxacin® immobilised to SAMs was
determined to be from 1.17 ± 0.1 µg/cm2 (assuming the surface area of the
sample is 3.2 cm2). Previous literature showed the immobilisation of ~100
ng/cm2 of Paclitaxel™ to 16-PhDA SAMs [144]. However, in the case of this
study a drug loading ten times greater was obtained. This variation is more
likely due to the surface roughness pattern of the SLM fabricated sample.
Although the top surface was mechanically polished, the other faces remained
rough. The change in the surface area can influence the amount of SAM
adsorption which will then directly influence the total amount of drug loaded.
Also, the Paclitaxel™ (853.91 g/mole) drug has a molecular mass more than
twice that of the Ciprofloxacin® (331.35 g/mole). Ajami et al. [136] reported
the attachment of Ciprofloxacin® to SAMs, but the amount of drug coated was
not quantified. However, this study shows that by increasing the surface area,
more drugs can be immobilised to 16-PhDA SAMs.

8.6. Drug Elution Studies
Figure 8-12 shows the percentage of drug eluted to the Tris-HCl buffer
solution at 7, 14, 28 and 42 day time intervals. The calibration curve was
obtained for Ciprofloxacin® in Tris-HCl buffer over the concentration range
from 1 ng/mL to 1 µg/mL and the regression equation for Ciprofloxacin® in
Tris-HCl buffer (pH ~ 7.4) was determined as y = 10x X 10-5 + 1.2 X 10-3 (R2
= 0.998). UV-Vis determined drug release profile showed a sustained release
profile. Previously reported studies have shown the possibility for the surface
to have both covalently bound drug and a reservoir of drug as the surface is
rough [136,144]. In the present study, such formation of reservoir of
Ciprofloxacin® was not witnessed. This may be because the samples after the
immobilisation

of

Ciprofloxacin®

were

sonicated

with

anhydrous

tetrahydrofuran and deionised water twice for two minutes. During this
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procedure, it can be expected that most of the physisorbed drug molecule
would be removed. Also the amount of drug used for immobilisation is less.
Despite these reasons, there is the possibility for some physisorbed drug
molecule to be present. If there was a reservoir of drug, a bulk release of the
drug should have been witnessed during the UV-Vis spectroscopic
measurement. However, the 42 days in vitro studies revealed no such bulk
release of the drug. This shows that the presence of a reservoir of
Ciprofloxacin® on the samples is less likely. Thus, as there was no initial burst
release, it can be stated that most of the drug molecules were covalently bound.

Total amount of drug released in
percentage (%)

100

Percentage drug release

80

Sustained drug release

60
40
20
0
0 Day

7 Days
14 Days
28 Days
Sample immersion time intervals

42 Days

Figure 8-12 Percentage drug released at different time intervals determined using UV-Visual
Spectrophotometer.

After immersing the sample in the buffer solution for 7 days, nearly 13% of the
drug eluted whereas after a 28 day interval, nearly 50% of the drug had been
released. However, after 42 days of immersion, nearly 40% of the drug was
still observed to be eluted from the surface. The UV-Vis determined release
profile was observed to be in good agreement with the XPS determined in vitro
stability. This may suit biomedical applications where a sustained release of
the drug is required over a period of time. However, it should be noted that
Ciprofloxacin® will be inactive when it is immobilised to the monolayers and
will only be active upon its release from the monolayer. The release of the drug
in its active form from the monolayer can be attained by hydrolysis.
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Ajami et al. [136] reported the release of Ciprofloxacin® from a silane SAMs.
In their study, more than 50% of the drug was observed to release within 5
days in 20 mL of high purity water (18.2MΩ.cm) maintained at 37 °C. They
have also observed 80% release in 26 days. There is a high possibility for this
release profile to be faster in physiological condition than in water. Release
profile reported by Mani et al. [37] for flufenamic acid showed an initial burst
release followed by a sustained release of the drug. In an another study
reported by Mani et al. [144], they observed a burst release of Paclitaxel™ in 7
days followed by a sustained release for up to 35 days. Comparing the release
profiles reported by these researchers with this study, the drug release is slow
and exhibits the potential to use this system for long-term release (more than 6
weeks) of drug from an implant’s surface. As mentioned before, the slow
release is mainly due to the covalent bonding of the drug and non-availability
of physisorbed drug on the surface.
This release profile further confirms the formation of an anhydride rather than
amide and shows possibility for the attachment of Ciprofloxacin® to the acyl
chloride via a carboxylic group. This is because amide is a poor leaving group
with a pKa of about 25. Hence, hydrolysis of amides requires vigorous reaction
conditions (such as addition of catalysts and high temperature ~ 100 °C) [172].
In this study, the drug coated implants were immersed in Tris-HCl buffer
solution of pH 7.4 at 37.5 °C. This pH is slightly towards the basic condition
and the temperature used is relatively low. Under this mild condition,
hydrolysis of amides is less favourable, whereas, anhydrides will readily
hydrolyse (since pKa of anhydrides is about 5) in water to form corresponding
carboxylic acid [172]. Thus the formation of anhydrides rather than amides is
most expected.

8.7. Antibacterial Susceptibility
8.7.1. Test-1
The susceptibility test was performed to determine if the immobilised drug was
releasing and to investigate activity of the drug after hydrolysing from the
monolayers. Figure 8-13 shows the photographic images of the zone of
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inhibition for the control discs and discs coated with Ciprofloxacin®. Release
of the drug from the standard filter paper disc coated with the drug was
observed to inhibit the growth of S. aureus whereas the metal disc coated with
drug did not show any drug elution and inhibition. In contrast, the metal discs
coated with Ciprofloxacin® were observed to inhibit the growth of E.coli. A
similar trend was followed in all five sets for both bacteria. It may be argued
that the metal discs placed on S. aureus were not coated with the drug, but this
may not be the case. All metal discs used for both S. aureus and E. coli were
from the same batch. Also, the XPS studies on the drug coated metal discs
confirmed the functionalisation of Ciprofloxacin® (Figure 8-14).

Figure 8-13 Antibacterial susceptibility test against S. aureus (a) and E. coli (b). Label
description: A - control standard filter paper disc without drug, B - standard filter paper disc
with drug; C - Control Ti6Al4V metal disc without drug; D - metal disc coated with drug.

Ciprofloxacin®, being a wide spectrum antibiotic, should inhibit the growth of
S. aureus and previous studies have proved this [175]. Whereas, the results
obtained in this study for S. aureus are unclear. One possible reason for not
inhibiting the growth may be due to the temperature used to incubate the
culture plates after placing the discs. Since the S. aureus inoculated plates were
maintained at 30 °C, this might have affected the hydrolysis of the drug from
the monolayer. Since the drugs on the standard filter paper discs were
physisorbed, it has released the drug and inhibited the growth. The temperature
used to incubate E. coli (37.5 °C) was observed to hydrolyse the drug from the
metal disc and inhibit the bacterial growth. Thus the temperature might have
been the factor that affected the drug release.
After the experimentation time, the samples were removed from the culture
plate and rinsed with ethanol for 2 minutes before examining the presence of
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Ciprofloxacin® using XPS on these discs. Figure 8-14 shows the XPS spectra
obtained for a control, drug coated, drug coated metal disc from S. aureus
culture and drug coated metal disc from on E. coli culture.
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Figure 8-14 XPS spectra of F 1s region for control, drug coated and drug coated discs placed
on S. aureus and E. coli bacteria.

The spectra clearly show the existence of the drug on the surface of the
Ti6Al4V discs placed on the culture medium; however, their intensities varied.
The variation in the intensities might be due to the fact that after placing on the
medium, adherence of the agar medium to the metal discs are possible. Since
XPS probes typically 1-10 nm of the surface, the adhered medium might have
reduced the penetration depth of the photoelectrons. Although the results
showed the drug released from the metal substrate is active for E. coli, no
activity was observed for S. aureus and the reason for this should be further
explored. In addition to the drug release profile, the release of drug in this
bacterial culture (again a mild condition) further shows the possibility for the
formation of anhydrides rather than amide during the reaction between the acyl
chloride and Ciprofloxacin®.
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8.7.2. Test-2
Since the drug eluted from the metal discs did not show any activity against the
gram positive bacteria S. aureus, this test was mainly performed to investigate
antibacterial susceptibility of Ciprofloxacin® released from the metal samples
in Tris-HCl buffer. This test was also performed to qualitatively observe if
there was an increase in the inhibition zone diameter with respect to immersion
time intervals in the Tris-HCl buffer solution. Theoretically, as the immersion
time of the drug coated sample in Tris-HCl is increased, the amount of drug
eluted from the metal surface should increase. As the concentration of the drug
in Tris-HCl buffer increases, there should be an increase in the diameter of the
inhibition zone. Figure 8-15 shows the photographic images of the zone of
inhibition for the discs coated with Ciprofloxacin® eluted at different time
intervals.

Figure 8-15 Antibacterial susceptibility test against a) S. aureus and b) E. coli. Label
description: C- control disc with no drug; CD – control with drug on; TC: discs coated with
Tris-HCl buffer; 1, 2, 4, 6 – immersion time intervals (in weeks) of the samples in Tris-HCl
buffer solution.

It can be observed from the graph that the discs coated with the drug showed
anti-bacterial activity confirming the drug was active upon their release.
Furthermore, the discs coated with drugs eluted at different time intervals
showed an increased zone of inhibition diameter (Figure 8-16) for both S.
aureus and E.coli. As expected this may be due to the fact that as the sample
immersion time was increased, more Ciprofloxacin® molecules eluted from
the surface to the buffer solution thereby increasing the drug concentration.
This study qualitatively showed the release of the drug and its antibacterial
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activity. Since the present study did not use standard discs coated with
Ciprofloxacin®, the MIC for S. aureus and E. coli was not determined.
Gram positive
Inhibited zone width (mm)

20

Gram Negative

15

10

5

0
Control

Control
Control
with Tris- with drug
HCl buffer

Week 1

Week 2

Week 4

Week 6

Figure 8-16 Inhibited zone diameters for S. aureus and E. coli.

8.8. Summary
The use of 16-PhDA monolayers to modify SLM fabricated structures to
deliver therapeutics has been demonstrated. Experimental results showed a
covalent attachment of the Ciprofloxacin® molecules to SAMs and sustained
release in Tris-HCl buffer solution. The total drug immobilised to the
monolayers was estimated to be approximately 1.2 ± 0.1 µg/cm2. The
antibacterial susceptibility study revealed that the drug was active upon its
release. Thus the attachment, stability and the delivery of Ciprofloxacin® from
SLM fabricated surface shows the potential to use this approach to deliver
therapeutics directly from customised implant surfaces.
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
9.1. Conclusion
This research concludes the potential to integrate SLM with SAM based
surface modification to deliver therapeutics directly from customised implant
surfaces fabricated by SLM. Based on the experimental studies, this research
has also arrived at the following conclusions.


The surface chemistry of the SLM fabricated parts was not
homogeneous and varied depending on their exposure to the laser
beam. Aluminium rich areas were witnessed on the SLM fabricated
Ti6Al4V parts when a high laser energy density was applied. The
surface chemistries of the SLM-AF and SLM-MP were different with a
varied elemental contribution.



16-PhDA SAMs were covalently bound to both the SLM-AF and SLMMP Ti6Al4V surfaces and were stable for 28 days on these surfaces.
The surface roughness of the SLM-AF did not have a significant
impact on the in vitro stability of the 16-PhDA SAMs.



The use of acid chloride esterification was successful to immobilise the
Paracetamol to the 16-PhDA SAMs. However, the use of Paracetamol
may not be the best choice to prove the accomplishment of the reaction
due to the possibility that the results may be affected by atmospheric
contaminants. For example, a drug molecule with distinct elements
such as fluorine and bromine that are unlikely to be present in the
atmosphere can prevent contamination affecting the results. Also,
Paracetamol (phenolic esters) can easily hydrolyse from the SAM
molecules in the presence of moisture or water molecules. Thus, a
careful consideration is required when choosing a model drug.



The total amount of Ciprofloxacin® coated on the SLM-MP Ti6Al4V
was estimated to be approximately 1.2 µg/cm2. The drug was observed
to be highly stable under oxidative conditions for over 42 days. The in
vitro release of the drug in Tris-HCl buffer solution showed the
covalent attachment of the drug to the monolayers and exhibited the
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potential to use this model for applications requiring a sustained release
pattern. Upon release from the monolayer, the drug was active and
inhibited the growth of bacteria.


Contamination of Ti6Al4V powder due to atmospheric contaminants
including carbon and nitrogen was witnessed upon recycling the
powders in a SLM machine.

9.2. Future Work
This work, being the first study of its kind in AM, has opened up future studies
in various directions. The following are some recommendations to extend the
knowledge beyond that performed in this work.


This study compared the surface chemistry of Ti6Al4V surface using
XPS only. These results can be compared with other surface chemical
characterisation techniques such as AES for improved understanding.



Estimating the oxide layer thickness and surface chemistry of the SLM
as-fabricated surface in this study was limited due to the sensitivity of
XPS to rough surfaces. However, there are other SLM machines such
as EOSINT M 280, EOS M 400 which provide a better surface finish.
Studies on the surface chemistry of these parts could be used for
comparison.



Electron beam melting (EBM), an AM technique, is also used for the
fabrication of biomedical devices. Comparison of the surface
chemistries obtained by EBM and SLM would be beneficial.



This study showed the attachment and functionalisation of 16-PhDA
monolayers only. Other phosphonic acid monolayers could be used and
their stability could be analysed and compared.



Although the surface modification and functionalisation were
performed by immersing the whole SLM fabricated part into the SAM
and drug solution, only the top surface was studied and characterised.
Implants often have complex geometries and not just a flat surface.
Hence, a study on the immobilisation of drugs to SAMs adsorbed on
the whole of the surface is required.
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This study proposes the reaction of acyl chloride with carboxylic acid
to form an anhydride but not the reaction of acyl chloride with amine to
form an amide. This has to be further confirmed by the use of FTIRATR to know the exact reaction mechanism.



The amount of drug functionalised to SAMs in this study may be low
for certain applications and hence methods need to be developed to
increase the amount of drug loading, for example, growing multi-layers
by using polymer brushes can be explored.



Although the sustained release pattern of the drug is convincing, a
shorter time gap between the intervals over the study period will
generate improved knowledge on the drug release profile.



Metal discs coated with Ciprofloxacin® and incubated at 30°C for
evaluation of its antibacterial susceptibility did not show drug release.
Although temperature might have been a factor, this should be further
explored.



This study proposed the attachment of only therapeutic drugs to SAMs.
The SAM attached SLM fabricated Ti6Al4V surfaces can be explored
for the immobilisation of proteins which would be useful for various
biomedical applications.



A similar procedure can be used to functionalise other metallic
biomaterial surfaces (including 316L SS and Co-Cr) and their stability
can be tested.



Often, for biomedical applications, more than one type of drug is
required and/or delivery of drug from a particular area is preferred.
Hence, patterning of SLM fabricated surfaces with SAMs and
functionalising the SAMs with various drugs would be beneficial.
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APPENDIX 1
Electropolishing and Mechanical Testing of Tracheobronchial Stents
Fabricated Using Selective Laser Melting
ABSTRACT
This study explores the potential of selective laser melting (SLM) to fabricate
tracheobronchial stent and the effectiveness of electropolishing to polish this
SLM fabricated stent. The stents were fabricated in a SLM Realizer 100 using
316L stainless steel (316L SS). SLM was found to be capable of fabricating
tracheobronchial stents although it afforded a rough surface and the stents
exhibited non-elastic behaviour. The observed roughness was due to partially
sintered 316L SS particles on the stent surface and stepped profiles due to
layer-by-layer fabrication. A weight loss of 27.9% was observed on
electropolishing for two minutes and 48.6% on polishing for five minutes.
Hence, a significant decrease in the stent strut diameter was observed. An
addition of phosphorous from the electrolytic solution and a significant change
in the elemental composition of carbon and oxygen were observed on the
electropolished stent surface. Although electropolishing rendered a smooth
surface, the compressive strength of the stent reduced after electropolishing.
The reduction in compressive strength can be attributed to the removal of
material during electropolishing. However, the microstructure and microhardness of the stent did not vary significantly after electropolishing.
INTRODUCTION
Tracheobronchial stents are hollow meshes or tubes in cylindrical, T or Y
shapes used to treat obstructions (stenosis) in trachea and/or bronchi. They are
made of metals or polymers or combinations of the two. Tracheobronchial
stents are typically fabricated using laser cutting, knitting, braiding or die
casting [1, 2]. The introduction of tracheobronchial stents has improved quality
of living by prolonging life expectancy; however, post-implant complications
including stent migration, fracture, bacterial colonisation, granulation tissue
formation have been experienced after tracheobronchial stenting [1-5].
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Although a range of materials and manufacturing techniques have been trialled
and adopted, there is still not a perfect stent to treat tracheobronchial
obstruction in terms of shape and manufacturability [6].
It is envisaged that customised implant designs, due to their superior fit
compared to traditional off-the-shelf designs, could reduce post-implant
complications by preventing implant migration and fracture. The current
fabrication techniques including laser cutting, knitting and braiding do not
allow economical customisation of tracheobronchial stents. Knitting and
braiding of stents will impose limitations in the geometries that can be made.
To obtain customised tracheobronchial stents, moulds have been produced
using additive manufacturing (AM) techniques including stereolithography and
selective laser sintering [7]. However, fabricating stents from moulds will
increase the manufacturing time and cost involved, by adding an additional
step to the manufacturing process. Also fabricating complex designs using
moulds can be tedious. Hence a direct manufacturing technique that can
produce customised designs and complex structures is preferred.
Melgoza et al. [6] used a Fab@home system to directly print a
tracheobronchial stent from a computer aided design. The material used was
silicone. The Fab@Home builds objects layer by layer, using any material than
can be squeezed through a syringe and holds its shape [8]. Materials are
hardened by drying, heating, UV light, and other methods as necessary. The
work proposed by Melgoza et al., [6] concentrated more on developing an
integrated tool for making customised tracheal stent design to meet ideal stent
requirements. Since they have used Fab@home system to print their
conceptual design, the mechanical properties of the stent produced by this
equipment was not reported [6].
Although Fab@home system is capable of making customised design, it can
only process selected materials. Its ability to produce functional biomedical
parts using biocompatible metallic materials such as nitinol, 316L Stainless
Steel (316L SS), titanium and cobalt-chromium alloys have not been reported.
Also this system has limitations on the geometries that can be made due to its
relatively low resolution and small build area. Building an implant using this
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technique with its current capabilities may not produce functional biomedical
implants.
Selective laser melting (SLM), a metal based AM technique is of particular
interest among researchers due to its ability to fabricate customised and
complex structures for biomedical applications [9]. Several implants for
maxillo-facial and other orthopaedic applications have been fabricated using
SLM and the capability of SLM to produce such implants is being studied [1013]. However, the ability of SLM to produce tracheobronchial stents, in
particular to process the thin struts required for these structures, has not been
studied. This work therefore explores the ability of SLM to fabricated
tracheobronchial stents possessing thin struts with a view to producing
customised versions.
Although SLM potentially has considerable advantages over conventional
methods to fabricate tracheobronchial stents, the surface quality of SLM
fabricated surfaces is rough and for stenting applications, a smooth surface is
required to prevent restenosis [14]. There are different techniques such as sand
blasting, grinding or etching to attain a good surface finish, but not all of these
techniques can be used to polish the stent surface since they can damage the
thin struts.
Electro-polishing has been recognised as a suitable technique to achieve a
superior surface finish in several biomedical applications including the
polishing of cardiovascular stents and surgical equipment [15]. Electropolishing is a process by which a metallic surface is smoothed by polarising it
anodically in a suitable electrolyte [14]. During electropolishing, a work piece
is immersed in a temperature controlled electrolytic bath. The work piece
serves as anode and is connected to the positive end of the power supply. The
negative terminal of the DC power supply is connected to a cathode. When
current is passed through the anode, the metal on the surface is oxidised and
dissolved in the electrolyte whereas at the cathode, reduction occurs. As a
result of this electrolytic reaction, the surface of the work piece (anode) is
polished. Although electro-polishing is currently being adopted to polish
structures built by various techniques, its application to polish SLM fabricated
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stent structures has not been reported. Hence, in this study, the potential of
SLM to fabricate tracheobronchial stents and the ability of electropolishing to
polish SLM fabricated surface is investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Gas atomised 316L stainless steel (SS) powder with an average particle size of
31 µm (LPW Technology Ltd., UK) was used to fabricate the stents. Orthophosphoric acid (85%) and glycerol used for electropolishing were purchased
from Fisher Scientific, UK. A 316L SS plate (Hydramaster, UK) 150 mm long,
40 mm wide and 2 mm thick was used as the cathode. A SLM fabricated stent
was used as the anode.
Equipment and Methods
Design and fabrication
A tracheobronchial stent of 60 mm height and 15 mm diameter with a strut
diameter of 300 µm was designed using Siemens PLM NX 7.5 software. The
design was exported to the SLM Realizer in STL file format for fabrication.
Tracheobronchial stents were fabricated layer-by-layer in a SLM Realizer 100
(MCP Tooling Technologies Ltd., UK). The SLM Realizer 100 machine
consist of a hopper attached to a wiper, an elevator that lowers the substrate to
adjust the layer thickness and a lens that focuses the laser (50 W max) to the
build area (125 mm diameter). Before SLM, the powder from which the part
was to be fabricated was spread over the build platform from the hopper to a
pre-defined layer thickness. After the layer had been spread, the laser beam
scanned and fused the powder in the areas specified by the layer of the CAD
file.
Once the scan was complete, the elevator lowered by the pre-defined layer
thickness (50 µm) for the powder to be spread for the next layer and this
process continued until the part was completed. The principle of the SLM
process has been described in detail in previous literature [16]. The parameters
used to build the stents in this work included a laser power of 50 W, scan
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speed of 200 mm/s, layer thickness of 50 µm and laser spot size of
approximately 29 µm. After fabrication, an electrical discharge machine
(EDM) from Renishaw Plc., was used to cut the stents from the build plate and
sonicated in methanol, ethanol and deionised water.
Electropolishing
A schematic of the experimental set-up used for electropolishing is represented
in Figure 1. A 400 ml glass beaker served as the cell for electro-polishing and a
direct current (DC) rectifier (30 V and 4 amp max.) was used as the power
supply. The electrolyte composition was obtained from previous literature [14]
whereas, the electropolishing conditions were self-optimised for the stent
design.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the self-constructed electropolishing apparatus.

The electrolyte used for this experiment composed of a mixture of orthophosphoric acid (42%), glycerol (47%) and de-ionised water (11%). The stents
were polished for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 minutes. With the polishing time as the only
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variable, the voltage (10-12 V), current (2.4 amp) and the temperature of the
bath (90-96 °C) used were kept constant.
Initially the stent was polished for a minute. The polished stent was cleaned
using deionised water in a sonicator for 30 minutes (twice) and then
characterised using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Then the same
stent was again electropolished for another minute and cleaned in a sonicator
for 30 minutes (twice). Then the electropolished surface was characterised
using SEM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Similar procedure
was used until to attain a total of five minutes of electro-polishing.
Mechanical Testing
Metallographic characterisation
Metallographic characterisation was performed on the transversal section of
the stents before and after electro-polishing. The stents were ground finely
using silicon carbide (SiC) grit paper (220, 400, 600, and 1200) and finely
polished with 6µm and 1µm diamond pastes. The samples were
ultrasonically cleaned using iso-propanol and deionised water (15 minutes
each) and dried. These mechanically polished samples were then etched
using an etchant that comprised of 5 g of ferric chloride, 1 ml of nitric acid
(con.) and 1 ml of hydrochloric acid in 100ml of deionised water. A light
optical microscope (Nikon Optiphot microscope) was used to capture the
microstructure patterns (using TS View software). Microstructure patterns of
the stents before and after electro-polishing were captured using TS View
software.
Vicker’s micro-hardness test
The Vicker’s micro-hardness of the stent was determined using a Buehler
MMT3 equipment on the cross section of the stent strut before and after
electro-polishing. The load used for the test was 100 g.
Compression test
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Compression testing was performed on an Instron 3366 equipment. The load
required to compress 75% of the stent diameter was calculated by
compressing the stent at a rate of 5 mm/min.
Surface Characterisation
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The surface morphology of the SLM fabricated stents before and after
electropolishing was obtained using a LEO 440 SEM. The SEM was operated
at a voltage of 10 kV. In-built software (INCD) for the point distance
measurement was used to determine the strut thickness of the stents before and
after electropolishing.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
The surface chemistry of the SLM fabricated stent was probed using XPS (VG
ESCALAB Mk l). Using aluminium (Al) Kα radiation at 8 kV, high resolution
spectra of all detected elements were collected at a pass energy of 100 eV. The
relative intensity of the detected elements was plotted against binding energy
and the chemical composition of the surface was characterised.
Measurement of weight and dimensions of the stents
An Adam ADG 3000L electronic balance was used to weigh the stents before
and after electropolishing. The diameters of the stent struts were measured
from the images obtained using SEM. Five measurements were performed on
randomly selected struts from across the stent to determine the strut diameter
before and after polishing and the corresponding mean value was calculated.
The percentage weight loss and the strut diameter reduction before and after
electro-polishing were calculated.
RESULTS
Surface Morphology after SLM fabrication
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Figure 2 Photographic image of SLM fabricated stents (a) and surface morphology of the stent
struts obtained using an SEM (b and c).

Figure 2a shows the SLM fabricated stent. The surface morphology of the
SLM fabricated stent obtained using SEM is shown in Figures 2b and 2c. From
the figure it can be observed that powder particles are partially sintered to the
stent surface. This could be a natural consequence of laser melting since the
beam area will naturally intersect some particles only partially. However,
dissipation of energy to the powder surrounding the build during the laser scan
could also be a reason. An array of segments can be observed from the figure
and these segments or stepped profiles are due to layer-by-layer fabrication.
SLM process parameters, including laser power, hatch distance and layer
thickness, have been found to influence the part’s surface morphology and
have been discussed in previous papers [17, 18].
The average measured strut diameters (using SEM images) after fabrication
were 308 ± 9.9 µm (including the partially sintered particles) whereas the
actual designed diameter was 300 µm. This increase in strut thickness was due
to the partially sintered particles on the struts and stepped profile obtained due
to the layer-by-layer fabrication.
Surface morphology after electropolishing
During electro-polishing, burrs and other projections become the areas of very
high current density and are preferentially removed [15]. Figure 3 shows the
SLM fabricated stents struts (a) as-fabricated and b) after electropolishing for 1
minute, c) 2 minutes, d) 3 minutes, e) 4 minutes and f) 5 minutes.
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Figure 3 SLM as-fabricated stent strut (a); Stent strut after electropolishing for 1 minute (b); 2
minutes (c); 3 minutes (d); 4 minutes (e) and 5 minutes (f).

As can be observed from the Figure 3, the partially sintered particles on the
stent surface were removed after electropolishing for 2 minutes. However, the
stepped profile due to layer-by-layer manufacturing can still be observed on
the surface until the stent was polished for 5 minutes. This will increase the
stent’s surface roughness. Hence, to further smooth the surface, the stent was
further polished for an additional three minutes.

Figure 4 Strut diameter measurement using SEM. As-fabricated stent strut (a); an
electropolished stent strut for 2 minutes (b) and an electropolished stent strut for 5 minutes (c).

Table 1 Mean weight, strut diameter, weight loss and reduction in strut diameter.
Stent

Weight
(mg)

Stent
Diameter
(µm)

Weight
Loss (%)

Reduction in the Stent
Strut Diameter (%)
Asfabricated
(from 308
µm)

As-designed
(from 300
µm)
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Electro-polishing
(2 minutes)

640 ±
1.8
459 ±
2.7

Electro-polishing
(5 minutes)

327 ±
1.5

As-fabricated

308 ± 2.2

-

-

-

264 ± 3.08

27.9

14.2

12

234 ± 1.4

48.6

24

22

Figure 4 shows the stent strut before and after electropolishing for 2 and 5
minutes. The strut surface can be observed to be smooth (4c) without the
stepped profile that was observed after electropolishing for 2 minutes (4b).
Although electropolishing was efficient in removing the sintered particles and
the stepped profiles, it is important to determine the change in geometry and
the amount of material removed during the process. The observed changes in
weight and strut diameter before and after electropolishing procedures are
tabulated in Table 1. Figure 5 shows a SEM micrograph of a magnified stent
strut electropolished for 5 minutes.
After electro-polishing, a significant reduction in the stent’s weight and the
strut diameter was observed. The loss in the weight of the stent was
contributed to by both the partially sintered particles to the stent surface and
the material removed from the actual part. A loss of nearly 30% of the stent’s
weight was observed after electropolishing for 2 minutes with a 14.2% loss in
their strut diameter. Although 48.6% loss of the stent’s weight was observed
after electropolishing for 5 minutes, the total reduction in the stent’s diameter
was only 24%.

Figure 5 SEM micrograph of a magnified electropolished stent strut (1.93Kx).
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By using the relationship V1M1=V2M2 (where V1 and M1 are the volume and
mass of the stent before polishing whereas V2 and M2 are the volume and
mass of the stent after polishing), the loss of mass after electropolishing of a
stent can be expected to scale between diameter2 (for wire) since the stent has
cylindrical geometry. The obtained results nearly agreed to the relationship i.e.,
M1/M2 = R12/R22 for both electropolishing procedures. However, the slight
variation observed might have been due to the presence of partially sintered
(nearly spherical) particles with spherical shape on the stent struts. This shows
that most of the material removed from the stent’s surface was from the
sintered particles. However it is difficult to exactly quantify the amount of
particles sintered to the surface.
Surface Chemistry
XPS was used to probe the SLM fabricated stent before and after
electropolishing for 5 minutes to determine the change in surface chemistry.
Table 2 shows the atomic percentage of elemental distribution on the stent
surface before and after electropolishing. Medical grade 316L SS is expected
to have iron (Fe), chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), manganese (Mn), and
molybdenum (Mo) with some traces of silicon (Si), phosphorous (P) and sulfur
(S). From the table it can be observed that there is a significant decrease in
carbon after electropolishing. This may be because the excessive carbon
present initially on the stent surface might have been from contamination [21,
22].
Table 2 Relative atomic percentage obtained using XPS
Nature of the sample

Relative atomic percentage of the detected elements
C

O

Fe

Cr

Mn

P

N

Before electropolishing

54.4

35.7

4.4

4.3

1.2

0

0

After electropolishing

11.3

57.6

7.4

7.9

1.5

11.6

2.7

Since the concentration of C is a lot less after electropolishing compared to its
earlier concentration, the metal to oxygen ratio was calculated to determine the
change in their surface chemistry. The as-fabricated stent surface showed its
surface oxide layer to be composed of predominantly iron oxide with a
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comparatively lesser contribution from chromium oxide. On electropolishing,
the concentration of Cr:O increased to 0.14 whereas its initial concentration
before electropolishing was 0.12. The Cr:O (0.14) ratio was observed to be
higher than the Fe:O (0.13) ratio after electropolishing showing the surface is
enriched with chromium oxide with a comparatively less contribution from
iron oxide. After electropolishing, the Mn concentration decreased relative to
its observed initial concentration.
An addition of phosphorous to the stent surface after electro-polishing was
noted and this could be from the phosphoric acid present in the electrolyte. The
used cleaning procedure used was not sufficient to remove this phosphorous
and hence, adoption of a more suitable cleaning method is required. Nitrogen
observed after electropolishing might also be due to contamination. Surface
chemical analysis showed that electropolishing enhanced the concentration of
chromium oxide in the stent surface. Although the presence of chromium oxide
may improve the corrosion resistance, leaching of chromium ions may cause
acute and/or chronic effects. is Also, the electropolished surface was
previously reported to be enriched with hydroxyl group (-OH), yielding a
highly wettable (hydrophilic) surface and the presence of stable oxide will
increase the corrosion resistance [20].
Mechanical Properties
Metallographic characterisation

Figure 6 Microstructure patterns obtained for the stents struts fabricated using SLM. a) asfabricated; b) after electropolishing for 5 minutes (middle of the stent strut) and c) after
electropolishing for 5 minutes exhibiting the outer surface of the stent to show that the
electropolishing did not affect the microstructure.
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The microstructures of the struts were studied to determine the impact of
electropolishing. Figure 6a shows the microstructure pattern of the stent before
electropolishing whereas Figures 6b and 6c show the microstructure patterns
after electropolishing. All the figures show the presence of columnar and
equiaxed grains on the stent surface. These grains show different
microstructure patterns to each other because they are differently oriented. The
microstructure patterns did not show any significant difference before or after
electropolishing confirming electropolishing does not alter the microstructural
patterns.
Micro-hardness Testing
A Vickers hardness test was performed to determine the micro-hardness of the
stent struts from their microstructures. The mean hardness for the struts before
electro-polishing was 215.2 ± 3.47 HV and after electro-polishing was 220.06
± 4.16 HV. The obtained results showed that there was no significant
difference between the hardness observed for the struts before and after
polishing. This slight deviation observed in their hardness may be due to the
presence of different micro-structural orientations within the struts.
Compression Testing
A one-off compression study was performed to determine the compressive
strength of the SLM fabricated stents before and after electropolishing (Figure
7). This study revealed a decrease in the compressive strength of the stent after
electropolishing. Although this decrease is essentially due to the amount of
material removed during electropolishing, the density of the stent could also be
a factor. Since there is a high possibility for the formation of varied
microstructure and generation of different levels of porosities during the SLM
process, the density of the part may be slightly different [21].
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Compressive Load (KgF)

1.6

14N

1.4
1.2

As-fabricated

1

9N

0.8
0.6
0.4

Electro-polished (5 minutes)

0.2
0
0

2

4
6
8
10
Compressive Extension (mm)

12

Figure 7 Compression testing of the tracheobronchial stents (before and after electropolishing)
fabricated using SLM.

In compression testing, the stent fabricated by SLM was observed to deform in
a non-elastic manner. For any stenting application, the stent should be capable
of deforming elastically under any applied load [22]. The SLM fabricated
stents did not exhibit elastic property. This could also be due to the level of
porosities and micro structural patterns.
DISCUSSION
SLM was able to fabricate stents of 15 mm diameter with a strut diameter of
300µm. However, the surface rendered by this technique is not favourable for
stenting applications. The partially sintered particles on the stent surface do not
just increases the strut thickness and surface roughness, but they could also
cause some serious disorders if the stent is implanted. For example, coughing,
a reflex action that clears airways compresses stents to half of their normal size
and leads to stent deformation. Also during a cough cycle, the air from the
lungs flow out at high velocities [23, 24] to clear the airways. If the stents with
these sintered particles were implanted, frequent deformation of the stent
structure may potentially lead to the release of these partially sintered particles.
This can potentially cause acute and/or chronic disorders by blocking alveolus
(air sacs) in the lungs. Also the increased surface roughness due to the sintered
particles may cause inflammation leading to restenosis [14, 170]. Hence it is
important that the stent surface should be smooth.
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Electropolishing was used to polish the rough surface in the present study to
avoid any damage to the stent struts that are possible with mechanical
polishing such as sand blasting. Electropolishing rendered a smooth surface
and it reduced the weight and the strut diameter significantly. Most of the
weight loss observed could be from the removal of sintered particles, however,
the reduction in strut diameter cannot be neglected.
Previous studies reported electropolishing of cardiovascular stents that were
cut using laser from a tube. During this laser cutting, they produce tiny burrs
on the cutting zones and since during electropolishing, these burrs become the
areas of high current densities, they get preferentially eroded. Whereas with the
SLM fabricated stent, the struts have partially sintered particles with a
diameter of 5 µm and 45 µm. By the time electropolishing removes these
partially sintered particles, it also erodes materials in other areas where there is
no sintered particles.
Although electropolishing was capable of polishing the stent without
physically damaging the struts, the amount of material removed and the
reduction in the strut diameter is not desirable. Removal of more material from
the actual design can affect the mechanical properties of the stent [14]. Hence
it is important to control material removal during electropolishing. This can be
achieved by optimising the parameters (such as the current, electrolyte, bath
temperature and time) that govern the electropolishing process.
Electropolishing is suitable for surfaces with small burrs but not to polish the
as-fabricated SLM surface with partially sintered particles. However,
electropolishing can be combined with other suitable polishing technique as
the final step to polish SLM fabricated structures. Electropolishing did not alter
the microstructure and grain distribution of the stent. Vicker’s micro-hardness
did not vary significantly showing electropolishing did not affect the microhardness of the stent. The observed small variation could possibly due to the
microstructural patterns.
The

study

on

the

mechanical

properties

of

the

SLM

fabricated

tracheobronchial stents are not convincing due to its non-elastic behaviour. In
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the SLM process, the powder particles are rapidly melt and cooled. This can
contribute to the varied microstructural patterns. Also, since SLM is a powder
bed process, there is a high possibility for uneven melting and entrapment of
air in the melt pool leading to porosity [21]. All these factors could have
contributed to the non-elastic property of the stent fabricated using SLM. Post
processing such as annealing can be performed to improve the mechanical
property of SLM fabricated stents.
CONCLUSION
This study showed the potential to fabricate tracheobronchial stents with a strut
diameter of 300 µm using SLM and explored the possibility to electropolish
the SLM fabricated tracheobronchial stents. This study concludes,


The surface finish of the SLM fabricated stent was rough due to the
partially sintered particles on its surface.



Electropolishing the stents for two minutes in the electrolytic bath
removed the partially sintered particles; however, on polishing for five
minutes, the stepped profiles formed due to layer-by-layer building of
the stent were removed.



Although electropolishing was capable of polishing the surface, it
removed a significant amount of material from the stent surface leading
to reduction in the weight and strut diameter of the stent.



The surface chemistry of the stents showed a significant change after
electropolishing rendering a stable and non-corrosive surface oxide
layer.



The stents fabricated using SLM with the applied process condition did
not yield highly elastic stent to meet the current requirement.



SLM produced stents require surface finishing and hence leading to
two-step process.



Further optimisation of both the SLM and electropolishing process is
required to examine the potential of SLM to fabricate customised stents
with smooth surface.
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APPENDIX 2
Surface Modification of Metallic Biomaterials Using Phosphonic Acid
Monolayers
AIM
To surface modify SLM as-fabricated Ti6Al4V, 316L SS and L605 Co-Cr
surfaces using 16-phosphanohexadecanoic acid monolayers.
METHODS
Ti6Al4V, 316L SS and L605 Co-Cr substrates of dimensions 10 x 10 x 3 mm
were fabricated in a selective laser melting (SLM) machine using previously
optimised parameters. 1 mmoles of 16-phosphonohexadecanoic acid (16PhDA) was prepared in 20 ml of THF. Before surface modification, the asfabricated substrates were sonicated with dichloromethane, methanol and
deionised water for 15 minutes twice and dried to remove surface
contaminants. These cleaned surface treated SLM substrates were then rinsed
with tetrahydrofuran (THF) and immediately dipped into a solution of
1mmoles of 16-PhDA in 20 ml THF. To avoid any cross contamination, the
substrates of different materials were immersed in different containers. After
24 hours, the substrates were removed and the residual solvent was allowed to
evaporate at room temperature. Without rinsing, the samples were transferred
to a normal air-convection oven maintained at 120 °C for 18 hours. Finally, the
SAM coated substrates were allowed to cool at room temperature and
sonicated in THF and deionised water for 1 minute each to remove any
physisorbed molecules.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 1 represents the rough nature of the as-fabricated SLM samples in
various magnifications. This is due to the partial sintering of particles to the
samples during SLM process. Figure 2 represents the XPS scan (P 2p region)
of the Ti6Al4V, 316L SS and L605 Co-Cr substrates before and after surface
modification using SAMs. A metal-phosphonate peak observed at 133.3 eV for
the SAM treated sample was absent in their respective control samples. This
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confirms that adsorption of 16-PhDA monolayers to all three metal oxide
surfaces.

Figure 1 SEM micrograph of as fabricated surfaces.

Figure 2 High resolution P 2p spectra obtained using XPS for various metal surfaces before
and after surface modification using SAMs.

CONCLUSION
Adsorption of 16-PhDA monolayers on all three SLM as-fabricated surfaces
shows the potential of 16-PhDA SAMs to modify metal oxide surfaces.
Sintered particles on the SLM surfaces did not affect the monolayer formation
significantly. However, stability of these monolayers on the rough SLM
surface should be studied. Comparison of SAM attachment on both as
fabricated SLM surface and mechanically polished SLM surface may generate
knowledge on the effect of monolayers formation on a rough and a smooth
surface.
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APPENDIX 3
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Results

Figure 1 FTIR Spectra obtained using Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR-ATR for two
different Ti6Al4V samples coated with Ciprofloxacin®.
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